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The "99" is Arthur Savage's gift to big-game
hunters the world over.

Sportsmen first asked for this over 60 years
ago ... seeking a versatile, fast-shooting, flat
shooting, dependable rifle.

Over 60 years ago a young designer, Arthur
Savage, answered this desire with a revolu
tionary new sporting arm ... the first of the
99 series. It utilizes a remarkably efficient
rotary magazine in a precisely engineered
loading system, a hamlr.erless lever action
that lets you shoot as fast as you can aim, and
an exclusive cartridge indicator possible only
with a rotary magazine. These innovations
are still the backbone of the Savage 99.

Chambered to handle today's powerful car
tridges: .300, .250-3000, .358, .308, .243 ... the
99 is available in a famous family of models.

Above, the new de luxe model 99-DL in the
favored :t\,Ionte Carlo version preferred for
scope shooting. The 99-DL and a companion
featherweight 99-F feature a new top-tang
safety and lever lock, plus a new trigger-sear
mechanism. Standard models 99-E and -R have
regular safety and lever lock on lower tang.

See these fine American-designed, American
made rifles at your sporting arms dealers now
or write Savage Arms Corporation, Chicopee
Falls 13, Mass. for a free illustrated book of
Savage -Stevens - Fox firearms.
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YOUR

Congressman J. Carlton Loser
Comm.: Judiciary, D.C.
5th (Nashville) Dist., Tennessee

IT IS MY OPINION that the term "militia" was intended ... to cover the broad
field of non·professional soldiers, of citizens trained and accustomed to discipline and
the care and use of firearms. Today's equivalent is to be iound in the membership of
the National Guard and the organized reserves, and in the veterans whose military
training and experience entitle them to serve in the defense of our liberty and the
preservation of public order. I believe it an important part of the education of our
youth for citizenship that this right to keep and bear arms should be publicly pro
claimed and exercised; that young people should be taught the care and use of guns;
that licensing and regulating procedures should be reasonahly ordained and strictly
enforced;. that the forfeiting of this right to bear arms may be the sure and irrevocable
consequence of any serious crime of violence. The right of each citizen to bear arms is
both a symbol and an essential part of the freedom we desire to preserve and of the
responsibility we must accept.

Congressman Basil l. Whitener
Comm.: Judiciary
11 th (Gastonia) Dist., North Carolina

THE CITIZEN SOLDIER has always heen the first line of defense in our Nation
since the days of the American Revolution. An essential part of our security is the
right of the people to keep and, whenever necessary, bear firearms in defense of their
liberties.

THE U.S. CONSTITUTION, as amended, is one of the great
est documents that man has conceived. The Second Amendment
spells out very definitely that we as a free people are capable
of defending our freedoms by force if necessary... Sportsmen
tbroughout the Nation are playing a large part in establishing
voluntary groups to iustruct our youth in the handling of fire
arms, which to me is most important because they not only
become accustomed to handling a gun but also develop a re
spect for it. I would ... oppose any legislation which might

restrict the right of an individual to own firearms that he might use in extreme
instances to protect his person or domicile as well as to use as a sportsman in the field.

Congressman William K. Van Pelt
Comm.: Merchant Marine & Fish, Science & Astro.
6th Dist., Wisconsin

Congressman Robert H. Michel
18th (Peoria) Dist., Illinois

THE SECOND AMENDMENT was intended ... to prevent the disarming of the
average citizen by act of a central government and to preserve to him the freedoms
for which he fought. As a former combat infantryman, I am quite well aware of the
value of the individual riReman in warfare. I will oppose legislation which would
restrict or harass responsible citizens in the ownership of personal firearms...

Readers' Note: All Congressmen may be addressed as "House Office Building," and all
Senators as "Senate Office Building," both at "Washington 25, D. c."

Congressman Clem Miller
Comm.: Banking & Currency
1st District, California

THE NATURE OF modern weaponry is so complicated, and the need for centralized
coordination so intense, that the mere idea of militia is ludicrous. Now, let me hasten
to add, that developments in the future may put the militia (or the individual with his
arms, most precisely) in the forefront as our protection shield. If the world should be
caught up in the madness of an atomic cataclysm, our highly organized society would
break up into its lowest common denominator-the individual and his immediate
neighbors. At once, and in the twinkling of an eye, we might have the conditions of
the frontier reestablished. At this time, the only arsenal he could avail himself of
would be that (which) he had immediately on his person. He would be on his own_
He would need all of the cunning which modern man has somewhat lost. Having arms,
carrying anns, and familiarity with arms would be an integral part of such self·reliance.
For this reason, I have always supported programs which would develop the individual
responsibility and reliance of a fonner age. The very survival of the human race might
depend on a few Robinson Crusoes spotted around the globe. This may not be what
you had in mind in your letter [about the Second Amendment1, but I believe it needs
saying by somebody.

C-H Precision
Chrome
Plated Loading
Dies are
available in
over 400 .
calibers.

C-H Shellmaster
reloads complete

shotgun shell
In seconds without

any adjustments
or die changes.

C-H Super "C"
Press performs
all the operations
of tools costing
much more.
Only $12 00.
Choice of either
upstroke or
downstroke
model.

C-H Magnum
"H" Press.

This unique
and

versatile
press enables you

to reload rifle, pistol
and shotgun shells.

C-H Case Trimmer
insures perfect
uniformity from .22
Cal.thru .45 Cal.
whether rifle
or pistol cases.

FREE! Send lor JOflr C·H H,mdbook show.
ing Y01l, houl to. make )'01lr own CUllom
ammo·, AI/acb coupon to poslcfJrd and mail
today.

C-H Reloading Equipment was
designed by handloaders for hand
loaders. It is easy to own, easy to
operate. Insures perfect ammo every
time. C-H makes a complete line of
equipment for reloading rilles, pistol
and shotgun shells.

C-H DIE COMPANY, DEPT. G·5
. P.O. Box 3284 Terminal Annex

Los Angeles 54, California
Please rush me FREE BookletName _
Address _
City Zone._State _
Name of my sporting goods dealer or gun·
smith is:
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More industrial firms are realizing the
value of shooting programs in employee rec·
reation. Croname, Inc., in Niles, Illinois,
has plans for a complete program for the
firm's employees, including skeet, trap, rifle,
pistol, and leased hunting privileges.

The ground rules for National Industrial
Recreation Association's (NIRA) first an
nual national industrial skeet tournament
are being readied for an early announce·
ment by Don Neer, NIRA's executive di·
rector.

Harry R Brown, a fine trapshooter, who
hails from 739 Belmont, Chicago 14, in the
Windy City has an idea which seems to
PULL! to have merit. Harry suggests that a
Ducks Unlimited optional be added to all
state, zone, and national shoots. The winner
of the DU optional would take half the
optional purse, with the other half going
to DU, to help keep ducks in our skies. Non
hunting shooters would not be taxed, since
the purse is an optional, to be entered only
by shooters who wish to participate. What
do our readers think of Harry's brain child?

tr ~:: :;:

* *

More and more shooting preserves are
adding skeet and trap installations to their
family recreation facilities. Mama and the
kiddies can pop away at clay birds, while
Dad is in the field bringing home pheasant,
duck, quail, chukar, even turkey, for the
table. Warm-up sessions for all the hunters
improve field performance. Val Christmann
of Richmond Game Farms, Richmond, Illi
nois reports new clay target games for his
popular preserve, in a story from Ray Gray's
fine outdoor column, a feature of the Chi
cago's American sport pages. . , . Vern
Enders, up at his Enders Airport Farm in
Hartford, Michigan, offers trapshooting day
and night, to his hunters and shooters. . . .
Glen Acres Hunt Club, over near Oakland,
also in Michigan, throws a lot of clay targets
along with the feathered targets. . . . Big
Island Shooting Preserve, at Union Mills
in Indiana, near LaPorte plans an enlarged
clay target offering, with perhaps a sep·
arate clubhouse for the new facility.

:;: :;: *

Pennsylvania. A full-page spread of pictures
showing the Dar-Lee Shooting Range at
Summit Station, Ohio has already delighted
the area's clay target buffs. Shooting news
should be sent to Frank at his home address,
2040 Harwitch Road, Columbus 21, Ohio.

* * *

Indiana University's Center For Police
Training utilizes the University's skeet and
trap range to bring better firearms training
to law enforcement officers from all branches

(Continued on page 63)

Frank Trezise, SAAMI field representative
in the Buckeye state, has been named out
door editor of the Columbus "Star." Frank
wants shooting news for his outdoor cover·
age from Ohio, West Virginia, and Western

A MONG THE THINGS a trap and skeet
fieditor would never know unless he
opened his mail is the fact that more and
more hotel people are becoming aware of
the desirability of hosting trap and skeet
tournaments. For instance-

Sheraton is considering expanding their
single trap and skeet fields at their fabu·
lous French Lick Springs resort hotel in
scenic Southern Indiana to a multiple' lay·
out. The Sheraton French Lick Springs
could then host state, regional, and perhaps
some national tournaments. Shooters express
an interest in the proposed addition of
French Lick Springs to the circuit because
of the complete recreational facilities for
mama and the kiddies. Several Lincoln
Park Gun Club trap and skeet fans, on
Chicago's North Shore, vowed that the good
wife might even insist on taking in the
shoots at a spot like Sheraton's Southern
Indiana spa, One shooter allowed as how if
his wife found out about the proposed new
facility, he might have to go to the shoots
there whether he wanted to or not ...

Two of Miami Beach's plushest hostelries
are thinking of adding skeet tournaments to
their off-season attractions. One of the hotels
would bring our South American shooting
friends into stateside competitions hosted in
Miami Beach , . . Miami Beach would be
a natural in the Bahamas, Puerto Rico, and
Caribbean circuits,

Following up last month's PULL! column
on the fine performances of women in the
clay target games, we note that Mrs. John
R (Kit) Dinning of Ruxton, Maryland, is
reported in "Skeet Shooting Review" with a
.958 four-gun average on 3450 combined
skeet targets in 1959, During the process of
compiling this sparkling record, Mrs. Din
ning broke 579 of 600 small gauge targets
with her 28 gauge gun, for an average of
.965. The .965 average broke a record of
.962 on 500 targets set by Mrs. Ann Martin
Hecker of Tucson in 1951.

Squadron Leader Barney Hartman of the
RCAF came across the border from Ottawa
to pick up the marbles in the men's all
around division. Barney's norm on 3400 com
bined targets was ,983. The all-around title
requires minimums of 1000 all-gauge, 600
twenty·gauge, 400 small-gauge, and 400 sub
small gauge; with an added condition that
the small guns account for at least one,third
of the total targets.

* * 1,(

JEEP-TRUCK
GUN RACKS

SANTA FE
I D

NOW YOU CAN

murdercrows

• A real
killer. No other call
like it, and it's easy to blow.

REGULAR CROW CALL •••• $1.75
PREDATOR CALL ...•.•.. $2.25
for coyote, wolf, fox, cats, True imitation of
mournful distress cry", very effective, If dealer

can't supply, order direct,
GREEN HEAD CO.

360-2nd Street, La Salle, Illinois

~
"
~~ BANTA I'B
1 J: A DIVISION OF GOLDEN

STATE ARMS CORPORATION
386 West Green Street, Pasadena 103, Califarnia
Dealer, Jobber, Factory Representative inquiries invited

NOW BOYS: We
Special ize in Jeep

~~~:. fg~At~~~: ~~O&f~~ra~;~ ~~:;~o~~rs~~~~:
Satisfaction. able.

SAN ANGELO DIE CASTING & MFG. CO., Inc,
P.O. BOX 984-G SAN ANGELO, TEXAS

Fast Draw Timer ~
How fast are you? "Yo

l'\·Ieasul'e your sp('ed and reaction time to
1/100 second. Our electl'onic timer de
si:<;ne<.l. for use with wax bullets fOl' s"tfety.
Full loading insu'uctions. Complete set
up-timer, switch. target, wires and
inStl'uction. $59.00.

FASTIME CO. 1761 Hampton Road
Crosse Pointe Woods 36, Michigan

WITH THE

New Adiustable-Tone

GREEN HEAD
CROW CALL

$300

caliber 30/06
6.5x55mm Swedish
7.5mm Swiss

Virgin brass unprimed cases in hard·
to·find calibers now available to
hand loaders at considerable saving.
Inquire at your Firearms Dealer.
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Santiago Machuca
Sergeant, U.S. Armv
Score: 879·35

John C. Forman
U.S. Border Patrol
Score: 877·40

these shooters scored
a clean sweep of
the first 3 places
in the .22 -caliber
championship!

'and at the
PAN-AMERICAN GAMES
in the .22-caliber rapid fire

the Champion .
the Runner-Up .
and the Entire 4-Man
Winning United States Team

ALL USED_HI-STANDARDSI

The Gold-Medal-Award-Winning United States Team
Left to right: Lieut. David Cartes, M/Sgt. Roy Ratliff,
Sgt. First Class Aubrev E. Smith, M/Sgt. Richard Stineman

Year after year, match after match, more Hi-Standard
pistols are the personal choice of top performers in
military and civilian .22-caliber competition than all
other makes combined. Next time you're on the
range, look around and count the Hi-Standards..

Ask your dealer to show
you the match-g rade
Hi-Standard autoloaders
find out for yourself why
these superb handguns
continue to be the Choice
of the Champions. Or write
for full-color catalog E-9)

GUNS • MAY 1960

David Cartes
Lieutenant, U.S. Army
Score: 584 x 600

Aubrey E. Smith
Sgt. 1st Class, U.S. Army
Score: 573 x 600
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.\ LOOKING FOR
LONG RANGE
EFFICIENCY
in aSporter1
~~e .:1
.,Model •.

NORMA 7 x 61 SHARPE &
HART CARTRIDGES loaded to
our specifications are sold ex~

elusively throuqh Sharpe & Hart Associates
dealers in the U. S.. Canada and Alaska.
Primers are of the American type and are
non-corrosive and non-mercuric. 160-qrain,
pointed soll.point boaltail bullet at a
muzzle velocity of 3100 f.s. and averaqe
pressure of 51,730 pounds.

See your Dealer or order dired.

THE SHARPE &HART ASSOCIATES, INC.
EMMITSBURC 3. MD;

Distributed in Canada by
Barclay & Co. Inc.
1142 Homer Street
Vancouver 3, B. C.

The Revolver Lanyard
,We learn a little every day, or at least we

should. Elmer Purcell, an old Salmon River
trapper and prospector, a friend of mine
for many years before he crossed the Great
Divide a decade or more ago, taught me the
proper use of a revolver lanyard. Elmer was
a big, powerful man, well over six feet and
over 200 pounds. He killed all his game,
including elk, deer, and bear, with a 9 mm
Luger. He wore the gun in a shoulder
holster, with a buckskin lhong for a lanyard.

This lanyard went around his neck and one
shoulder, much as the Canadian Mounties
wear t.heirs. It was adjusted for length, so
that when he gripped the Luger normally in
his right. hand and extended it t.oward game
or t.arget, he put a good heavy pull on the
lanyard. Then h", brought up his left hand
to help steady and support t.he gun and right.
hand. In this position, with the lanyard
steadying both hands and the gun, he could
do very good pistol shooting, even in a
hard wind. The pull of the lanyard gave him
a very steady "gun platform" for careful
game shooting. He shot most of his game
in the head or neck and usually at close
}·ange.

S & W, Colt 1917, and some other service
revolvers came out with a lanyard swivel in
the butt, and swivels can be added to most
any revolver. For game shooting or for any
long range work where a man does not have
time or the terrain does not permit ~ sitting
or back rest position, the revolver sling or
lanyard can be a very great help in placing
your shot.s. It can also prevent t.he loss of
your gun while boating or riding rough
country.

Try a lanyard on your long barrelled
l'evolver, especially the Buntline version, and
see how much it st.eadies your aim and hold
for game shooting.

Vermin Rifles
I receive a good many letters every year

asking what rifle and cartridge I prefer for
vermin shooting. Twenty·five years ago, Don
V. Schmitt made up a .22·4000 for me on a
Springfield action using the 6.5 Mannlicher
case. With about 35 to 36 grains of 3031
and the 55 gmin Sisk bullet, it was a per·
fect vermin cartridge for hawks, owls, close
range coyotes, and bob cats. It was very
accurate and flat shooting, but at ranges be·
yond 300 yards it was too small for coyotes
and eagles.

I next tried the .220· Swift, and it also
was excellent for shooting all small vermin
to 300 yards, but beyond that range failed
miserably on coyotes and eagles. So I went
back to the .300 Magnum, 280 Dubiel, and
later the .285 O.K.H. for long r~nge work.

These three with 180 grain bullets did the
finest long range work on this class of game
of any I have used; but, along with the Swift
and the .22·4000 Schmitt, they seemed un·
necessarily powerful for most of the smaller
vermin. .

I next tried the Hornet, owning and using
several of them on Spl'ingfield, Model 70
Winchester, and 23 D Savage actions. The
little Hornet designed by my friend, the
late Grove Wotkyns, was excellent to 150
yards on all small vermin, but lacked expan·
sion at times out at 20P yards. Later, lob·
tained a little Z B Czech .22 Hornet and
fitted it with a 4 X Weaver Scope. This made
about the nicest little Hornet rifle I ever
owned and is superbly accurate. Mrs. Keith
liked it so well I gave it to her.

For years, I had written myoId friend,
Frank J. Kahrs, then advertising manager of
Remington, t.o give us the equivalent of the
2·R Lovell in a rimless case. Finally, Rem·
ington did even better in the production of
the .222 Remington. Since it came out, it has
been my vermin cartridge, first in Reming·
ton rifles and later in a fine little Sako
Mauser with full Mannlicher st.ock. I also
fitted this rifle with a K·4 Weaver scope
and it has well served my needs for a small
vermin rifle.

The .222 Magnum, also by Remington,
gives a trifle more velocity and, if anything,
about 50 yards more killing range. Both are
very fine little rifles and cartridges, and
they suit me best of all for average vermin
shooting. Like t.he Homet, both are superbly
accurate, and the .222 Remington as well as
t.he .222 Magnum can be sighted for 200
yards point blank and, by holding a trifle
low at 100 yards, you are right on the money
for all small vermin shooting to about 225
yards. These little cartridges offer plenty of
power for all small vermin to 200 yards, and
will even take bobcats and coyotes very well
at that mnge. I found them sadly lacking,
however, at over 300 yal'ds in killing power
on both eagles and coyotes.

When I have to make hits on coyotes or
eagles out at long range, I prefer my heavy
barrel .280 O.K.H. with 55 grains 4350 and
180 grain W.T.C.C. bullet.

Each year, wild house cats, bobcats, coy·
otes, horned owls, and killer hawks, as well
as eagles, destroy more upland game than is
annually harvested by the hunter. The crow
and magpie also destroy an unbelievable
amount of eggs of nesting wildfowl and up·
land birds. All hunters and sportsmen should
make eternal war on these vermin, if we are
to continue to enjoy fall upland bird and
waterfowl shooting. Wherever the vermin
are kept in check by the rifleman and shot
gun shooter, the game increases.
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Ask your SIERRA dealer for
your favorite bullets in the
GREEN BOX.

The varmint hunt will be a
success for the hunter who
will stop, look, and listen care
fully to this advice: "Sight in
before every hunt! Shoot sev
eral groups at the ranges you
expect to see game! Reload
with SIERRAS, the most ac
curate and destructive bullets
made!"

How do Sierra's kill BIG
GAME? Read "The 30-06 in
AFRICA." Write for your
FREE copy today!

[ST0i(~00 ·
LISTEN

The Modified Choke
The modified choke boreing is perhaps the

most useful all·around bore for most shoot·
ers. It is designed to throw around 60 per
cent of the shot in a 30 inch circle at 40
yards. Good modified chokes, however, usu
ally throw about 65 per cent patterns. The
modifie-d choke should just about cover a
30" circle at 40 yards, with no dense cen·
ter such as is typical of full choke patterns.

While the modified choke will not extend
(Continued on page 66)

for dry, comfortable wear when the going
is rough.

For mountain hunting combined with some
saddle horse work, or for long hard hikes in
rough country, I have never found any hunt
ing shoe the equal of the Packers and Log
gers made by the White Boot & Shoe Co. of
Spokane, Wash. These are hand-lasted, high
arch-supporting shoes made of finest mate
rials for many years' hard service under the
worst conditions. They come in both a light
dry elk tannage and a heavy calf oil tan
nage. The oil tan is, of course, the best for
wet country, while the Packer in the lighter
tannage is one of the most comfortable hunt
ing boots imaginable for dry weather hunt
ing. Tops come well above the ankle and lace
up tight enough to thoroughly support the
ankles in rough going.

Usually, one can travel farther and finish
with his feet in better shape with these hand
made White shoes than anything in the foot
gear line. They are expensive, costing around
$30.00 to $34.00 per pair; but they last for
years if properly cared for. Soles and heel
taps can be had either of leather or com
position, plain or hobnailed and calked for
use in heavy timber country where one is
so often walking on logs far above the
ground.

We have used White shoes for hard hunt
ing for over 30 years, and still wear them.
Address White Boot & Shoe Co., Spokane,
Wash. Made to measure on direct order or
in the usual sizes and widths. All have high
arch supports and, usually, high heels rang
ing from 114" to nearly 2". These higher
than normal heels are set far enough ahead
to make the shoe comfortable when riding a
horse, as they hold the stirrup well. They also
support the foot going up hill and are in
dispensable to dig in and hold the foot com
ing down scree or steep mountain slopes. The
Forest Service forces all their smoke jumpers
to use these White Packers or Loggers for
their own protection .in jumping.

NEW 4th EDITION /J/1//11/111
Of ITEMS fOR THE HUNTER, vu/!uILtt/

SHOOTER, SPORTSMAN AN COLLECTOR.
Service Armament Co. has done it again, by
offering its new enlarged catalog for only 50¢.
This beautiful edition is chock full of all types
of fire orms and accessories from Anti-Tank Guns
to Mini e Balls and is guaranteed to gladden the
heart of even the most blase gun bug. Present
ing the most diversified line of arms found
anywhere including the World's largest supply
of shooting ammo - it comes easily within
your grasp SEND ONLY 50¢

Foot Gear
For many years, the most practical foot

gear for the hunter working in snow or wet
tundra country has been the Maine Hunting
Shoe made by L. L. Bean, Freeport, Maine.
This is a' top quality, leather top, rubber
hunting shoe, made on a last to comfortably
fit the individuals foot. I have used Beans
leather-top hunting shoes for many years
when the ground was snow covered or for
hunting over wet ground. While so many
leathe -top rubbers are loose and afford a
very poor fit, causing the feet to chafe, the
Bean Hunting shoe fits the ankle snugly
and the last also supports the foot, making

Pistol Carrying Case
I have received a raft of inquiries as to

where plans or parts could be secured for
building shooting boxes to hold and carry
two or three target pistols and the spotting
scope. Julius Reiver Co., Dept. G, 4104 Market
St., Wilmington 99, Del., furnishes plans and
do-it-yourself kits for the home manufacture
of excellent shooting kits for the pistol target
shooter. These various kits sell for from
$16.45 to 819.50 and make up into very prac
tical kits, with space for three target pistols,
the spotting scope, plus ammunition and
cleaning tools.

Stout Rapid Reloader
"Stout Enterprises Inc., 7241 Atoll Ave.,

No. Hollywood, Calif., now offer their big
shotshell reloader at $350.00 complete. Fired
empty cases are started on one side and
move around the spindle in a sequence of
operations, extracting fired primer, recap·
ping, loading powder, seating over-powder
wads, ramming down filler wad, loading
shot, then crimping. As each empty is fed
into one side of the machine, a fully loaded
shotshell emerges from the other side of this
production.line tool. One stroke of the oper
ating handle performs eight operations at one
time, all fully automatic once the loader is
properly adjusted. It is claimed an expe
rienced operator can reload 20 to 30 boxes
of shotshells in an hour. Too big and costly
for many, this tool should be just what the
doctor ordered for custom shotshell loaders
or clubs wanting to load quantities of shot·
shells in the least time. Resizing of the
case is accomplished at the same time the
crimp is finished, and over-power wad pres·
sure is adj ustable from 30 pounds to 100
pounds, which takes care of about all shot
gun powders.

Service Armament Co. B EAST FORT tEE RD. BOGOTA. NEW JERSEY
SIERRA BULLETS
600 W. Whittier Blvd., Whittier, Calif. •
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LOAD YOUR OWN
/¥r;i' RIFLE • PISTOL • SHOTGUN
BETTER • FASTER • CHEAPER

Fits all i x 14
Thread Tools

Available in
.357-.429-.452

ONLY

Seating Die

1

With Shell Holder and Primer Rod $9.50

"JlJ,ee RELOADING HANDBOOK

LACHMILLER ENGINEERING CO.
6445 San Fernando Road, Glendale 1, California

Say you saw it ill GUliS

Duck Stamps Wanted
Here at St. Louis University we collect

federal and state migratory bird hunting
stamps and sell them to support missionaries
in Central America, Japan, Korea, and
among the American Indians. I wonder if
your readers would be willing to mail us
their old duck stamps to help us in this
missionary work. We can also use foreign
and United States Air Mail, commemoratives,
and high value stamps.

James C. Fleck, S. J.
3700 West Pine Blvd.

St. Louis 3, Mo.

An Aid To Law Enforcement
I am a police officer, and a lover of fine

guns. I like your articles on police firearms
training, not only for the articles themselves
but for a reason you may never have thought
of. Such articles publicize the fact that po
lice officers today do know how to use their
guns. The fact that we do know how, and the
fact that people know we know how to use
guns makes it a lot easier for us to subdue
criminals and enforce the law than it was
years ago.

I like your work against gun legislation
also. If the citizens of this great country
value the constitutional rights promised them
so long ago, they had better get on the ball
with letters to their lawmakers opposing
those laws that threaten to hamper the free
doms of all Americans. I enjoy the shooting
sports, and I want to enjoy them long after
my career as a police officer has ended_

David Russell
Shafter, California

Praise From A Pro
Your articles on fast draw, particularly

those by Dee Woolem, are fine. I am a friend
of Dee's, worked with him in California in
1955. I have done quite a few road shows
'myself; have just finished working at Fron
tier City USA, in Oklahoma, and have made
a movie on Fast Draw. Last year, I formed a
Fast Draw Club in Edmond, to teach safe
gun handling. I am billed as "The Sundance
Kid."

If everyone interested in fast draw, in
cluding the kids and the kids' parents,
would read and pay attention to your ar
ticles, accidents with guns 'would be practi
cally elimated. "It's not the gun but the per
son behind the gun that does the killing."

Bob Taylor
Edmond, Oklahoma

Model 94
I want to congratulate you on your article

concerning the .30 WCF in the January
issue. Two years ago I bought a second-hand
Model 94 because I could not afford a more

expensive deer· rifle. I had wanted a more
potent cartridge, but then decided to prac
tice with it and be able to place my shots.

In September of last year I learned to
handload for my pet. As I had more am
munition to practice with, the jackrabbits
took a pounding. More than a score have
fallen to my bullets. All have been running,
at over 50 yards.

This year my practice paid off. I killed my
first buck; a one-shot kill at 87 paces. He
was running.

I am only 20, and I hope to acquire many
more rifles in the future, but my 94 will be
the nucleus of my battery.

I buy every issue of your fine magazine.
Keep up the good work.

Duane Richter
Fort Worth, Texas

Big Problem
The big problem in the East and partic

ularly in the big cities, is "Where can I
shoot?" The metropolitan areas have plenty
of 50 ft. indoor clubs where it is possible to
shoot .22 rifles, but the man who wants to
shoot high-power rifle, shotgun, and pistol
outdoors has his troubles.

The Outers Club, Inc., offers an answer.
This club has just purchased 83 acres of fine
woodland near Wingdale, N.Y., within easy
driving distance of New York City and West
chester counties. Adequate backstop is pro
vided by high, steep hills, and plans are al
ready set to construct a 300 yd. rifle range,
plus pistol and trap facilities. Now the club
is looking for members who will pitch in
with them and help build what can become
one of the finest private ranges in the East.

Founded in 1924, the Outers Club has a
long history of wins by teams and individ
uals in a wide variety of national and local
shoots. However, membership is not restrict
ed to hotshots. Men of limited experience
who are seriously interested in any form of
shooting are welcome to apply for member
ship, which is relatively inexpensive. Anyone
who would like full details should write to
the club secretary, Ben Mecklenburg, 32 East
Devonia Ave., Mt. Vernon, N.Y.

Simeon Costa
M1. Vernon, N.Y.

He Likes Black Powder
Just finished the article "Return Of The

Navy Colt" (February) and am overjoyed
at this further evidence of the trend toward
a return to black powder shooting. Now that
this sport is within the reach of the average
gun crank, how about an article giving com
plete information as to the casting of balls,
procurement of powder, loading, full instruc
tion for the neophyte?

(Continued on page 14)
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"Extending man's vision
through optical science."
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Ruger Shake-Pruf Screws
Bill Ruger has begun bolting his pistols

together with Ny·Lok screws, identical to or·
dinary machine screws except for a stud of
nylon pressed into a tiny hole on one side so
it protrudes enough to cause a slight bind·
ing of the threads. This does not interfere
with normal screwdriver assembly and dis·
assembly, but it does prevent the screws from
working loose from shooting vibrations.
These screws will also be available if you
want to put a new set in your old Ruger
revolvers. From Sturm, Ruger & Co., South·
port, Conn., or see your dealer. A little thing,
but it makes good guns even better.

Varmint Hunters' Association
Everybody these days gotta have a "associ·

ation," and us varmint hunters are no excep·
tion. Here is a new shooting association of
national scope that really offers its members
something they can't buy elsewhere-a place
to hunt. Based on regional "ground work,"
VHA representatives line up rural landown
ers, ranchers and farmers, who will permit
VI-IA members to shoot pests, groundhogs,
crows, etc., over their land. The farmer dis
plays the VHA insignia inconspicuously on
his mail box, so it tells us riflemen in the
know that this is the man we should ask if
we want to go hunting. VHA publishes a
monthly bulletin, "Hill And Dale." Write
to Ed Cantor, Secretary, Varmint Hunters'
Association, Box 25, Centuck Station, Yon·
kers, N. Y., for details.

rifles. We like the lines and finish of the 725
especially, and with the .243 now available,
it makes one of the finest of all varmint and
light game hunting rifles. It's not a moose
gun at 500 yards, but the .243 holds up with
a lot of power at ranges beyond 250 yards,
in many cases equalling, nearly equalling,
or even excelling the .270 and .30-06 in
some loads.

ew chambering is also added to the
Model 870 pump shotgun, which now digests
3" 20·gauge magnum shells.

One of the neatest power·packages we have
held in a long time is the Model 760 Brush
Carbine with 18Y2" barrel. This popular new·
look Gamemaster now weighs only 6%
pounds, and seems somehow to have ooomph
lacking in the longer barreled pump rifles.
The 760C is standard stocked, comes in .280,
.30-06 and .270 calibers. Price is just $115.85.

Ithaca Deerslayer
A little too late for the Illinois slug sea

son, we handled an Ithaca 20·gauge rifle·
sighted shotgun. It was an amazing little
"rifle," and in spite of the absence of grooves
in the bore, that's what the new gun real
ly is-a smoothbore rifle.

The term, contradictory as it seems, was
used years ago to denote a Kentucky or
American sporter ·bored smooth to permit

(Continued on page 65)

Pisto-rifle
First it's single shot pistols that look like

revolvers, and now it's rifles that carry built·
in pistols. What won't they think of next!
This one was thought up by Russ Moure of
Firearms International Corp. and is available
from F.!. dealers when you ask "So, what's
new?" New it is, a handsome pocket·cum·
plinking pistol plus light, facile, and reason·
ably accurate repeating sporting rifle. Caliber
of course is .22 LR. The whole kit includes
pistol and rifle barrels, and the conversion

- ,

can be made just as quick as saying "Oscar
Neal." Assembled as a rifle, an operating
rod extends forward of the forearm to punch
the slide back, while a sheet metal breech
housing which also carries the rear rifle
sights keeps the hot brass out of your face.
We've been egging·on F.I. into producing
this for a couple of years and they did it.
The new FI outfit, called "Combo," sells for

64.95, sort of "two for the price of one."
Combo should prove popular with campers,
saving the trouble of packing two arms yet
permitting pistol or rifle use as required for
filling the pot or fun. The rifle·with-a-pistol·
grip is likewise a first step in the next half·
century's transition from sporting rifles pat·
terned after the Brown Bess, to sporters
patterned after today's "citizen·soldier" ar·
mament. From Firearms International, Dept.
RM, Washington 22, D.C.

Remington "New-s"
What's new at Remington includes .243

calibers in the 721, 722 and 725 bolt action

Iris Filter Aperture
Direct by mail from England comes an

unusually well made and versatile iris·type
aperture for target iron sights. A small stud
lever varies the iris diaphragm but in addi·
tion, to heighten contrast and increase visi·
bility through color changes as well as the
iris-changed amount of light passing the

- aperture, there is a dial which moves tiny
filters of various colored glass across the
line of sight. Six "lenses" range from clear
through yellows to green and blue, for best
visibility under outdoor and indoor condi·
tions. This aperture is not a "glass sight,"
does not magnify at all, and merely combines
in one device gadgets that the shooter often
hangs upon his shooting glasses. The price
is $8 postpaid from makers Shooters Supply
Co., Ltd., 149-A Cleveland St., London W·l,
England. Our Iris came in a cloth bag
stamped "PASSED FREE CHICAGO CUS·
TOMS" so you may not be required even to
pay duty on this.

BANNERMAN'S

Box 26, Blue Point, L. I., N. Y.

BANNERMAN'S SONS, Inc.

•Prices do not include postage.

Bannerman catalog, 7955 edition,
$3.00 postpaid

BOX 26, BLUE POINT, L. I., N. Y.

CW Cloth Haversack $2.75
CW Knapsack ........ 2.00
CW Carbine Sling

w ISwivel 10.00
CW Rifle Sling __ ..... __ 2.00
CW CSA Buckle, Square,

Replica ... h ..........,,,,,,,,,,, 2.50
CW CS, Oval Buckle,

Replica .... h ........ _m ........ 2.75
CW CS, 2pc Buckle, Replica 2.50
CW Eagle Buckle, Replica 2.50
CW Round Eagle Plate,

Replica m 2.75
CW .58 Cal. Spr. Bayonet.. 3.00
CW Cannon Worm... m 5.00
CW Cannon Rammer 7.00
1842 Bayonet 2.00
1822 Bayonet m 2.50
45-70 Bayonet & Scab 3.50
45-70 Ber Belt & Buckle 3.50
45-70 Ctg. Box ."'."'__"''' 1.50
45·70 Rifle Sling m ... __ 2.00
45-70 Wrench ... __m~.m 50
45-70 Manual, Orig 3.00
Spr. Shoulder Arms

by Fuller ... __ h_h_m 7.50
1863 Manual, Reprint 1.50
CW Navy Boarding Pike

Head :.......... 3.00
45-70 Carbine Sling

w/Snap Hook ....... m 5.00
Sha'rps Carbine Ctg. Box 2.00
'cw Cannon Ball, 3" 5.00
leather Gauntlets, Old Is~

sue, Need Stitching, Pro 5.00
Cloth Epaulettes, Green

w/Yellow Trim, Pro ........ 5.00

Your order form for
GUNS QUARTERLY

is on page 52

Improved Minute Man Gun
Blue instantly preserves and
renews steels and iron sur
faces-Not a paint or lacquer
- No heating necessary
Comes complete with all nec ..
essary equipment.
GUARANTEED - Tested and
proven over 40 years by $.
repeat sales to satisfied
users. SEN 0
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

r----------l
I ~~5;V Br~~f~r~?~a.MFG. CO' 1
I Xame.............................. I
IAddress I

L~·=·=·==~~e=.=.!
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OVER 30 MILLION PRIMERS
WITHOUT A MIS-fIRE

In maintaining superior quality, eer laboratories
test-fire millions of primers each year. To date, over
30 million primers have been tested WITH NEVER
A MIS-FIRE.

You can depend on eel to give the American Hand~

loader the finest precision primer available in the
world today.

QUALITY COSTS NO MORE WHEN YOU SHOOT C. C.I.

GUNS • MAY 1960

FREE 1960 BROCHUR£- Write Today

cascade cartridge. inc.
BOX 282 LEWISTON, IDAHO
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"don't drive
miles

to shoolf

FASTEST, MOST VERSATILE RIFLE
PISTOL LOADER ON THE MARKET
features:
• Convenience-oil dies mount on one frome.
• Progressive-from empty case to loaded round in easy

steps.
• Minimum cose handling.
• All dies in straight line set up.
• Eliminates time consuming die changes.
, Adoptable to innumerable number of accessory items.
• Can be easily converted to fostest shot shell relooder and

reconditioner on the market.

Rifle-Pistol Loader (less dies,
shell holders, primer post and
powder measure)-ea. $36.00® D-L PROOUCTS COMPANT
~ . Box 4495, Lincoln 4, Nebraska

(Continued from page 10)
Thank you for a truly fine magazine.

John R. Potapczyk
Canandaigua, New York

Lawmakers, Pro and Con
Congratulations on your aI,ticle, "Know

Your Lawmakers." I think it is a very good
service for sportsmen and gun bugs alike.

I would like to say that Senator Herbert
H. Humphrey and Congressman John Dowdy
had very encouraging letters. I would like
to say, however, that I disagree somewhat
with Congressman James A. Hal,ey and
Congressman Samuel N. FI'iedel. As I do
not live in either states these Congressmen
are from there is not much I can do, but I
do hope the people there will act.

As for Senator Joseph S. Clark, I would
like to know if he has got guts enough to
take a stand on this issue and let the
people of Pennsylvania know his views.

James H. CI'euse
Cheyenne, Wyoming

Praise Is Sweet
I have just finished perusing my March

issue of ... the only magazine . . . which
could fit the slogan, "Finest In The Fire
arms Field" ... which has that ext!'a finesse
which creates better quality. Then I read
the story, "Francis Wharton: Canada's Back
woods Wizard," and was so enthused that I
must thank you personally for publishing
this ... superlative ... story ...

A golden set of chambering reamers to
Francis Wharton! My hat is off to him and
to Bert Stent for ... an unsurpassable ar
ticle of editorial utopia!

Douglas Hough
Vancouver, B. C.

With deepest regret, we report the death,
last month, of Frances Wharton.-Editors

Youth Training
As an interested I'eader of your magazine,

I've noticed your articles on youth training
and also on national defense. Working with
young people in Lake County for more than
twenty years (where I am a member of the
Board of County Supervisors) , I have thought
along many of the same lines and considered
many of the same problems you have ex
pressed. I plan to propose to the officials in
my county that we get to work organizing a
voluntary training program for our young
people, both boys and girls. The nature of
this program might correspond, in terms of
the interest it would hold for teens, to an
advanced Scouting schedule. We plan to
provide them with some training. which
would help them and other citizens in our
community survive both missile and "con
ventional" military attack. This program
would attempt to furnish training of such
nature to the young people in the com
munity so that they would be of valuable
aid in the event of any emergency, in
volunteer first aid, food distribution, en
gineer and light defense units. Disorganiza
tion is the' consequence of any emergency,
whether natural or man-made, unless sound
preparations to maintain order are made in
advance, Keep up the good work GUNS is
doing by reporting on the benefits of young
people's instruction in the shooting field, in
both safety and target skill.

Mel Mullins
Round Lake, Ill.
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Theqirl
(and the gun)
we left
behind!
Annie Oakley performed fabulous feats,
with a Marlin Model 9I .22 rifle. It .
was a sweet little rifle in its day., _

But we've left Annie and that model
far behind. Today's Marlin rifles (in
cluding the .22 caliber lever-actions
shown here) have a feature that gives .
every shooter, novice. br expert, ,an ....

accuracy bonus of 15 'to 20%. •
It's Micro-Groove Rifling-sixteen

shallow swaged groo~es; that 'grip and
mold the bullet,instea~ of"four or five
deep cut grooves that may gouge and
unbalance the bullet. The result: less
gas leakage, less bullet wobble, less
barrel wear-and above all, better
accuracy!

Most rifles today are barreled like
that old-time Marlin. Only today's
Marlin has Micro-Groove Rifling, the
modern key to higher accuracy! See the
complete line of Marlin .22s-lever
action, bolt-aCtion and semi-automatic
-at your favorite sporting goods store.
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MARLIN MODEL 57-M MAGNUM LEVERMATIC: Chambered for the revolution
ary new .22 Magnum Rimfire cartridge, this Marlin offers 100'yard varmint shooting at
less than 6, a shot! With all the quality features of the Model 56 and Model 57, it is a
real buy at $54.95, only $5.00 down under Marlin Pay-Later Plan.

MARLIN MODEL 57 LEVERMATIC: This is tubular-feed version of the Model 56,
with a capacity of 25 Short, 20 Long or 18 Long Rifle cartridges. Has all quality features
of Model 56. With Marlin Micro-Vue 4X Scope, it is a favorite of seasoned shooters.
Priced at $49.95, only $5.00 down under Marlin Pay-Later Plan.r--------.,Marlin Firearms (a., New Haven, (ann., U. S. A.

I Please send me the new 90th Anniversary Marlin I
illustrated catalog in full color, plus Marlin Sight-

l ing-In Guide and Manual (value $1.00). I enclose I
25¢ to cover handling and mailing.

I NAME I
ADDRESS _

I CITY ZONE__STATE I
Offer expires July 31, 1960 K-51._------_.1

Just a split-second 2-inch flick of the fingers, and Marlin's
exclusive short-stroke lever action-a feature of all Marlin
Levermatic models-ejects the fired cartridge case and
jacks a live shell into the breech. Your trigger hand never
leaves the stock, your trigger finger never leaves the trigger!
Ask your Marlin dealer to show you the Marlin Lever
matic models shown on this page-and the famous Marlin
Golden 39-A, America's finest sporting .22.

MARLIN MODEL 56 LEVERMATIC: Exclusive short-stroke action. 7-shot clip maga
zine. Automatic side ejection; solid top receiver for low scope mounting; packed with
adapter base for tip-off and top mounts; Bishop-style stock of finest walnut; 22" blued
tapered barrel of Special Analysis Ordnance Steel. Priced at 544.95, only $5.00 down
under Marlin Pay-Later Plan.

MARLIN MODEL GOLDEN 39-A: Tubular magazine holds 25 Shorts, 20 Longs or
18 Long Rifle .22 cartridges. Fixed strap swivels; fine walnut stock; receiver drilled and
tapped for standard receiver peep sights and for adapter base for scope mount (packed
with rifle); gold-plated trigger; automatic side ejection. Priced at $79.95, only $8.00
down under Marlin Pay-Later Plan.

Be sure to see the Marlin line of high-power rifles at your
Marlin dealer's, too-they're real game-getters for meat
minded sportsmen! In 30-30, .32 Special and .35 calibers.

Prices subject 10 change without notice.

Only Ms'rlin
has Micro-Groove
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Elite autoloader of WRACo line is
fiberglass-barreled Model 59. New
gun is full 12, weighs less than a
20, has bright touches of gold
on trigger guard, plus engraving.

AMAZINGLY LIGHT YET

NEW WINCHESTER MOD

Basic mechanism of Model 59 is W
recoiling chamber. New shotgun ha
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GL.ASS E.A:R:RELS!

By WILLIAM B. EDWARDS

EIGHT YEARS of almost cloak-and-dagger secrecy ended
this month with the public announcement of the new

Winchester Model 59 shotgun. That secrecy was maintained
even through seven months of actual use of the gun by the
public-or part of the public. The trick was that the people who
bought and used Winchester Model 59s didn't know, and won't
know until now, what they were using. This was all a part of
the most extensive, the most carefully conducted, the most
thorough pre-testing ever given any sporting firearm. These
unknowing buyers weren't testing the safety or the operating
efficiency of the new gun-these had long since been proved
at the factory. They were paving the way for public acceptance
of a brand-new concept in gun making-the use of glass barrels.

In September 1959, some 5,000 new Model 59s were placed
on the market in North and South Dakota. Ads heralding the
new Winchester appeared in a selected few Dakota newspapers.
All many users knew about the guns was that this was a new
Winchester model. Nobody knew how new; in fact, it didn't
seem to differ much from the Model 50. Maybe if shooters had
known that they were putting high-potency loads through glass
barrels, they'd have worried; but they didn't know it-and that
was exactly what Winchester wanted. Needless to say, no barrel
burst. How could they? These glass barrels are actually much,
much stronger than steel barrels.

By snooping through the Patent Office Report, I had
months ago ferreted out clues to this break-through in shotgun
construction, and a pleading phone call wrung loose a pre
production specimen. With it, using slugs, I clobbered a spike
buck with a neck shot as long ago as October, down in the
vast Sinissippi Forest near Oregon, Illinois. When I showed
the gun to tree-farm forester Howard Fox, he commented about
the light (5Vz pounds) weight. When I told him the barrel was
made of glass, he looked puzzled. When I hauled out my knife
and whittled a few gray, plastic-like shavings off the gun's
muzzle, he looked startled. Yet neither he nor any of the other
hunters to whom I made this disclosure expressed any
skepticism about the durability, safety, or practical worth of
glass barrels. The average response was, "Well, now; what
won't they think of next?"

Later, in February, we spent two days further testing the
Model 59 on quail, pheasants, and ducks on Winchester's
famous Olin Farms shooting preserve in down-state Illinois.
Our shooting company was a pretty critical group of top gun
writers and editors. I heard nothing but favorable comments
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about Winchester's new baby. At five pounds eight ounces,
the gun is light to carry, fast to swing and point. Yet even
with hefty 12 gauge slugs, recoil is light. This is doubtless
due to the floating chamber (same as in the Model 50);
but such sweet-shooting qualities in a 5lh pound 12 gauge
are, to say the least, surprising.

The Model 59 receiver and guard are anodized aluminum
alloy, polished and finished jet black and glossy gold. Not
long ago, this in itself would have been remarkable. But
light metal in guns is no longer either questionable or
surprising. The surprising thing about the Model 59 is that
downy-light, lustrous, three-times-stronger-than-steel glass
barrel.

Model 59 is a product of Winchester's search for light
weight combined with great strength. Aluminum was the
obvious first choice, and it was tried. Many metals and

At top, woven fiberglass cloth covers
thread-wound tube for strength against
bending. Gauze holds cloth when dip
ped in binder, baked then belt sanded.

Hydraulic jade
pulls threaded
barrel end over
bore tube before
fiberglass wrap.

Edwards field-tested 59, shot deer (slugs showed good
accuracy), ducks, quail, pheasant, on two day Gun
Seminar at Winchester Olin Farms game preserve.

combinations of metals were tried and discarded. One such
trial ended with a barrel blown into a bushel of fragments.
Facetiously, Winchester engineer Jim Hartley quipped, "We
should've put a basket around it to catch the pieces."

What's the old saw about true words spoken in jest?
Hartley's crack about a basket reminded them of the old
built-up and wire-wound barrels for cannon. A search be
gan for a material that would be right for "the basket."
The search led to--glass; fiberglass thread wound tightly
around thin, shot-resisting tubes of either aluminum or
steel. The basic patent in the field, filed February 7, 1955.
illustrates an experimental military high-velocity rifle barrel
in a Model 70-like receiver. Patentees were James C. Hart
ley, Harry I. Day, and John L. Wilson (Hartley has since
left Winchester, is now production chief of Rowbottom
Machine Company, makers of the Ljutic-Shellmagic Shot
shell Reloaders.)

This patent (No. 2847786) reads in part: " ... a light
weight barrel for firearms of all kinds which will withstand.
without significant change, firing conditions under which
present-day steel alloy barrels would bulge or burst. How
ever, if the gun should be fired under even more extreme
conditions causing the liner to burst, the metal particles
will be contained and not (Continued on page 40)
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TV's BIG IIIIAN-
FAST RIFLE

\
\
\,

On boss's orders. "Rifleman" Chuck Connors
device on rifle to keep star's fingers

By ROOD REDWING
Hollywood Gun Coach

CHUCK CONNORS of TV's record-busting western,
"The Rifleman," is a big man in niore ways than one.

Re is the star of a simple yet widely appealing program
that is never far from the top of TV ratings and that seems
destined to go on for ever; he is six feet six, plus hat and
boot heels; and the way he handles a Model 92 Winchester
lever action has been the biggest enigma in the gun king
dom. What is the secret of his machine-gun speed?
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EVER WONDERED HOW

THIS MAN DOES WHAT HE

DOES WITH THAT

RIFLE? HERE ARE THE

ANSWERS. BY THE

MAN WHO TAUGHT HIM

With fingers outside of guard, "Rifleman" slaps lever through nine
shots. Set screw in guard f'eft) trips trigger and allows hammer
to fall with breech solidly c osed. Late trigger tripping is essential
to get firm firing pin fall, ensure no misfires on TV high-rating show.

This is the story of that rifle and how he shoots it. And
I'm the man who should know. I taught him.

But first let's get acquainted with Chuck Connors.
Something happened to American men in the late fifties..

They got taller. In the roaring twenties, Wallace Reed at
six feet two was the tallest man in the movies. In sports,
coaches realized full well the potential value of height, in
basketball and elsewhere; but most of them felt that it
was an unrealized, maybe unrealizable, potential. Most of
the tall boys, they said, were all length and no breadth, all
reach and no rhythm, lacking in speed, stamina, and
muscular coordination. Today-what a difference! There is
hardly a basketball team in the collegiate circuit that doesn't
have at least one star towering six-six or better; football
players run nearly as tall; so do the track and field athletes.
And these men are not great in height only. They have the
speed, the coordination, the lightning reflexes that match
those of their smaller brethren.

Are you wondering what sports have to do with this
story? Well, Chuck Connors came to TV-movie stardom
by way of professional baseball. I saw Chuck play first

20

base for the Los Angeles Angels, and I spotted him then
as one of the handiest big men I had even seen. He covered
a lot of infield, and he could reach anything thrown within
ten feet of him. Chuck had still another advantage in base
ball. Imagine yourself a catcher, with something this big
thundering at you. Block the plate? Not me, brother. He
can have it! I'll tag the small ones.

There was something working against him, too, in base·
ball. He couldn't take the game quite as seriously as some
do. He thought it was fun. There's the story about the time
when he hit a homer and covered most of the ground be
tween second and home with a series of front flips and
handsprings. That must have been something to see: six
feet six of firstbaseman doing cartwheels around the base
paths.

When Chuck's TV producers cast him as "The Rifleman,"
they called me in to coach him in rifle handling. Having
seen Chuck play baseball, I knew he had the coordination
needed for the kind of rifle work the part demanded; and
when I saw him handle that Winchester .44 carbine before
instruction, I knew he was no novice. He knew the rifle
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Hero of many westerns, TV tall man Chuck Connors can flip his '92
like a machine gun. Automatic trip on lever is secret of spe,e.d.

from muzzle to butt-plate, and he knew how to shoot it. But the
part demanded that he be able to shoot it as fast as a fast man
can handle a revolver-and that's a big order.

It's not only a big order; it takes a big man to fill it. I mean
that literally. Chuck's rifle is standard in size, with a 20" barrel.
A man needs to be well over six feet to have the arm length to
handle that rifle as Connors handles it. (As it happens, there are
three real rifle-handling experts among the stars in Hollywood.
They are 10hn Wayne, who did his stuff in 10hn Ford's "Stage
Coach;" Don Murray, whom I taught for the 20th Century Fox
picture "From Hell To Texas;" and Chuck Connors, "The Rifle
man." Each of these men is well over six feet three inches, and each,
has the manual dexterity of a cat. There is also Steve McQueen,
of TV's "Wanted: Dead Or Alive;" but Steve's "rifle" lacks a lot
of being standard.)

The first thing Chuck said to me after we were introduced was,
"Do you think I should handle the rifle right handed-or'left?"

Now if I were a baseball coach and a rooky asked me whether
he should bat right- or left-handed, maybe I wouldn't be so startled.
But guns are, for the most part, right- (Continued on page 53)

.,
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In P-38 phantom, locking block is shown in correct
position, under barrel at slide and down in frame
cut. X-ray permits study of inside design function.

By EDWARD D. PADGETT

Colt .45 automatic is among best
designs with direct-acting parts.
Recoil spring compresses evenly
around guide forward of guard.

Sauer DA38 was giving trouble in
ejecting. G~smiths fiddled with
it but shadowgraph revealed that
recoil spring was bent on barrel.
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,'. INNER WORKINGS OF GUN BECOME VISIBLE FOR STUDY UNDER

X-RAY. AND FAKE ALTERATIONS ARE PITILESSLY EXPOSED

AN IMPORTANT TOOL in firearms studies is the X-ray.
.t\.. Pioneer discoverer of the means to "see" through a
solid object, Dr. Wilhelm Roentgen early applied his
miracle of penetrating vision to his own shotgun. A fire
arm was thus one of the first objects to be investigated at
the dawn of the discovery of X-rays and today weapons, for

.many reasons, are an important field of survey for the
Roentgenologist, or X-ray technician.

Seeing inside a firearm has many applications. The bal
listic scientist uses high speed X-rays in studying the pas
sage of a shot charge down the barrel. The design engineer
applies the seeing eye to the inner parts of an automatic
gun mechanism and so comes up with a solution to higher
rate of fire, or jam-proof operation. The gun collector,
in defense against elaborate, costly fakes, can profitably
spend the cost of an X-ray to save a loss of perhaps thou
sands of dollars.

Since Dr. Roentgen discovered X-rays in his laboratory
in Wurzburg, Germany, on ovember 8, 1895, new uses
have been perfected rapidly. Roentgen's discovery that
materials, such as tungsten, would emit X-rays (or Gamma
rays) when bombarded with high-speed electrons, was an
accident. He placed a metal key on a protected photo
graphic plate; later had occasion to develop the plate and
saw the phantom of the key outlined on the picture. Trac
ing the circumstances back to the moment the key was
placed on the plate clued him in to the fact that the tung
sten was radi,ating an invisible "light" that could affect
photographic emulsion. So the X-ray was born. Picturing
his shotgun was natural, but what make or model it was is
not recorded, nor is. it stated whether the good doctor
found anything wrong with its mechanism. Since that day,
many inventors have saved countless hours of labor by
studying new or old guns with X-ray to learn what goes
on~~d~ .

Substances occurring in nature have their own charac
teristic structures. These structures can be identified, or

"finger-printed" by the penetrating eye of X-rays. The
penetration, or absorption, of X-rays depends on the thick
ness and atomic nature of the substance. This property
is called "differential absorption." Because of this prop
erty, and since X-rays affect photographic film, an X-ray
negative is a two dimension picture, or shadowgraph, of
the internal structure of the object being X-rayed. For
example, thinner parts of a gun appear as darker shadows.
Thicker parts appear as light shadows because the X-rays
do not pass through the thicker regions as easily as through
the thin parts. When a positive print is made from a radio
graph, the reverse process holds. Thicker parts appear
dark, and thinner parts appear as lighter shadows. Hence,
the X-ray "eye" can detect poor design considerations, de
fective or worn parts, poor workmanship, and "fake"
replicas.

An odd little pistol pictured is the almost full-size X-ray
photograph of a Steyr, Austrian, vest pocket semi-auto
matic pistol, caliber 6.35 mm (.25 ACP).

Of interest in the design revealed in the X-ray is the
recoil spring on top of the barrel-a popular idea in Euro
pean handguns. This allows the pistol to be designed so the
barrel pivots on a hinge (spring loaded), located just in
front of the trigger guard. A notched extension on the rear
of the barrel, and a groove in the slide (just above the
front end of the firing pin block), couples the barrel assem
bly and slide into one piece. Barrel and slide are decoupled
by pushing down on a horizontal bar (dark horizontal
wedge) just above and slightly to the rear of the trigger.

Tpe radiograph shows design detail of hammer and
firing pin block. In the uncocked position, the hammer is
flat against the firing pin block. Accidental discharge of
this gun is possible because of the weakness in the design
of the safety system, which is clearly indicated by the X-ray
photograph. The external safety lever is the dark, wafer
like segment directly back of the hammer.

When the slide is retracted by (Continued on page 54)

Austrian OWA pistol under X-ray
reveals over-barrel slide spring
liked by European inventors. At
right, lead bullet cores print
solid; X-ray shows ammo design.
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New Mossberg in .22 Winchester Magnum was field proved on
Texas turkeys. Tinsley prefers medium power smallbore, scope.
If law says shotguns, No. 4s in 12 gauge gun is writer's choice.

YOU HAVE TO BE SMARTER

THAN A TURKEY TO PUT TURKEY ON

YOUR TABLE-AND HE'S

THE WILIEST, WARIEST OF ALL

BIG GAME TARGETS

Talking Turkevs into Targets
By RUSSELL TINSLEY

Big Toms may run 18-20 pounds, hens usually 8 to 10. Heavy feathers demand large shot for clean 50-yard kills.
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Time-honored cedar box scraped by slate is type
of call preferred by author for Texas hunting.

T HE TREE-CANOPIED creek bottom was dark as the
inside of a cave as I inched along its sandy floor 30

minutes before daylight. I had to move slowly for stealth,
guided only by instinct and memory. Back in the years of
my youth, this creek had been a favorite hangout and I
had traveled this route many times, until each bend and
obstacle was familiar. But I had never dreamed, then, that
some day I'd be crawling here in the darkness after wild
turkey! Until last Saturday, I'd have sworn there were no
turkeys in this vicinity.

Last Saturday was a part of a week-end with my parents

in the small town of Mason, in central Texas. For old
times'sake, I decided to walk down to a park of pecan trees
where I had hunted countless times, as a boy, for rabbits
and squirrels. It was a misty November morning and the
footing was damp, so my footsteps made little sound. I
skirted a tight knot of pecan saplings, and-all hell broke
loose. There was a wild flapping, and a pair of turkey
gobblers took off. Up ahead, six more turks ran frantically
into the heavy cover ... I was more surprised than the
turkeys. If anybody had told me turkey were using here,
I'd have called him a liar.

So now you know why I was here before dawn on the
opening day of the deer and turkey season, wearing
camouflage clothing and carrying my 12 gauge Winchester
pump loaded with No.4 shells. This time, if I crossed trails
with turkeys, it would be no accident.

From the sign I had studied last Saturday, it appeared
that the turkeys drifted up this creek regularly to feed on
acorns. So, when I came to a fallen pecan tree that blocked
part of the creek bed, maneuvering strictly by feel, I
crawled in under the supporting branches and settled my
self as comfortably as possible for the long wait I figured
was coming.

I was right about the wait. It was well after daybreak
before enough light filtered through the overhead treetops
to make anything visible in the creek bed. There were
sounds enough. A squirrel hopped from a pecan tree and
kicked up an enormous racket in the leaves. A woodpecker
dropped on the trunk of the very tree where I was hiding,
and his busy bill rapped out a resounding chorus.

By eight o'clock, my cramped (Continued on page 44)

Dining off wild
game is fitting
climax to hunt,
says Tinsley who
returned to old
home town in
Texas to find
good hunting for
his favorite game.
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Jenvy's Safari truck sports battery in many cali
bers but hunter uses .22 repeater to keep alert.

Crosman repeater is type
of pellet gun advocated
by white hunter for at
home reaction training.

By W. M. JENVEY
Professional Hunter, Kenya, East Africa

I OFTEN FEEL SORRY for clients when, facing a
trophy they want badly, they mess up the shot. When

one thinks of the time and money involved in getting to
Africa for that long-dreamed-of safari, one is amazed at
the poor preparation some sportsmen make for it. The same
thing goes for all hunting, or certainly for all big game
hunting. Even if it's a hunt within your own continental,
national, or even your own state borders, you spend money
for the trip and equipment and it only makes sense that
you should also spend some time and thought in prepara
tion to avoid disappointment, embarrassment, and (out
here) even danger.

Some hunters seem to expect to learn to shoot after they
arrive here. Others do squeeze in a half-hour or so of

practice at home, and think they're ready if they plunk in a
bullet or two with careful aim from a well-padded prone
position. They never think of physical condition-yet
physical condition can make or break a vital shot after a
difficult stalk.

Practice for safari, or for any big game hunt, should
approximate the conditions you are likely to encounter
on the hunt itself. It isn't likely that you can simulate the
hell of a thump your heart gives when you are suddenly
confronted, close up, with a bull rhino-but you can
practice in such a way that you will be reasonably pre
pared to shoot well in spite of that excitement, and in
spite of the hard breathing and shaky muscles resulting
from the stalk that brought you up to that rhino. You
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Big Rigby sidelock rifle
.470 stops thick skinned
game at 50 yards or less.

PELL-GUN PRACTICE "UNDER PRESSURE"

EVENS THE ODDS FOR MR. AVERAGE BIG GAME HUNTER

can do it, if need be, in your own back yard-with a BB
rifle!

Exactly what conditions are you going to face when
that sh{)t is offered? Whether it's a shot at one of your own
deer or at a fine tusker, it's not going to be like prone
shooting on your home range. Likely enough your heart
will be pumping from exertion; you'll be wet with sweat
and dry.mouthed from excitement; and you'll be tense
with the knowledge of how vital it is to you that you hit,
and hit well, this trophy you've come so far to get. Out
here, it's vital to your white hunter, too. The dull thump
of a "perfect" belly shot will mean, to him, that he's got
a beast to run down and kill. If it's one of "the big five,"

Where do you aim, when do you
shoot, at two tons of charging
rhino hided in 4" leather? At
right, ivory on good elephant
may weigh 100 pounds each: will
facing these on hoof scare you?

First shot has wounded buff-can you stop him with
coolly-aimed shot before he gets into high grass?
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Too far for elephant-follow up, get close.
At right-close enough? Will tree distract
your aim? Miss, and you chase him in the bush.

that's a nasty job, one that has cost the l.ives of many
hunters, professional and amateur.

Let's look at a typical situation; or maybe two.
You and I have done some plains game hunting, and

you've acquitted yourself well. Now we're on the tracks of
a bull elephant in a miombo forest in southern Tanganyika.
It is October. The grass fires went through in July and
underfoot are dry, crackling, fallen leaves. There is no
underbrush, just the tall, grey.and.black trunks of trees.
You think the elephant will be sighted a long way off in
such open forest, you have made up your mind to make
the brain shot. That's O.K. with me. You have been shoot·
ing well, have listened to what you have been told of the
difficulties of the shot, and if you still feel you can pull
it off, fine.

Those last droppings were hot; I tell you it won't be
long now. Your heart leaps and commences a steady
thumping. I am listening intently, and so are all the others,
and you wish your heart would slow down so you could
listen too. But, you think, you will have time to calm down
after the game is sighted.

Everyone is walking very softly now, and you con·
centrate on walking quietly too, peering ahead, still wish·
ing your heart would slow down. You are so intent that
you nearly bump into me. I have stopped and am pointing
ahead. "You see him?" I ask.

All you see is a grey and black mass of tree trunks.
Following the line of the pointing finger, you look hard
and wonder how an elephant can hide in such an apparently
open forest. Then a movement catches your eye. Hell's
teeth, he's as big as a house! His back seems to be up in
the topmost branches! He looks thirty feet high!

I move into the lead, and you follow. The tracker dis
appears somewhere behind us. You wonder whether your
heart is making more noise than your feet on the dry
leaves! We move to within sixty paces of the elephant. Fifty.
Forty! The elephant is padding silently and majestically
along, and it is difficult to walk quietly and still quickly
enough to lessen the distance.

Suddenly, the bull halts. The (Continued on page 60)

Idyllic camp life of African hunt is pleasant contrast
to pulse-pounding danger of follow-up after bad shot.

Author's camp is often near Kilimanjaro, storied high
land of Kenya. Much game still abounds in East Africa.
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Taking up recoil with body reduces kick to nothing, says
long-time Chesapeake Bay waterfowler Cofield who claims
trap-skeeters fire hundreds of shots without "kicking."

Don~ Let
Recoil
~ca(e

You [
By TOM COFIELD

FIREARM RECOIL, IN COMMON CALIBERS, IS MORE

BARK THAN BITE. IF YOU CAN LIFT A GUN. YOU CAN SHOOT IT

WHEN SIR IZAAC NEWTON promulgated the physical
law that "For every action there is an equal and

opposite reaction," little did he know how literally his
words would be taken!

Shooting enthusiasts feel the proof of Newton's discovery
each and every time they pull a trigger on a loaded gun.
Naval ordnance technicians go to great lengths building
hydraulic mechanisms to absorb the "equal and opposite
reaction" of giant naval guns when they are fired, for
otherwise the recoil would literally tear them off their
mounts.

High-speed fighter planes have been known to lose as
much as 50 miles per hour speed when all their wing-

GUNS MAY 1960

mounted guns were fired at once.
These are examples of serious, realistic recoil in action.

It is a force to be reckoned with. It is also a force that
loses a lot of its potency in terms of shoulder·mounted
weapons as soon as some of the mystery surrounding the
subject is dispelled.

There are a few heavy caliber weapons, such as the .450,
the .600 nitro-express, and a number of other big-game
cartridges whose recoil is severe enough to cause nose
bleeding and headaches. But the run-of·the-mill hunting
weapons, such as twelve gauge shotguns and rifles in com
mon use in this country-such, for instance, as the .30 and
.30-odd family calibers-are more (Continued on page 38)
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Contenders for Prix Leclerc of 28th Infantry had
real Iio~ mascot at 1958 Grafenwoehr competition.

As targets rise, winning LMG
teams of 21 st Infantry double
forward from 500 to firing
line at 400 yards for first
leg of fast-paced shoot with
new Royal Typewriter B.A.R.s.

WHO ARE THE

WORt
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As Sgt. (left) bears down on roll pin to strip B.A.R. gas adjust plug,
tattooed AR-man whisks off dust from sight leaf using shaving brush.

US took individual first place rifle trophy
in 1957 Prix Leclerc, which France won.

ON HOTLY·CO TESTED FIRING LI ES this month
throughout USAREUR-U.S. Army, Europe-Ameri

ca's finest shooting teams are competing for the honor of
representing the United States in the western world's most
serious shoot, the Leclerc Matches, to be fired in Europe
in August.

Across the ranges at the great Grafenwoehr Training
Area, 60 miles NE of Nurmberg, shots ring out whose
echos will be heard around the world, and whose fast-paced,
thrilling schedules will directly affect our Stateside shooting
picture in the next few years. For American shooters in
the Army abroad are getting their first real taste of all
around marksmanship competitions that put sense into the

words of Congress behind the U.S. National Matches, that
the citizen should be skilled in the use of "military-type
small arms." At Grafenwoehr, at Stuttgart, at Mannheim,
at Frankfort, wherever U.S. Forces are stationed in Europe,
the best shooters of the best-shooting units are being dis
covered in Command-wide competitions which have all the
flair and tenseness of Perry, with a plus. For, in addition to
pistol in a quick but decisive combat course, and rifles
fired with hearts throbbing and pulses pounding from a
100 yard sprint, two-man teams serve light machine guns
in the only American-fired matches of their kind in our
competitive shooting picture. Pistols, rifles, and light
machine guns are the target arms in this all-nation shoot,

THESE INTERNATIONAL RIFLE·PISTOL.

MACHINE GUN MATCHES SEEK THE ANSWER

German Bundeswehr Gis are checked out
on BARs for LMG matches; used Kar FN
rifles (second left) in '58 Leclerc.



Canadians of Royal 22nd Regt. inspect new FN
7.62 mm. rifles of British Enfield production.

Advancing to line, FN-armed
Belgians. American with M-I,
and British soldier holding En
field, get ready to compete.

the now-famous Prix Leclerc.
The scores reveal how tough this one-day match is. From

1951 through '57, highest possible score per team was 2472.
In '53, Americans went through the wringer to assay only
1643-yet won first place! We won in '54 and '55, but lost
in 1956 to the French Army maitre tireurs who beat us at
our own game using our own guns: Colt. 45s, M-1s and
BARs. They upped the score to 2073, which record still
stands.

In 1958, hosting 84 riflemen, 70 automatic riflemen, and
14 pistol shooters of Belgium, Britain, Canada, France,
Germany, and the Netherlands including U.S. competitors,
the 1st Battle Group, 19th Infantry, conducted the Leclerc
shoot at Grafenwoehr. The new German Army, the Bundes
wehr, hosted all nations in 1959 at Hammelburg last
August. Where the 1960 matches will come off is not
published as we, go to press, but it will be scheduled some
time in August or September, and will be run by one nation
of the Western Alliance. Norway and Denmark can and
have participated on invitation.

The heroic bronze bust of France's great Free French
Marshal, whose name is given to these interarmy matches,
is first prize, held not by an individual but by the best
all-around combat team. Though excellence in the soldier

Heroic bust of French
Marshal Leclerc bears
inscription "In homage
to the officer and to
the soldier who is an
example to our Ar
mies," goes to team
winning the now-famed
NATO shooting match.

is honored and rewarded, the shooting selection through
preliminary events all over the various armies' commands
and, finally, in the Prix Leclerc itself, is calculated to bring
forward the best men from the best Battalion or equivalent
sized unit. This requirement forces excellence at the Bat
tallion level, and is in keeping with the spirit of the whole
Prix Leclerc, which is intended to raise the excellence of
small arms training through all the competing armies. 11
these days of the Big Bang, the intense interest and keen
rivalry between field units for final choice to fire the
Leclerc for the U.S. is the modern Pentomic Army's way
of saying the day of the individual rifleman-automatic
rifleman-is not yet over.

Leclerc arms are those of the fire teams in modern
armies. The rules say simply "Pistol," "Rifle" and "Light
Machine Gun (BAR, Bren, or (Continued on page 47)
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· THE OLD • THE NEW • THE UNUSUAL

EXPERIMENTAL BOLT ACTION .22 RIFLE IS LEFT OR

By HARVEY BRANDT

;;

Korda .22 rifle has massive ac
tion, reversable bolt handle and
cocking cam sleeve. Button front
sight arm is for takedown: push
ing releases catch pin at front
of bar for easy disassembly (top).

RIGHT-HANDED AT WILL OF SHOOTER

AGUN DESIGNED because of GUNS Magazine's urging
is some sort of flattery, and so we are happy to illus

trate this month the .22 rifle of Edward C. Korda. Ma
chinist Korda is right handed. But our article several
years ago on left-handed rifles inspired Korda to design
a breech to be assembled either left- or right-handed.

Korda's model rifle, the only one made, is fitted with a
right-handed No. 57 Lyman sight. Even so, if the bolt
be assembled lefty-fashion, it can be operated okay. The
bolt disassembles into a bolt head and body which is a
simple turning, with some notches and grooves below it
for cartridge feeding and extractor-ejector parts. These
can be reversed. Secret of the left-hand operation is the
symmetrical bolt handle, with its sleeve-type cocking cams.
Each end of the sleeve has a cam, hence reversing the bolt
handle completely changes the working of the action.

The bolt handle and sleeve slips off instantly, once the
rear bolt plug and firing pin spring housing is released.
A simple spring-plug catch holds it into the bolt body_
Depressing the plug raises the catch pin that hooks into

With handle for left-hand operation, bolt can be taken
from gun by rotating bolt handle to clear the sight bar.

the bolt, freeing housing and firing pin-spring group.
Korda at present is considering plans to market this

basic action, or perhaps a complete rifle, depending on
the type of interest shown. His design so far is a single
shot, for simplicity and cheapness of manufacture. It would
be an action well adapted to a match rifle at low cost
(though limited production might be costly), and a clip
repeater could easily be built up on the basic tubular re
ceiver. For further details, contact: Edward C. Korda, .--t
26500 Chardon Rd., Richmond Hgts. 32, Ohio. ~
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IX LunTED l'lJPPI_Y-The :\0. 4 Royal Er
by the world-fa1110US Cogswell and Harrison
nliere gun lualters)-and only $29.95! Each riJ
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----------INCREDIBLE AMMO BARGAINS

INIMUM ORDER 100 ROUNDS. All prices below
er 100 rounds. All ammo must be .hipped RR.

PRESS, SHIPPINQ CHARGES COLLECT, Sensa
ional New sen.ational pr;ces! Save. save, save. ~

SPECIALI I I Full case 7MM (M.C.) "Pullin"
••• Amma (1,000 Raunds) anly

SI0.00. NEVER befare sa much for sa less. Bullets
alone worth quadruple. Cracked necks insure tool
less pulling. Any with good cases give you the am
mo bonus of this millenium. Packed in commercial
boxes of 20 rounds each. Today's super give-away!

6.5MM ITALIAN IN CLIPS (M.C.J $ 6.00
7MM MAUSER (M.C.l. oooooo .. $ 6,00
7.35MM ITALIAN IN CLIPS (M.C.Joo $ 6.00
7.62x39 RUSSIAN SHORT (M.C.J (20 rdsl. $ 4.95
NOW 7.65 MANNLlCHER PISTOL (M.C $ 7.50
7.65MM (.30) MAUSER (M.C.J $ 7.50
30 CAl. M1 CARBINE $ 5.00
.30·06 U.S. COMMERCIAL (M.C.l. $ 7.50
U.S. .30 (.30·40 CALIBER) KRAG (M.C.) : .. $ 5.50
CALIBER .303 BRITISH (M.C.) $ 7.50
.303 BRITISH SOFT POINT $14.75
8MM GERMAN MAUSER ISSUE M.C') ..•...... $ 6.00
9MM LUGER (PARABEllUM) (M.C.) $ 5.00
9MM F.N. STEYR PISTOL (M.C.) $ 5.00
.42 COLT BER'OAN RIFLE (M.C.J $10.00
,43 (11 MM) REMINGTON (M.C.J. . . . . . . . . . . $ 6.00
,45 (ACP) COLT AUTOMATIC (M.C') $ 5.00

WORLD'S GREATEST-THE M91
• Col. 7.65MM (30 CaL) • Adjustable Open Sight
• Positive Safe with
Checkered Lever

MODEL 67 WINCHESTER .22 CAL. RIFLES

BEAUTIFUL GERMAN-MADE ARGENTINE MAUSERS!
Cal. 7.65MM

All milled parts. Select Waf·
nut stocks. Fine natural finish
(S shot mag,-no dip required)

:\CH!r. :KEYEU. X ..:YEU! has surh a :'Ilallser bargain heen arailahle. r~B~Ln;VABLE. From anyone
else hut YE OLD JIUN'!'I<;H it WOULD be unbelie\'able. You're Ilaid more for hula hoops than for TIllS
·~\[.-\STl~ltI'IECK Bur now whilo tin)' sUIlPly lasts. TllL'lK Oli' IT-an ori:dnal German issue Mauser
rifle in AI..:\lOS'L' Nl<;W condition throughout manufactured in the prime vintage ye<lrs with (naturallr
naturllrh) ALL MILL1~:D l'AllT::; A~D TRUE BLACK WAL"XU'!' STOCKS and the best of all, in tl:e
superh olympic accurate 7.651ll1ll (.30) MAUSEIt ritle cartridge. UUY and cnjoy fure\·er '·T.I:lE :MOST
IU';AlJ'!'IFUL MA.USER EVElt ]'IADK" (ONI..Y $4.00 ],lore if we select an OU'L'S'L'.-\NDI)"""G Beauty.)
Original German long blade Mauser Bayonet and Scabbard: only $1.95. Caliber 7.65mm AMMUNITION
(Cal. .30) Only $7.50 per 100. Caliber 7.65mm SOFT PT. (Hunting).Ammo Only $3.45 per box of (20).

• S.Shot Magaline _ No (lip Required $2795!
• All Milled Parts - 24" Barrel • 11/ 4 " Swivels

• Select European Walnut - Partially Hand-fitted - Natural Oil Finish
The fllle German made Mauser l\191-ncauUfulI)' sporterlzed at. t.he most reasonable prit'e
EVEn.. The rifle that has EVEnYTHI~G-inchldlngtllUllity features NOT found on hlKh

& Co.. P~lg:Wns~~~e~\\,~;l.~inJl~~rin~la:~{t'nc:Ut~~;~eillea~~~og:rl~r~\~I~~1la~1'&m:t~~lsUI~w~,ArseQ'~
"l~C~.lncd M~~~~~~I~"iSli~l~:::~ ~\?Itll ~i~u~~W~ ~~r~~r~z~~1 ~~lthl~ l:t~~~~l~'lfhi~~I~I~e~~t ~~~~~a~ew~\r:.a~~t.
o , mished and superbly fltted. (Only obt.... inable today 011 a custom basis,) A Sp(lrt.cr you can truly be proud to
o\\ll-th" finesL of the fine-yours t.oda'· and onh' ~i.fl5 ... the greatest Cllmlily huv ever!

(Add $·j.UO if we ("~lreful1y sclc('t a st9cls \yil!l ~Iltstandln~ grnin beaut)'.)

*
*

ONLY
$24.95!

ONLY
$39.95!

ONLY
$34.95!

ONLY
$12.95!

Britain's best pistol. 'Vorlc1
renowned reliability Fires
standard .38 S&VV ctg.
ONLY ~;-I2.9r; V.g., or lj;-l5.95
excelJent.

COLT .45 MODEL 191'

Colt. .45 ACP ~Iodel 1911.
"\Vorld renowned U.S. auto:
NRA v.g. only $34.95. NRA
Excellent only $39.95! Order
now. A prize value! (.45 ACP
Ammo. only S5.00 per 100.)

RARE! COLT MODEL 1911 IN .455 WEBLEY
AUTO CALIBER!

RARE MANNLlCHER PISTOLS
Cal.7.65MM

M05T ARE NRA EXCELLENT.
Only $12.95 up-why pay more elsewhere.

On hand for immediate delivery-order from this adt
(Send permit if your state or city requires)

WORLD'S GREATEST PISTOLS!
WORLD'S LOWEST PRICES!

.38 ENFIELD COMMANDO

Ye Old Hunter is all heart!
Ye Old HU'lter illustrates all 1ceapons by actual unre
touched p!totoorapks 80 110« can Bee how they REALL}~ look!

Limitell itmount anlilable for
the FTRST time. .Made for
Great Britain in Iiluited pro
duction. Tn very good condi
tion only $:1!J.95! A collectors
mu~tl "Immediate- delh·ery.

BARGAINS! BARGAINS! AND BARGAINS!!!

.38 WEBLEY & SCOTT·......
REVOLVER

Select shiprnent of inlproved .38
,"Yebleys. "l'hese have both the single
and double action design and shoot
the standard .38 S&W. Only $3.0G
additional for one in NRA Excellent
condition. An anuu:ingly low price.

COLT MODEL 1917 CAL••45 ACP
ew sbiplllent of the fa

mous Col t ::\louel 1917 per
mits this bargain price of
only $24.95. Only $5.00
additional fOI' a. near new
select specimen, Yours to
day. (.45 ACP am.mo. only
$5.00 per 100 I'd".) (Half
:Moon Clips $1.00 per doz.)

Now! Cenuine, original, rare.
l\fann Hche)' Automatic Pistols
at only $24.95 in \'ery good con
dition. A few excellent $29.95.
The most )'acy a uto design ever.
7.6:') :\fa.nnlicher Pistol amIno
only $i.aO per 100 rounds.

NEW. genuine Springfield 4 Gr. Barrels. Choice of either
03 or 03-A3 type. Original manufacture - not re-cuts.
Packed in individual protective container. Only $8.95!

NEW, Colt 45 ACP Barrels-in original packing. Restore
your favorite side-arm, or stock up for all time with an
extra __ m __ Only $4.95!

MAUSER 98 stripped bolts. Only slightly used. Extreme
ly rare-perhaps the last time ever offered. Only $4.951

MAUSER 93 complete bolts. Slightly used, and com
pletely complete. First time ever available in this con-
dition h __ Only $4,95!

To save-send 75c for each of first item, and 50c for each
of last three for Parcel Post shipping. Avoid other
charges. Immediate shipment,

ONLY $9951
A FANTASTIC BARGAIN •

Here at last! A rifle the entire family can enjoy. The perfect little .22 for all around
plinking and target shooting, and at what a steal price-only $9.95 conlplete and
serviceable in every detail. While away hours of practically costless shooting with
this e)'e sharpener. Better order this very day to insure one in your household!

CAL. ,303

low price of ~2·
right down to t
rifle manu(artl.n
OnI,. $4.00 ada

nU'ORTAN'l' INFOR;\IATIOX! SAT,ES TRRUS - PLEA SE READ CAREFULI.Y: All guns and ammo shIpped
RREXPRESS (Shipping Charges Collect) from Alexandria, Virginia. Send check or M.O. DO N"OT SEN"D CASH.
Sorry. NO COD's. " ..Money's Worth or ~foney Back" guarantee when goods are returned prepaid within two days
after receipt. Ye Old Hunter will not answer any ascriminoneous type letters. Send theln elsewhere. ALEXANDRIA, VA.,
'THE GUN CAPITAL OF THE WORLD. World's Biggest Arms House - World's Lowest Prices. Order no",. S"les
IJlmited to Cunt. rnitNI States! Nevel' before, never again ba.rgains. S-A-V-E! S-A-V-E! S-A-V-E!!! S-A-V-E:!! S-A-V-E!!!

"REGISTERED DEALERS: W
"'direct to our Canadian Distl'r



ONLY $2995!• AND

TTENT'ON AMERICAN RIFLEMEN! Take advantage today or these supel'b, safe, sure-...
plected. sensational. special weapons and ammunition bargains! Ne\'er in historY sum
sel~ction at such prices: Order TODAY from this ad. for lastin~ pleasure ami

el'manellt value: Don't be misled by clnlms of others-for the finest quality and
l·catest value selected surplus wenpons and ammunition are unquestionably the bes&t

I AMMO:Commercial made .30-06 ball-only $7.50 per 100 rounds.
ACCESSOR' ES:Brand new original leather slings, each .......•.. $1.95

Brand new Web ~Iings, each ...........••••... 1.00

assemble; this is no phoney '·auction" to stick you with What others would
not buy: this is no OVCI"I)l'jced munster from the other side of the moon, but
the REAL 'J'HING from Sprln~field Arsenal, in superb odginal condition
GUARANTEED by Ye Old Hunter and With all milled p,lrls and all numbers
matching. Send today: the best bargain of the new decade! Order from
lhis ad to insure prompt delivel'y! The greatest rifle OImol·tunity eyer

u.s. Army Bolf Action Rifle!

The Greatest Rifle Offering Ever •• Anytime! •• Anywhere!

TOTAL PRICE Only Sg28!
N~':V SHIPMENT of rare original 7Ml\1 Relnington Rolling Blocks

-the nfle that brol{e ull sales records a few years back Absolutely COlll~
. '"plete and tn. r~;narkable condition for t.he condition they are in. Condi-

hon IS ~un nut specla1 ana. n~t to be confusefl with forlner "gun crank special"
r~sty ~e1tcs. ~he finest 71\11\'1 .Renllngton Rolling Blocks available anywhere. Own this
llstol'lcal relIc f~!' a Inere PI~~ance-only $9.28. A fe\v in elite condition only $11.08!
lamorous, rare short tooth bayonets only $1.95. 7l\1"l\I M:.C. ammo only $6 per 100.

THE i\IOST AMAZING FIND OF OUR TDIES. Authentic Russian Infantry Rifles in
both the ':are Model 91 and the rare ~Ioclel 91/30. YOUR CHOICE of either model
only $~O.9;), or botl~ lnodels for 9~LY $21.45 when ordered in pairs. Guaranteed com
l?lete. III good servlC.ea.ble co",:(lItlOn ;;\11(1 c1e\'oid of all cOllununist rust. A hazardous
tiJ~d tha~ shattered the shootIng world, and wha.t ma.yhelll for our competitors who
tl'led ~aJt?ck y Ye Ol~ ~untel' out of tllls.ca.che: Tha.nks ~o :1n und~J'ground waterway,
shoot1n o IS now yams 111 th~ popular 4.62 Calil)f'r-avallnble everywhere. Super rare
qundn1ngular bayonets for elther Inodel only $1.9;>. Insure yours with a pl'ompt order! !

A Pancho Villa Special! Cal. 7mm Remington Rolling Blocks!
Cal.7MM

Quality Reminyton Made .43 Caliber Saddle Carbines!
Cal••43

LOWEST PRICE EVER-Only S1795!
Just arrived! Rare shipments of absolutely very good genuine U.cmington made SA1)
DLE Carbines complete and readY to go in every detail. The tirst and possibtr J..AST

chance for YOU Rolling Block lovers to ourchase one of these trim liUle rities at a p!'ice nercr before
leard or unheard. This is the rare odagolU\1 breech model whirh !!lakcs it a collector's must as well as a
shooters treasure for a lifetime of rare plcasure. Original boxed T;,MC .43 ammo only $6.00 !lor 100 rounds.

f
~M91 and M91j30 RIFLES

Your choice ONLY
(M91 Model pictured)

FINEST .RIFLE EVER MADE" •• , GENERAL HATCHER

Cal. .30-06 Original M 1 GARANPSOn'y

u. S. ARMY MODEL 1917 RIFLES
CAL. 30-06

• fresh from government cases ••

Reduced to Only

S1395!

Now-only

NOWI GENUINE, ORIGINAL
NEAR MINT M1 GARANDS
All U.S. (Springfield Armory) Made•

All Milled
Parts!
All Matching
Numbers!

Yes, Ye Old Hunter, the Guantanamo Buddha of the ~un trndC!I'S of the world,
beg-ins a new yeal" and new decade with the :,.:TCl1t(!st rifle bar~ain ever
fuund ... a gigantic shipment of "The finest rifle ever made" ... yes.
tens of thousands of ORIGINAL GARA:"\DS. all in v. ~. 01' beuQl' condition,
all manufactm"Cd by SPRH·..:'GFJELD AR~E~AL Ino cheap contract jobs), all
in the wOI'leI's g-reatcst cartridg'es. ,aO-06. ancl all at a pl'icc EVEUYONE
can afford ..• just a mere $79.Hr:;. !'O'ov.: ynu <:an throwaway those old
Kl'ngs and rough Spring-fields you've been payinl-:" so much fol' from others.
and ~l(."p up and enjoy the best of '£"111 ~lll. the gl"l'<ll Gm·and. and blaze away
with Ye Old HUlltCI"S barg-ain .:10·06 l\IC cartrid~es for only $79.1");;' This
is no worthl!'ss bag of reject mis-matched pans someone was afraid to

MODEL 1911 SWISS RiflES
The Most Spectacular Bargain in All Rifledom!

o

TER'S BARGAINS

1ST DRAMATIC PRICE REDUCTION EVER!!!

IT .:tFTEB. treasure in all gundolll-at last run down by Ye Old Hunter! 1\ few lucky
I pa}'ing $90.00 for those rare precision mast.erpieces ... but now this "ery rifle is
AND ALL at the reduced pri('e of ONLY $13.95. Super designcd with the rapid (al

tic) straight !HIll bolt and also chambercd for the SUPER ACClIRATE j'.5 Swiss cllrt
'om se~-eral U.S. Dealcrs l\OW. Think at' it-no immediate ammo. problcms.-no alllIllO.
:ol~tJOn.... Order now, hefore huge SllJll>ly has been pickcd m·cr. All in good or
(Sclected spccimens only $~ additional!) ~wi!'is )fodel 1911 Bayonet OnlY $1.95! Swiss
:\lathctc-COml}lcte wilh Sheath-Only $3.95! Your friends will manel at this aile.
~

Eerland ! !! Where the Watchword is Always Precision
ISS

THE FAMED ROYAL ENFIELD No.1, Mk III
the-· most astounding bargain ]<;"J<;n. before Ye Old Hunter wakes up bankrupt and

's dane. The pride of the British Army frolll 1900 to Korea ~O\Y at the unheard of
ce of only $9.95! Almost too fantastic to belien, and luckily so, otherwise Ye Old
have escaoed a howling lynch mob of (;ompeLitors already at his heels because of these

f~'121~dC:nr?eU'j~a:~~~~~'~~~-g: Stt~s5 ~~:I~~l i~r(~~~~di;~'i~f~C~ffte~dl rr~:(~' ~~icOr~Jtbleah~~;~~~~l(~
~

~~~

VlENDOUS LITTLE ROYAL ENFIELD JUNGLE CARBINE!

ld, beautifully sportel'ized
n ma]\:.ers (England's pre
has been carefully selected
~ut down and reshaped by
shed and reblued. Each is
lsed with nlakeshift ';cut
nsist on a gen uine Cogswell
las all sportscl0t11 talking.

rER-ONLY

L ENFIELD SPORTERS!..

TIRED OF PAYING OVER $40.00 FOR A U.S. ARlllY .30-06 RIFJ,E? SURPL1:S :'vIl917 .30-06 rifles-famed Springfield/Mauser "speedlock"
So was YE OLD HUNTEH, so he went out and now brings you this action designed to cock on closing, complete with precision micromete,'

"SPACE AGE" SPECIAL and U.S. ARMY MODEHN .30-06 HIFLE GIVE- receiver sight (where it belongs!). For you telescope enthusiasts, the
AWAY WITHOUT PRECEDENT! The latest and last model U.S. Army bolt and safe are "lre'Hl)' designed for scope clearance. This super-
bolt action .30-06 rifle, and strongest U.S. Army bolt action EVER made strength action can be converted to take virtually ANY cartridges but
owing to its IMPHOVT,;D SPHINGFIELD SPEED TYPE OF ACTIO.N.. So it already shoots the BEST OF 'EM ALL, the fantastic U.S..30-06.
let your pocketbook bask in the reflected glow of the astomshlng available 111 every spot in the good 01' U.S.A.! (The most highly deyeloped
economy of TI-IIS rifle bargain, and load-up NOW ... U.S. ARMY cartridge ever made!) Bargain U.S. made M.C. ammo only $7.50 per 100.

(A few "like mint" selected specimens on hand for you ultimate J\'Iodel '17 seekers at onl~' $5,00 additional.)

rhe-}Vorld famous hard hitting .303 British .lungle Carbine at a price E'VERYONJt~
can afford. Order now while stocks of this premium rifle are still a\'aUable at the low,
15. :nhe rifle designed for Jungle in-fighting. Just the ticket for fast off-hand shooting

built-in rubber recoil pad. Be a proud owner of this "as is" sporter. This is THJt;
for ·rapid firing with a full ten round magazine and only '7 lbs.- a true featherweight.

ollal if we hand select one in ultimate condition. YOURS T~IS YERY DAY.

te on your official letterhead for new sensational discount lists. CANADIAN BUYERS: 1,Vrite ....
ItOI', P. O. Box 628, Peterboro, Ontario. Add 20 o/c to abo\'e prices when ordering and SAVE.'

DGE.200 S. Union St.. Alexandria 21 Va.



Royal "Hand of
Fatima" seal is in
gold on M70 mag
azine; may have
originated as hand
of Turkish Sultan.

President Eisenhower vlsltmg Afghanistan
in December presented to King Mohammed
Zahir Shah a Super Grade Model 70 Win·
chester rifle. The presentation made at Kabul
of a special .270 gold inlaid weapon followed
a long tradition of gift guns set by past Chief
Executives of America and others. As early
as 1839 a set of handso·mely inlaid and en
graved rifles and pistols was forwarded by
Samuel Colt, then of Paterson, N.J., to H.M.
the Sultan of Musquat, a token of esteem
from His Excellency Martin Van Buren,
President of the United States. Later pre·
sentations to distinguished royalty of the

ear East included a handsome Remington
.44 M1874 revolver from President U. S.

Grant to the ruler of Egypt,
while President F. D. Roose
velt's presentation Savage
Model 99 to the Shahinshah
of Iran has been pictured
before in GUNS. President
Dwight Eisenhower's choice of
a Winchester followed our
leading gun-sportsman's liking
for the fine Winchester arms.

MAYVILLII!.
WISCONSIN

CHECK THE flATU.1S
that make the M E C
250 th. reloader tor all
competitive shooters.

PLUS
M E C' s exclusive Flip
Type Measure:'" Hard·
ened Charging Bar 
Both Positive Stop or
Direct ReadiQg Wad
Seating Ram - Sur·Lock
One· Stroke Cri mp 
Primer Catcher.

* Standard 718"-14 thread-may
be used in all popular loadin~

presses.
,. Precision made to exactin~ spe

cifications.
* Hand polished for lon::r wear.
* Correct sizin~, dccappin~ &

expandin2".
~ Perfect seaUn~ and crimpin~.

* Available In abOut 500 calibers.
.. \\'e can make dies for almost

any caliber-send fired cases
for Quotation.

ReBS TWO DIE
RIFLE SET

$13.50 to $18.00 per set

co.. INC.

The M E C 250 is by far the
fastest of all conventional

reloading tools. Guaranteed
to process 250 shells per hour

when used by a proficient
operator, this tool was built for

speed as well as precision. Built
by people who know the needs

of the trap and skeet competitor.

Buy GUNS QUARTELY Now

m3~,
2 m •• STAT"N'

ONLY THREE WORKING
STATIONS
Complete shell" is processed
with only three working
stations. Tool has extra stations
for installation of cap conver·
sian ~it. star crimp head. etc:.

At your dealers' or order dired-send postcard for catalol.

RCBS GUN &. DIE SHOP
P 0 60' 7:9 _

O'o ... l1,c, (oldor 1'0

Nanuet, N. Y.

~W"r'~'...(MUGU
'OWDUI

CU"U 'NO .

SEArs WAOS

USIlES

aUtUMES

MULTIPLE·DUTY STATION
Six operations at one station
••• reducing shell handling to
the minimum. One position
reprimes. resizes. charges
powder, guides and seats wads.
and charges shot.

"M~WADS

FLO.lTlHC WAD .CUIDE

CASING

a£SIZING lifE

FLOATING WAD GUIDE
Permits quick and easy loading
and accurate seating of over·
powde"r and filler wads.
separately or in combination.
without damaging or deforming
wad or bulging finished shell.

DER DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY
THE TRAP AND 'SKEETSHOOTER

Box 425 (Dept. G U)

•

BUY SURPLUS NOW
.- ~ - DIRECT FROM

~- U. S. GOVERNMENT
TREMENDOUS SAVINGS - COLOSSAL GOVT.
SALES-BUY AT FRACTIONS OF ARMY AND
NAVY COSTS. Individuals can now buy direct
from U.S. Govt. Surplus Govt. Property located
in Govt. Depots throughout the entire U.S.-from
coast to coast-Depots located in every state.
FOR SALE: Boats, LST's, LCVP's, Alrcrafts,
Helicopters. Marine Engines. Radar, Sonar.
Radio Telephones, Walkie-Talkies. Nautical In
struments. Electronics. Marine Equipment,
Hardware, Etc., Etc.
ALSO: Jeeps, Trucks. Tractors, Trailers, Auto
motive Supplies, Amphibious Vehicles, Farm
Implements. Farm Machinery, Tools. Gener-
ators. Etc. .
Thousands of otber items too numerous to
mention. Send for "GOVERNMENT SURPLUS
SALES" - $1.25. (Lists Govt. Depots & Proce
dure to Buy from Govt.)

"GOVERNMENT SURPLUS SALES"

See the M E C 250 at your dealer's or write

MAYVILLE ENGINEERING
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The famous PINEAPPLE
of World Wars 1 and 2
new but unloaded. Price
-$3.00 ea. pp. The new
U.S. offensive type grenade
-smooth body (new un
loaded)-$3.00 ea.

HAND GRENADES

DC__' .~

M-l GARAND GRENADE LAUNCHER
-a rare accessory for your Garand
... Ideal for line throwing' ... Firing
signal rockets, etc. Complete with
dummy rifle grenade, grenade sight,
and 20 blank cartridges.

P~ice-$5.00ea.

*. FLARE PISTOLS
• u. S. M-8 Flare Pistols, 37MM-New .. $7.50 ea.
• BRITISH WEBLEY Flare Pistols,

:l7MM 7.50 ea.
• GEHMAN Flare Pistols, various models 7.50 ea.
• Special coll'lction of 5 different Flare

Pistols-complete with 2 flares $211.1I5 for group
• 37MM Parachute Flares 2.00 ea.
• 37lVlM Star Shells 1.00 ea.
• 37MM Signal, Sound, & Flash Shells .. 3.50 ea.
• Rifle Grenade Parachute Flares, to be

launched from ~1-1 Grenade Launcher 2.50 ea.
• M-l Grenade Launcher complete with

Parachute Flare and 20 rds. of blanks 7.50 ea.
• 25 MM Star Shells 1.25 ea.

Write for TIlustrated Brochure with all
information on Stocks and how to order!

**

FANATICS-THIS IS fOR YOU!

• Law Enforcement
• Target Shooters
• Hunters
• Field Shooters
• Quick Draw
Stocks carved for all popular
American guns, individually
custom fitted.

l1tirtffs STOCKS
Box 741 TWIN FALLS, IDAHO

HANDGUNNERSEVERYWHERE
SHOOT HERRETT'S STOCKS

• LONG EYE RELIEF
• LIGHT WEIGHT

• INTERNAL ADJUSTMENTS-2'j,X
• FINE GERMAN CRAFTSMANSHIP

• COMPACT AND RUGGED

~~~~T~'~~~ .~~~~~ .C~M.~LET~ .':'.I~~ .S.T.~~.DAR~ .•..••••$19!~
DEALERS INQUIRIES INVITED

Colt Buntline Revolver with ZF·
41 scope on custom mount

BRAND NEW ZF·41 SCOPES

SALVAGERS SPECIAL
:W-06 loose, good shape-clean but not guar
anteed. Bullets and powder in excellent con-
dition 25.00 per 1000
30-06 dirty-some split neclts, but generally
good 15.00 per 1000
"nXED 30-06 & 30-40 Dirty & split necl<s
sold as is for brealdng down into components
............................. 10.00 per 1000

30-30 WINCHESTER F.M.J.
Al\Ii\£O-ideal for plinking. Supply extremely
lin1ited . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 9.50 per 100
:~03 ENFIELD 5-SHOT CHARGER CLIPS ..•
:: for 1.00 ppd.
SPECIAL-- KRAG rear sight and safety-
complete Idt $1.75 ea. pp.
linAG-barreled actions, stripped .. $2.50 ea.

FRENCH CHAUCHAT-Complete and
in excellent condition-$19.95 ... A few
choice ones at-$29.95

SERVICE ARMAMENT CO. 8 EAST FORT LEE RO BOGOTA NEW JERSEY

Fast - Safe - Comfortable

Preferred by the Experts

JORDAN HOLSTER

DON HUME LEATHERGOODS
8772 Van Horn St. La Mesa, Calif.
Catalog 35c. Refunded on First Order

ASIAN JUNGLE-AFRICAN BUSH
By Colonel Charles Askins

(The Stackpole Co., Harrisburg, Penna. 1959.
$10.00)

Charlie Askins needs no introduction to
GUNS readers or, for that matter, to anyone
at all familiar with the literature of guns
and hunting. Few men have hunted more, or
more widely over the world, than this ex
handgun champion, ex-Border Patrolman.
World War II soldier, and stormy petrel of
the shooting world. This book tells graphi
cally and vividly of the guns and game of
two continents; tells it with the verve and
the style that is Askins' trademark. If hunt
ing, guns, and back-of·beyond adventure
appeal to you, this is a book you shouldn't
miss.-EBM

THE PLAINS RIFLE
By Charles E. Hanson, Jr.

(Stackpole Co., Harrisburg, $10.00)
For years this reviewer along with other

skeptical pedants has sneered at the corrupt
phrase, "the plains rifle," and scoffed, "There
was no such thing. The old expression was
just "a plain rifle," at a 'low price, as dis
tinguished from "fancy rifle." Certainly in
the past the earliest of arms writers, such as

EUROPEAN HAND FIREARMS
By Jackson & Whitlaw

(Quadrangle Books reprint, 119 W. Lake,
Chicago 1, $25)

Perhaps the worst thing that can be said
about this handsome reprint of a much
sought-after classic rare volume of gun lore
and pix is that the illustrations, as repro
duced, lack the needle-sharp clarity of the
original. But the guns, spanners, flasks, and
tools are still highly visible, and the whole
book is eminently worth adding to your li
brary if your taste runs to European pistols
and Scottish pistols and guns of the 16th,
17th, and 18th Centuries.

The errata of the first edition (923) are
not corrected in the reprint, so we list them
here. P. 9, last line: Delete "with." P. 13,
l. 13: For "second" read "first." P. 66, l. 13
from bottom: After "principle" insert "o£'''
P. 100, "ALEXANDER CAMERON." At end of
paragraph add: "(Plate VI, Fig. 23). P. 102,
"lH:" For "heart butt" read "scroll butt."
P. 102, "WILLIAM HEHIOT." At end of para·
graph add: "(Page 67, Fig. l)." P. 104,
"RM." At end of paragraph add:' "(Plate
IV, Fig. 12)." P. 105, "THOMAS MURDOCH."
At end of paragraph add: "(Plate VII, Fig.
28)."

The Whitlaw section of this book on Scot
tish arms lists .and illustrates the almost
unique snaphance long guns, of which a
few still survive.-w.B.E.

,'.
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••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

:"AMMUNITION ·
6.5 Italian Rifle Cartridges

Military-per 100 ••••••.••.••
8MM Mauser Military Cart.

Per 100 .•.....•.••.•••••••.•
.35 Remington Soft Point

Per 100 .•........•....••.•••
• .45 Automatic Pistol Cartridges

Factory loads, per 100 ••.•••••••
762 Russian Military Rifle

Cartridges. per 100....•...••••
30-06 Military Cartridges late issue

Non Corrosive per 100 ...•••••••
.25-20 Repeating Rifle Cartridges

Per 100 ......••..••••••••••••
.303 Savage Rifle Cartridges

Per 100 ..........•..•.•••.••
30.40 Krag Blank Cartridges

Pcr 100 ••...•••••••••.•••••
.22 Automatic Rifle Cartridges

.351 ~r-~Chle'~~~ Self~Lo"adirig ivie·b.I· Patch·
Per laO-Value $14.00 ••••••••••

.32 Long R F Cartridges
Per 100•••••••••••••• ••••••••

.32 Short R P
Per 100 ••••••••••••• •••••••••

.25 Rim-Fire Shorb
Per 100 ••••••••••••• •••••••••

32.40 Soft Point,
Per 100 •••••••••• ••••••••••••

32 Winchester S.L. Soft Point.
Per 100 ••.••••• ••••••••••••••

30.40 Krag Silver Tip,
Per 100 ••..••• •••••••••••••••

32 R~:inf~'hn.~~f.t• ~~~n.t: .
219 Zipper Winchester Soft Pomt,

Per 100 ••••••• •••••••••••••••
Ear Defenders MSA for the Shooter. Brand
New, Gov. Surplus Val. $3.00 postpaid.

Bore Scopes, New Govt. Surplus; Postpaid.

41 REMINGTON $550
RIMFIRE SHORTS Per Box, 50 Rds.

$10.00
10.00
17.50
10.00
10.00
7.50
8.00

10.00
10.00
20.00

8.00
4.00
4.00
4.00

12.50
8.00

17.50
12.00
12.50

1.00
7Sc

Charles W. Sawyer, had slim claim to estab
lishing such a title as "the plains rifle." But
in Hanson's new book, this arms student and
historian of the Museum of the Fur Trade
has done a masterful job of setting forth
specific qualities in the early American
heavy sporting rifles and proving his right
to call them "plains rifles." In this mile
stone book, chock full of contemporaneous
quotes judiciously and knowingly edi.ted,
Hanson describes and lists many significant
facts and interesting, accurate anecdotes
about the plains rifle. This western sporting
rifle for the first time in arms literature,
here takes on an individual identity.-w.B.E.

BUCKSKIN AND SPURS By Glenn Shirley
(Hastings House, New York. 1958. $4.50)

Glen Shirley has done a world of research
into the history and lore of the Old West,
and his first book, "Toughest Of Them All"
(University of New Mexico Press, Albu
querque) told the stories of a dozen or so
of the less publicized but tough-as·a-boot
denizens of that land of fact and fiction.
This new volume adds a dozen more names

to that lusty roster: some good men and
some bad, but all "tough men in a fracas,"
and all good with guns. Shirley writes well,
and supplies dozens of pictures to add to
your gallery of western notables.-EBM

THREE NRA HANDBOOKS
(National Rifle Association, Washington,
D.C., Prices below)

Three new, profusely illustrated handbooks,
each 8112" x llY2", have just been added to
the NRA shelf of books on guns and shoot
ing. These are titled, respectively, "Shooters
Guide" ($3.00 to non-NRA members, $2.00 to
members) , "Gun Collectors Handbook"
($2.50 to non·members, $1.50 to members),
and "Questions & Answers Handbook" ($2.50
to non·members, $1.50 to members). Though
paper bound, all three are handsomely print.
ed, profusely illustrated, and worthwhile ad
ditions to any gun lover's library. That they
are informative and authoritative goes with
out saying in view of the NRA trademark.
You'll want them yourself, and each or all
would make fine gifts. (Good for juniors
toO.)-EBM

Now you can reload the new Remington and Peters
Target cases with superior 1% oz. field & 1% oz.
Magnum loads by lowering the inside base and recon
ditioning them in one easy operation. Eliminate the
problem of head separation as was common with the
old low base case by "CUSTOMIZING" your cases with
the all new HSBELLDRILL." Have the full Magnum
powder charge below the top of the brass base where
it cannot burn through the paper case. Use one brand
of cases and a standard wad column of two %" nitro
wads and one ~8" filler wad for all of your reloads,
target, field or Magnum. Absolutely foolproof and safe
to use. Adjustable to allow different nowder charges or
wad column. Hardened tool steel construction thruout.
Model SOl fits any If~" motor shaft. Model SD2 fits
%," or larger drill chucks. Either model $6.95 Ppd.
12 Gauge only. Fully guaranteed. No C.O.D. orders.
Send card for descriptive brochure on the USHELL
DRILL" and on our line of reloading accessories,
12 station turret tool, shotshell labels & the famous
Ultra Crow Call.

ULTRA PRODUCTS 1941 WILMETTE Ave.
WILMETTE, ILLINOIS

DON'T LET RECOIL SCARE YOU
. (Continued from page 29)

bark than bite in the recoil department. mantle the gun and explain the workings or
In the event these words alone fail to function of each part, pointing out how little

convince you, visit most any skeet or trap of the explosion actually is exerted and con·
range during a scheduled shoot. Odds are tained or absorbed by the gun itself.
there will be at least one little slip of a girl In the case of hunting rifles, the weight of
manhandling a twelve gauge shotgun almost the weapon is calculated to help absorb most
as long as she is high, and shooting it of the recoil. Autoloading shotguns dissipate
through a hundred or more "KICKS." One recoil by using it to work the machinery
lass I watched defeat her male competition which ejects and reloads the gun. The final
in a 500 round match couldn't have weighed cushion, however, is the flexibility of the
much over ninety pounds, soaking wet. Yet shooter's body.
she stood up to the pounding her gun gave Were it not true that the shoulder and
her and came out of it not only unscatched upper body will easily and instantly give
but top-gun of the day. with the push of the gun, then recoil would

The secret of her shooting skill came from be a punishing force, probably of unbear-
long hours of practice. But had recoil been able magnitude.
a serious factor, she would never put in those Place the stock of a gun against a stout
hours. tree and fire it-and you will probably crack

Recoil is the inevitable result of the the stock. The tree will not give with the
explosion contained within the barrel of any push, thus all the force must be absorbed by
gun. It has two elements: direct force, and the wood in the stock except the very minor
noise. amount transmitted to the immovable tree.

The latter is a great deal more appalling Now place the gun against an old auto
than the former. In other words, if it were tire, fire it, and watch the tire easily cushion
possible to remove the sound of the ex· the force because it is flexible, as flexible
plosion, the mere push of the gun would be as the human body.
materially reduced in importance. (Some The highly exaggerated but glowing de-
4,50 years ago, Benvenuto Cellini wrote in his scriptions of new guns one hears among
"Memoirs" that he had invented a "noise· hunters can be and doubtless has been the
less gunpowder." Ben wasn't always entirely cause of much of the ballyhoo being built up
truthful, but it's too bad he didn't pass this around the subject of recoil. Imagine the
discovery down to posterity!) wife's feelings when her spouse invites her

The most noticeable and widely felt effect to shoot that new gun after she has heard
of recoil is called "flinching," which tends him tell his cronies what a "powerhouse" it
to jar the gun off-target. But it is not usu· is and how it is a "man's gun" that "shoots
ally the backward push of the gun that as hard from one end as from the other."
causes a shooter to flinch. It is a conditioned Understandable though this pride may be,
reflex action precipitated by the shock waves the listener might be a noviee who is not
of the explosion as they wash back from aware that truth-stretching is a permissible
muzzle and breech. In short, concussion, deviation when a hunter is talking about his
muzzle-blast, is the bugaboo that causes most newest acquisition.
shooters to flinch. The recoil itself, though Recoil is like a dark alley in a dubious
an undeniable force, is harmless, providing neighborhood: fearsome when it is unlighted.
the gun is held snugly against the shoulder. But the daylight of knowledge reveals it

And the muzzle blast is nothing more than in its mundane, everyday garb. Just another
a loud noise, as impotent and fleeting as a alley.
snowflake in a blast-furnace. Don't let the recoil myth bluff you. Shoot.

Some beginners seem instinctively to mis· ing is fun-and the shooting sports are
trust the strength of gun-barrel-steel and fear among the few sports in which the "little
their weapons will "blow up" in their hands. guy," man, woman, or child can play ~
One cure for these particular jitters is to dis· on a par with the big ones. ~

Patent
Pending.
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SHOTSHELL
RELOADERS:

r3Gh~~~?
at a glance-* Caliber* Millimeter* Shot Gauge

Calibers on one side, milli
meter and gauges on

other side.
Made of solid Brass with

key chain.
Buy it nt your nearest dealer.

ONLY $1.00
Dealer Inquiries Invited

ROSCOE TRADING POST
2017 ROSCOE STREET

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

ULTRA
"SHELLDRILL"

RUBBER

RECOIL BOOTS
$3 DOZEN

69c each
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$650 Postpaid

Genuine Tooled Leather

Beautiful Custom Hand
Tooled Genuine Leather
Fast Draw Western Hol
sters. Completely lined
with soft suede for the
protection of your gun.
Available for Colt,
Great Western, or Ruger
single actions. Any
barrel length. Colors
Natural or brown.
Send 50c for Shipping.

FAST DRAW HOLSTER
IHOLSTERSI

COLT SINGLE ACTION
Catalog SOc:

An entire catalog devoted to genuine
hard to find early model Colt Single
Action revolvers. Complete listings on
engraved guns, parts, grips and hol
ster sets. Outstanding values on qual
~t14.8g~lector Colts. Prices start at

U.S. SPRINGFIELD RIFLES

4 -;

Hammer .••••. $1.61
Back Strap .••• 6.50
Firing Pin •.••. 1.00
Crips .•.•••..• 3.50
Hand •.....•• 3.33
Trigger .....•• 2.33
Main Spring .•• 1.61 Base Pin Screw. $ .33
Bolt .......•• 2.61 Base Pin Nut. . • .33
Trigger Cuard •• 1.00 Base Pin Spring .33
Barrels-- Cate ....••••• 6.33
45 cal, 44 special Cate Catch ••• .33
38 special Cate Spring ••• .33
4%" - 5 Yz" .. 11.33 Ejector Tube •. 6.67
1 Yz" 13.33 Ejector Rod .67
Sears & Bolt Elector Rod Head 2.61

Spring ..•••• .61 Ejector Spring.. .33
Base Pin 1.00 Cylinders 45, 38 Spl•
Base Pin Bushing 1.67 and 44 Spl .. 13.33

All Screws 33c each

GERMAN 9MM P-38
$42.50

Fine High quality German
Walther, World War II German
a~tomatic. Fires 9mm luger car-"
trrdge. Original condition. Extra clips
$7.50. Ammo 9mm, $9.50 for 100
rounds.
Original as issued, Army Holster $8.75

... Genuine rare old Trapdoor rifles for the
collector and shooter. Model 1873, 45-70 cal. Select
Grade $59.95

MAUSER RIFLES & CARBINES

MAUSER
MILITARY
PISTOLS

Used by German Para- MFG. ;n G.,.
troopers in WW 11,7.63 many. The New
caliber, original blue finish, fine grips, g~~~in:er~nder

excellent mechanical & shooting condi- 22 Cal. Blue finish $19.95

tion. . $59.95 ~~ ~a~~' ~~~~:::', ~~:;~
Stripper Clips .. $1.25 385pl. Ch'om... 34.95

COLT SINGLE ACTION PARTS

GREAT WESTERN
Catalog SOc:

Completely illustrated, showing all
models of Great Western Arms. The
Single Action, Derringer, Buntline,
Deputy. Also complete selection of
holsters and quick draw sets and
equipment. Parts, presentation case
and engraved models are also included.

ANTIQUE REMINGTON

WESSON
REVOLVERS

SMITH &

38 cal. M & P revolvers. Excel
lent select grade condition-
Military finish $26.95
Commercial finish $31.00
S. & W. 45 Cal. Revolver-near mint cond $36.95

SPRINGFIELD 30-06 RIFLES

GENUINE GREAT WESTERN

WEBLEY
.45 AUTO CAL.
Quality English WWII revolvers.
Beautiful blue finish. Select
Grade $19.95.
Nickel Plated Gun Like New

................... .$28.75
Ammo $3.50 Per Box

FINEST QUALITY LONG ARMS
Enfield SMLE Mark IV .303 Rifles $16.95
Swiss Veterli 41 Cal. rifle, Near Mint 15.95
Entish Antique Percussion Conv. Carbine 19.95
En ield Sniper Rifle .303 44.95
Enfield Jungle Carbine .303 24.95

The "Fast-Draw" Special is a
Frontier Revolver that has been

THE factory modified to offer an
extra smooth action and an ex

NEW ceptionally smooth, crisp trigger
'F +D I pull. Furnished with 4%" barrelas· raw and brass trigger guard and

backstrap. Regularly supplied in
.45 caliber with a 4%" barrel. Other calibers and barrel
lengths available on special order $114.50

COLT

GERMAN MILITARY
Catalog SOc:

Outstanding collection of German
Military Arms. German Lugers, P-38's,
Mauser Military pistols, Browning au
tomatics and many other German
Arms. Also parts, holsters, grips and
accessories. current listing of de-acti
vated mach ine guns.

GERMAN LUGERS

GREAT WESTERN SINGLE ACTIONS Fast Draw i ••ii
==::::::::===1 Single Action

Full size exact reprod uction
DEALERS! Excellent for Fast Draw

IN9UIRIES g~~~~~c:·o~aa~:u~\Ziuf:.eh~~~
INVITED ~f~~:n~~f.roduction made of

======1Blue finish $4.00 Polished Finish $6.00
\ (send 50c for shipping)

Genuine German Luger 9mm
Autos. Blue finish checkered
walnut grips in good mechani-

cal shooting condition $59.85
Extra clips . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.50
Ammo 100 rds. 9.50
Holster (European) ...........• 5.50
Erma .22 Cal. Conversion Unit .. 39.95

GREAT WESTERN PARTS AVAILABLE (Send For List)

Brand new unfired Argentina 45
autos. Beautiful blue finish wal·
nut grips. . $34.95
45 auto holsters. Brand new 4.95
Ammo--$3.50 Box

COLT PERCUSSION REVOLVERS

ENFIELD
COMMANDO
.38 CALIBER
Six shot 5" Bbl. Double action
revolver. Excellent mechanical
and shooting condition. Used by the
British Commandos $14.95
Nickel Plated Gun Like New 28.75
Ammo Box 50 Rds. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4.20

SINGLE
ACTIONS

Brand new genuine Colt single
action frontiers. Beautiful orlg

case hardened frames and blue fin
ish. Immediate Delivery-

.45 Long Colt, 4%", 5Y,' or 7]12" Barrels. $125.00

.38 Special, 43;"", 5]12" or 7]12" Barrels .. 125.00

.22 Caliber Colt S.A. Scout 4%" Barrel.. 49.50

.44 Special, 4 3;"", 5]12" or 7]12" Barrels ... 125.00

.22 Scout Buntline 9" Barrel. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 69.95

AUTHENTIC HOLSTERS
Custom made Original Authentic type holsters. Avail·
able for Colt 1860 Army. 1851 Navy, Colt S.A. and

r:~~n~~~~etA~~~eIP~r~~~~i~;••t~~~I.v~~~•. ,~~I~ $9.20
(Send 50c for Shipping)

.45 AUTOMATIC

PRICE SCHEDULE
.22 Caliber $ 91.50
.38 Special " 99.50
.44 Special 105.50
.45 Caliber. . . . . . . . .. . . . .. 99.50
.357 Atomic . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • .. 105.50
.45 ACP Caliber 124.50
.44-40 Caliber 124.50
.44 Magnum. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 124.50

CUSTOM QUALITY FIREARMS
CHOICE OF 4 3/4",5 1/2" or 71/2" barrel

JUMBO USED GUN
Catalog $1.00

Tremendous selection of modern and
antique' gun bargains. Colt Single
Action, Colt and Remington Cap and
Ball revolvers, used revolvers and au
tomatics. Used shotguns and rifles
and hundreds of other hard to get
items for the collector and shooter.

.'.

EARLY & MODERN FIREARMS CO•• INC. P.O. Box 1248. Studio City, California
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THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Well, now you can get that feel! We've just sold-out our first printing-exact
replicas of Confederate Civil War period currency. This damn rebel dough is
making real "yankee greenbacks" for us.... Hooray. We got two dollars a set
before. ·NOW-we're running wild with a big re-printing, and cutting the
"million set" to - one skin ... one moth-eaten buck ... just $1.00 per set ppd.
Order your own "million," or as many sets as you're panting for right now. If
you can stand to own ten sets (these guys must be sick ... sick ... SICK) ...
fork over $8.50 for ten sets ... how's that? You'll have enough then to start
your own booming Civil War. Send your Uncle Sam's dough todaywithoutfail to:

WILLIAM HARDY, Box 547, Engle"'(ood City, New Jersey

DID YOU EVER WANT TO HOLD $1,000,000
IN YOUR GRUBBY OLE GREEDY, GREASY, HANDS?

SHATTERPROOF GLASS BARRELS
(Continued from page 18)

scattered." Further advantages of the com- Ihe extreme ranges of modern high velocity
posite barrel include dampening of barrel vi· loads. Its pattern at ranges from 30 to 50
brations, thus reducing whip and achieving yards is circular, and the distribution of shot
one further step toward the goal of ultimate is incredibly even, without a hole. Many
accuracy-for the invention applies to rifles shotgunners attribute this phenomenon to
as well as to shotguns. the large bore and short stack of any given

Using fiberglass thread, alternately criss· weight of shot within the barrel. What all
cross woven around a .020" tube-steel liner this suggests, in terms of modern arms and
and bonded with a plastic, proved successful. especially large·bore lightweight guns such
One interesting discovery regarding the fiber- as the Model 59, is the propriety of using the
glass in this application was tluit the rate of largest bore-diameter gun you can find that
propagation of stress along the individual is otherwise appropriate for the purpose.
fibers was far slower than through the metal Certainly the ultra lightweight Model 59,
of the liner. Tbe glass "never knew it was made of alloy and glass fiber, compares very
hit." A high stress from an overload would favorably with light 16s or 20s which have,
flex the steel liner, but the glass transmitted as their principal merit, their light weight in
that stress along its fibers so slowly that the the field.
peak had passed and the shot charge had Kick with the Model 59 is not important.
exited before the glass reacted. Pressures Using some of the new Micro target loads,
caused in normal steel tubes from, say, snow no significant recoil could be felt. Of course,
or a fragment of defective wad in the muzzle, I knew when the gun went off, but it was
do not faze the fiberglass barrel. not objectionable or bothersome. Some guns

In early versions, I am told, the liner was very definitely will wallop you if you hold
not even needed· for strength, at least for a them wrong. Initially testing the 59, I
few shots. In a barrel without the black brought the gun up rifle fashion, sighted it
color in the binder, and minus a liner, my through the port on the indoor range, and
informant said it was possible to see the fired three shots. Firing more would have
shot charge traveling up the barrel at the just wasted ammo. For recoil, the test was
moment of firing! But with the black finish, adequate and the results almost negative: no
very durable and actually running through recoil to speak of. A sidelight on the regu·
the entire thickness of the material, the only larity of functioning, both of the gun and the
clue as to it being a different material is the Micro ammo, came up when I tried to spot
absence of the WP Winchester proof mark the empties on the floor. After a few minutes
in its usual place on top of the barrel. In- search I looked up and found them at eye
stead, because it is hammered in by the proof level on a ledge beside the shooting position,
director after test and the fiberglass will not shells in a little heap, all flying to the same
"take" the stamping well, the mark is placed spot as the action opened.
on the alloy lug which is affixed to the bot· In field shooting at clay birds, the Model
tom of the barrel, holding the tuhe to the 59 did its part well. The lightness at the
magazine tube. Otherwise, the gun appears muzzle gave the 28" barrel the fast handling
quite "normal." qualities of a shorter tube. At 50 yards,

In muzzle loading shotgun days, the sports· prone, shooting "another make" slugs, the
man fed his front·loader varying charges of Model 59 grouped five shots on a paper Ihe
powder, wadding, and shot until it was "just size of this page. Another shotgun specially
right." The smart birdman stuck to that load, bored for slugs and iron-sighted did not
once discovered, regardless of conditions. make any tighter group. In prone, the M59
Large bore guns, 12, II, 10, even 8 bores, did kick considerably, because of the very
were popular for field and upland shooting. solid shoulder I held behind her. The modi-
The concept of "magnum" for ultra-long fied choke seemed to handle the slugs as
range wildfowling was reserved for 1" or well as any, in spite of the steel threads be·
llh" bore punt guns. As a matter of fact, ing a little loose in the alloy receiver, causing
such bores gave not long range (since it was the barrel to wobble. Current M59s have
lawful to bait the water and scull one's boat been designed with foreend changes to pre·
right into the midst of a sitting flock) but vent this looseness.
wider and more even patterns because of the But since the new gun is a single barrel
bigger bore and less jostling to the shot with a factory-bored choke, how would a
column during barrel time. My 10 gauge gunsmith fit a choke tube to this glass bar·
Greener duck gun, dated 1850 on the barrels, reI? The answer lies in the use of synthetic
throws the most regular pattern of any shot· or plastic binders and glues to stick the
gun I have ever fired, though perhaps not to (Continued on page 42)

* B.&M.
* Ohaus
* Sisk
* Acme
* C. H.
* R.C.B.S.
* Echo
* Alcan
* Guns'
* P.&O.
*M.&H.
* Powd-R·Horn

227.235 E. Third St.
LEWISTOWN. PA.

Phone 8-0171

* DuPont
* Lyman
* Wilson'
* Sierra
* Speer
* Nosier
* Norma
* Brads
* Prot-X-Bore
* Saeco
* Ackley
* Thalson

" WHOLESALE
RELOADING TOOLS·
to DEALERS Only

~ I' ~
~ ,J.

Here is one of the most
popular draw knives ... Made of finest
German Steel ... by experienced crafts
men to give llfetlme service. It's the best
tool to have handy for shaping gunstocks
and other uses around the shop. Re
quires llttle effort and speeds up your
work. Blade is hollow ground, length
about 8~~", width 1~~".

Price each $4.20
Send 25c for Big New 48 Page Catalog.

FRANK MITTERMEIER Gunsmith Supply
Headquarters

Exclusive Importer - Estab. 1936
3577 E. Tremont Ave. New York 65. N. Y.

IMPORTED DRAW KNIFE
111111111~11l11111l1l'\

\

AURAND'S

MEC Super Speeder "400"

$57"!.:!
WE PRE-PAY

all cash parcel post shipments.
All $100.00 net orders prepaid.

MEC
250

S48~

·3.95 .-----POSTP'AID Revolver Cleaning Kit. Remove.
J~adjng from Forcing Cone, Cyl·

lnder. and Barrel. Available in 38-44-45 cal. Kit for two
calibers $7.10. Patches (Pkg. 10) $.60. Dealer Inquiries
~ Im·ited. Check or Money Order-No COD's

~ GUN SPECIALT1EScolle~. 0p.~~~ l:o.g;.

* Hercules
* Pacific
* Forster
* Markell
* Webster
* Hornady
* Redding
* Deitemeyer
* Fisher
* Mayville
* Fitx
* Texan
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specifications

THESE MODERN REPLICAS are preClSlon built of modern materials by modern
methods in a plant specially tooled for their production. Designed for the black
powder target shooter and the Civil War enthusiast, they are marked in several
places with the Company's name and factory marks. Minor details have been
changed to make them better for today's shooters, such as fitting a wide front sight.
All guns complete with nipple wrench and spare set of nipples. EITHER GUN -$8995PRICE

..---.,.,•.

GUNS MAY 1960

BULLET MOULD - 36 cal.
Navy moulds, casting both
round and conical bullets 
exact copy of original moulds
- brass body with iron spru
cutter _..•...•..••••..... 9.95

NAVY POWDER FLASK 
designed to throw the exact
charge for all Navy Arms Co.
revolvers. Copper body with
brass fittings .20.00
In sterling silver 90.00

HOLSTER - Navy holster,
exact copy of Civil War reg
ulation issue Holster - made
of top grain heavy leather with
stitched bottom 9.95
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the dry, white, powdered lubricant
Ideal in case neck resizIng. reduces split necks.
saves dies, harmless to powder charge. Works like
graphite, but can't smudj:t'c reloads or hands. Slick
for RUn actions, immune to cold. 5·oz., $1.50.
PP if cash with order. Or ask your dealer. Write
for fJ·c~ sample.

SCIENTIFIC LUBRICANTS CO. DEPT. G.G.
3469 N. Clark St. Chicago 13, Ill.

on the tube end. One of the engineers won·
dered what would happen if shot began to
strike that flange and bend it backwards,
closing the bore. Experimentally, this improb.
able condition was arranged and, finally, as
the tube peened closed with one last full
charge of shot that stopped solidly about five
inches from the breech, the barrel let go. A
tiny fissure appeared in the surface and the
12,000 pounds plus pressure leaked out-that
was all. No jagged, shell-fragment shards
splintering into the shooter's wrist, no danger
to the shooters standing next to you-just a
rent, through which the gas escapes... This
tough test was extreme, arrived at only after
the usual abuses failed to blow up the banel.
A 20-gauge shell lodged ahead of a 12 was
tossed down range with cheerful abandon
from the test stand: the gun stood this tre
mendous extra proof without damage. Clay
plugs were put in the bore and those which
burst the banel, finally, working up to the
limit bit by bit, were, on the average, double
the weight of clay plugs iI\ the same place
which regularly burst steel test barrels under
the same conditions. No doubt about it, the
fiberglass wonder is safe!

To the historically-minded, the new barrel
is (shudder to use the word) a sort of new
day Damascus barrel ... which is explained
this way. In black powder days, plain iron
barrels were the rule. Powder got stronger,
but machines to drill steel lagged in
development. The only way the strong new
alloy of iron, steel could be worked into a
gun harrel was in fibers or wires, giving
rise to the wire twist lamination of alternate
iron and steel known generally as "Damas·
cus." For years, the best guns had finely
figured Damascus barrels using many strands
of steel wire literally woven into a matrix of
iron. But, gradually, gunpowder overtook the
gunmakers in its development. Then cheap
methods of drilling steel were developed and
a homogeneous steel blank replaced the ham·
mered, welded tube of a good Damascus bar·
reI as the strongest thing the gunmakers' art
could turn out. Now the idea has come full
circle. By placing around a common weak
steel tuhe a winding of fragile, tenuous fiber
glass, Winchester has created a barrel lighter
than steel and much stronger-a goal which,
a century ago, was the purpose of the inven
tion of Damascus steel. Surprisingly, the rips
in the modern fiberglass tube under blow-up
stress are much like the fissures and rents
which once occurred with a Damascus barrel,
with one trifling exception-the fiberglass
barrel stands many tons more pressure than
any Damascus tube would ever take!

After a fair shake at testing it, I fail to
get excited over the glass barrel gun. What's
to be excited about? As an engineering proj
ect it is remarkable, brilliant, even sensa
tional. But so far as a gun goes for the field,
it is merely an ideal smoothbore-light, fast
in action and feel, easy handling, safe be
yond requirements. . . What else would you
expect, in the new Winchester twelve- ~
bore Model 59? ~

reloads
withCLEAN

....

Send to Dept. G-5 for
your FREE copy of the
GUN BUYER'S GUIDE.

ONE
DEPENDABLE

SHOT

(Continued from page 40)
choke device, bored to fit the muzzle, securely
to the fiberglass. Fiberglass can be sawed
and cut, although it is not at all like metal
to work in a lathe. It may prove best to order
such devices from the factory and let Win
chester have the fun of fitting chokes, ribs,
and other trimmings to their new material
sca tterguns.

Glass, as any school boy knows, is more
elastic than steel. But glass in plate form, as
we usually know it, 'has a low elastic limit,
cannot be stressed high without failure.
Glass in gossamer fibers, handled as textile,
is remarkably different. Flexible, it retains
in a linear direction all of its tensile strength.
The chrome·moly steel chamber and barrel
thread piece is fitted over the seamless .020"
steel tube, then wrapped with ten strands of
continuous glass fiber to resist bursting in a
radial direction. Filaments are pulled from a
"creel" or bobbin, passed through a resin
bath to wet and "glue" the glass into a
unitary coating, and wound by rotation of
the barrel. After winding, the tube is lightly
sanded outside; then wrapped roller-shade
fashion with woven fiberglass cloth to give
lengthwise strength. Unlike the Hawken bar
rels of the 1840s which were eagerly sought
after by the iron-hungry gold seekers, to use
as crowbars, the Model 59 is not recommend
ed for jacking up cars or prying fallen trees
from off the roof. But it will stand up under
all normal and a devil of a lot of abnormal
stresses from firing. For example, one Win
chester lab test plugged the bore entirely to
get a burst...

In fabricating the inner barrel, the steel
chamber and breech·thread end is separate,
slid over the tube and held against a flange

HOLLYWOOD 'SUPER TURRET'
RELOADING TOOL Ideal for

a custom reloader or gun
club. Bearing surfaces

are hard·coated to an 80
Rockwell C hardness. Reloads

all rifle. pistol. revolver.
shotshells and swages all

metal and lead bullets.
Beautiful custom finish. Greatest

leverage. The strongest.
most precision reloading
tool manufactured today.

as shown $237.50

HOLLYWOOD "MICROMETER"
POWDER & SHOT MEASURES

shown attached 8" tubes.
each $29.95.

HOLLYWOOD "TURRET"
RELOADING TOOL complete

as shown. "special" $229.25,
stripped $79.95.

Free Literature· Discounts to Dealers
Prices F. O. B. Hollywood· Terms: Buy Now-Pay Later.

HOLLVWOOD
RELOADING EQUIPMENT
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THE STACKPOLE COMPANY I
Harrisburg 26, Penna. I
Please send .... copy (ies) of the brand new I
1960 Small Arms of the World at $ I5.00 each. I
If not fully satisfied return it in 10 days for full .•
refund. I

I
I
I
I
I

~------------------..

THE STACKPOLE COMPANY
HARRISBURG 26, PENNSYLVANIA

Address

City

AVAILABLE FROM YOUR BOOKSTORE OR GUN DEALER

Here is the Brand New Sixth editi'on of the biggest, most com
plete Gun Book ever published ... a massive work; the unchal
lengeable equivalent of a master five volume encyclopedia in
scope and content which would cost $75.00, or more. And as
the World's leading publisher of Gun Books, we should know.

Each new edition has always brought high and just praise such
as The American Rifleman's . .. "It's the most comprehensive
volume on small arms ever published in the English language."
Or the Cleveland Plain Dealer's . .. "The value of this volume is
beyond calculation."

Spread before the reader, in one giant volume, are all the
things ,he'll ever want to know about military small arms the
World over ... a single-source encyclopedia for collectors, gun
smiths and gun "bugs," manufacturers, historians, inventors, de
signers, law-enforcement officers and a host of others.

Complete your library. Save $60.00, or more, and reserve
your copy now ... and what a rare gift for a friend.

Part I (Historical).

Origins of Gunpo,:\,der and Firearms • Evolu
tion of Firearms, covering: Phase I, The Cannon
Lock; Phase H, The Matchlock; Phase HI, The
Wheel-Lock; Phase IV, The Snaphance; Phase V,
The Flintlock; Phase VI, The Percussion Lock;
Phase VII, The Period of Transition; Phase VIIf,
Metallic Cartridges • Single Shot Metallic Car
tridge Arms and Lock Systems • Early Metallic
Cartridge Single Shots Throughout the World •
Evolution of Military Bolt Actions • The Mili
tary Bolt Action in Europe • Semi-Automatic
Rifle Development and Carbines • Development
of Automatic Principles in Firearms' The Evolu
tion of the Machine Gun Principle • Submachine
Guns-Historical Development • The Revolver
Historical Outline • Military Pistols-Historical
Outline • The Military Automatic Pistol-His·
torical Outline • Shotguns in Military Use-His·
torical Outline • Smokeless Ball Powder and Ad·
vanced Rifling Methods • The 7.62mm NATO
Cartridge

47 CHAPTERS OF FACTS!

Part II (Current Weapons)

Argentina' Austria • Belgium • British Com
monwealth of Nations: Great Britain, Australia,
Canada, India, New Zealand, Other Common
wealth Members • China • Republic of China •
Communist China • Czechoslovakia • Denmark
• Dominican Republic • Finland • France • Ger
many, including West Germany, East Germany •
Greece • Hungary • Israel • Italy.· Japan •
Mexico • Netherlands • Norway • Poland •
Portugal • Rumania • Spain • Sweden • Switzer
land • Turkey • Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics (Russia) • United Arab Republic (Egypt
and Syria) • United States· Yugoslavia • Plus
special chapter on Small Arms Ammunitio'l.

IIlfJ$ixlh Eili/iill.' SMALL ARMS
of the WORLD
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Yes, send me the next issue of SHOTGUN
NEWS FREE and start my subscription for one
year. $2 enclosed-to be refunded if I'm not
completely satisfied.

OVER 175 IN STOCK
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

JACK FIRST

calling. Stand hunting is the universal
favorite, simply because a turkey's eyes are
conditioned to movement and it can be best
fooled by something which does not move.
However, the super-sharp eyesight of the
turkey can pick out the outline of a human
at a remarkable distance, unless he is con
cealed completely. I wear camouflage cloth·
ing when there is no danger from other
hunters, complete with the camouflage·
colored headnet to hide the reflection off my
eyeglasses.

Remaining on a stand properly is quite an
art. It calls for more patience than I can
claim. The slightest movement may betray
the hunter's position. The turkey is the most
suspicious critter that I have ever met.

The success of stand hunting naturally de
pends on the hunter's position. No sensible
person would wander out in the woods, sit
down patiently and hope that a wild turkey
will wander past. He must select his stand
with care to assure the ideal position for
meeting turkeys. The secret of a successful
turkey hunter is his ability to "read" sign.
Droppings under trees betray the turkeys'
roost, while their scratchings and lost feath·
ers reveal their feeding grounds.

Stillhunting is the most difficult of all
methods, yet many turkeys are killed this
way by deer hunters who accidently sneak
upon unsuspecting birds. It is particularly
hard on clear days when the dry leaves
crackle underfoot. The ideal conditions for
stillhunting are light mist when the leaves
are moist, and a breeze to muffie any unnatu
ral noise.

I like to search for turkey sign a couple
of days after a rain. Then I know any tracks
and scratc11ings which I discover will be un
mistakably fresh. The normal range of a tur
key band has been estimated at something
like 1000-1500 acres, so the closer you situ
ate yourself to their roost, the better are your
chances of intercepting them to and from
their beds.

Wild turkeys prefer mature forests for
their range. They are gregarious birds. In
Texas, the hens and toms mingle only dming
the spring mating. During the fall, the flocks
of hens and gobblers are separated. Since the
turkeys' front-line defense is their ears-eyes
combination, the denser forests give them an
advantage. The farther you get away from
roads, the better are the chances of sighting
wild turkeys. But the odds are always against
you-unless you can call them to you.

Calling is a fascinating way of out1vitting
turkeys during the spring hunting seasons in
the Deep South. This is the mating period,
and even the grandpa toms can be fooled by

PISTOL SHOOTERS!
It's Ready! Big, New Pistol Shooters

Reference Book and Catalog.
~~i'~~ ~~~~t~~Se~~I~s~~~fiOf~rJ:gc"o'"mapne~iri~t:eJi;rot:i.irier::olN~tomilY~;fri~
tions ... articles by top shooting and reloading authorities Clark. McMillan.
Toney. Cartes. Joyner, White. Weston. Shockey. Gibbs. Hebard-these alone
worth many dollars if published in book form ... National records ... 2600
Club, etc. All the latest products and prices " . hundreds of score improving
items and tips ... Clark" Shockey. Pachmayr custom guns ... Ruger.
Hammerli. Hi Standard. S&W. Colt target guns.

The pistol shooters "Bible" and standard reference book. No catalog like
it! A MUST for competitive plstolmen or anyone Interested In handgunning.

Double your money back guarantee if yOU llon't agree it's the biggest pistol
shooting value ever for 50c. Mailed immediately in protective envelope ..
POSTPAID 50c.

ORDER YOUR COPY NOWI

GIL HEBARD GUNS KNOXVILLE 6. ILLINOIS

TALKING TURKEYS INTO TARGETS
(Continued from page 25)
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muscles were protesting. I dared not change
position, knowing that an alert turkey could
pick up the slightest hint of noise or move
ment. I checked my wrist watch again.
Eight thirty. Then something made me shift
my gaze up to my right along the sloping
bank of the creek.

There, less than 30 yards away, stood a
big tom turkey staring alertly. When I
pivoted my head, it semeed to me that I
brought the shotgun around and into shoot
ing position with one simultaneous motion.
But if you think this is a success story, you're
mistaken. My reflexes weren't quick enough.
With a disconcerting "perk," the gobbler
wheeled and vanished through the trees.

It was an exasperating experience, a
terrific letdown. But frustration is often the
best adjective for describing wild turkey
hunting. Maybe that's why it's so challenging
and exciting.

Two subsequent trips down the creek
during the season failed to bring me even a
glimpse of those elusive toms. Perhaps some
one else beat me to them, though it seems
unlikely that anyone could kill all eight of
them. Maybe they migrated back into heavier
cover with the coming of hunting season. At
any rate, the turkeys had disappeared. On
my later trips, I failed to uncover even any
fresh sign ... But that's the way it is with
turkey hunting. Some times you get them;
most times, you don't.

The wild turkey gets my vote as the slyest
creature in the woods. When a hunter out
wits one, he deserves to push out his chest.
It requires stealth, know-how, and an assist
from Lady Luck to put one on the dinner
platter.

This native bird of North America ranges
from the Great Lakes south to Central
America. At one time the wild turkey was
practically extinct in many parts of the
country, but during the past few years it
has made a remarkable recovery. In my
native state of Texas, for instance, turkey
populations have come back strong after the
drouth years. Pennsylvania boasts of a record
number of turkeys. The game departments in
Colorado, West Virginia, New Mexico, Mis
souri, Ohio, Michigan, Mississippi, Georgia,
and Arizona, to name a few examples, all
report gratifying comebacks of the wild
turkey.

Turkey gobblers generally will average be·
tween 18 to 21 pounds, the hens 8 to 10. Not
many reach the king-size proportions of the
27Y2-pound gobbler reported trapped in
Carter County, Missouri, last fall.

There are three methods of hunting
turkeys--still hunting, stand hunting, and

Lancaster, CaliforninBox 542-G

Free trial offer!
Money Back Guarantee.

As a special introductory offer, we'll send
you the next issue of SHOTGUN NEWS free
of charge with your one year subscription.
That means you get 25 big issues. What's
more, if you're not completely satisfied, just
tell us. We'll immediately refund your
money in full and you can keep the issues
you already have. Fair enough? You bet!
Fill in the coupon below and mail it today!

Are you a gun trader? Gun collector? Or are
you Just plain interested in guns? If you are,
you'll profit from readi~g the bargain-filled
columns af SHOTGUN NEWS, now pub
lished twice each month. It's the leading
publication for the sale, purchase and trade
of firearms and accessories of all types.
SHOTGUN NEWS has aided thousands of
gun enthusiasts locate firearms, both mod·
ern and antique - rifles, shotguns, pistols,

revolvers, scopes, mounts ... all 0' money

saving prices. The money you save on the
purchase of anyone of the more than 5,000
listings twice a month more than pays your
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SHOOTI Harvey Prot-X-Bore Zinc
Base Cr lugular lacketed

• Swaged Hand Cun Bullets
Fastest. most accurate bullets. An popular calibers.
NEW! S&W K-22 )13sterpiece or new :M.R.F. con·
versions to Harvey .224 KAY-CHUK centerfire.
S.F.:M. (Shoot From the Mould) moulds for Prot-X.Bol'e
zinc base bullets. JUGULAR jacketed Casting Kits.
Swa~ing' Dies. (01' hand~un bullets only.
Send 25c in coin or stamps for complete Information.

CUSTOM LOADS

LAKEVILLE ARMS INC. c';;':,~""cW;~t
Licensed Assoc. Mfas. Jugular & Prot-X-Bore bullets.
Frank A. Hemsted. Box 171. Calver City. Calif.
Mason Williams. Stanfordville. New York.
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Wayne, Ind.
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ED AGRAMONTE, INC.
201 Warburton Ave., Yonkers, 5G, N. Y.
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P.O. Box 244, Lewiston. Idaho
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RECOMMENDED LOADS

150 2997 2529 2 101 1756 1449 I 168

165 3008 2540 2133 1780 1518 1260

180 2896 2445 2082 1747 1478 1222

COMPARATIVE IMPACT ENERGY

Cartridge Powder Charge Munle V..

JO-40 Krog ;;; 4350 49 2573

JOO Savage ;;; 4350 48 2618

J08 Win. #4350 52 265&
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JOO Wby ;;; 4350 80 3298
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Comparison shows that the new 165
grain Spitzer delivers more energy at
any range and maintains exceedingly
flat trajectory.

COMPARATIVE
BUllET 100 200 300 400 500 600

WEIGHT Yards Yards Yards Yards Yards Yard ..

150 2.1 9.4 21.6 41_9 69.5 106.()

165 2.2 9.7 21.9 42.5 11.8 109.1)

180 2.8 11.0 25.8 49.5 86.0 I32'()

~ .,"",••"., ... • oM, " ••" ...
loading manuals for handlooders Ask

- . your dealer for 0 copy .... $2.75 each.

PRECISION MANUFACTURED
The new SPEER 165 grain .30 cali
ber bullet is manufactured from the
finest materials modern technology
can provide.
Jackets are made by ultra precision
methods to insure supreme accuracy
in the fine high velocity rifles used to
day. A specially designed jacket wall
controls expansion on game for per
fect mushrooming and deep penetra
tion. It is not cannelured because in
rolling a cannelure, the structure of
the core and jacket may be disturbed
causing the bullet to lose its gilt edge
accuracy.
You ean be positive of exceptional
quality because SPEER BULLETS
AND ONLY SPEER BULLETS, are
tested, lot by lot, for uniform velocity
and accuracy in our fully equipped
ballistics laboratory. The same test
ing facility used to develop the accu
rate and up-to-date reloading infor
mation you receive in the popular
SPEER RELOADING MANUALS.

Unlike most .30 caliber loads, its ter
rific velocity retaining ability makes
it deadly at phenomenal distances. It
is the most efficient bullet that can be
loaded in any .30 caliber cartridge.

A sensational new bullet, a 165 grain .30 caliber spitzer soft point bullet is
now available from SPEER. It is the .30 caliber bullet long sought by shooters
of all .30 caliber high velocity rifles because it is the optimum for a ...•

COMBINATION OF MAXIMUM VELOCITY,
MAXIMUM RANGE AND MAXIMUM IMPACT ENERGY

FLAT TRAJECTORY AND
GREATER IMPACT ENERGY

The new 165 grain bullet can be
loaded to a velocity providing a flat
trajectory with a high remaining ve
locity and greater impact energy than
any other .30 caliber bullet.

INCREASES EFFECTIVE RANGE

MAKES NEWS!
NEW.30CAL.BULLET

GIANT
ARMS CATALOG

ONLY $1.00

JUST OUT!

Detailed catalog fully de
scribes over 3000 antique
guns, swords, bayonets,
armour items ... all latest
foreign and U. S. guns
new models, new prices

... everything new in sporting equipment and
. gun accessories. All items listed are in present

stock and immediately available.

the imitation of a love-sick hen's cluck.
There is nothing quite as dramatic or un
nerving as a big tom strutting before his fe
male admirers, his wing tips dragging the
ground and his tail upright in a majestic
fan of feathers.

But callipg also is effective at times in
those states where only fall turkey hunting is
allowed. It seems to work best when- a flock
has been scattered, and the birds are talking
back and forth, trying to regroup.

The foremost blunder of the tyro turkey
hunter is attempting to call too frequently.
Make your calls brief. pausing a long while
between each stroke of the call. Wait so long
that you feel like you can't stand waiting
another minute-then wait that much longer.
Practice at home until you feel you've got
the call down pat. One mis-stroke of the call
will send a wary tom high-tailing in the op
posite direction. There are various commer
cial calls on the market, but my favorite is
the time-honored cedar box which is stroked
along the edge with a sliver of slate.

Many hunters give critical attention to the
preliminaries of luring the birds within gun
shot range, but take their turkey-shooting
weapon for granted. What they don't realize
is that the selection of the gun is fully as im
portant as any other detail of the hunt. A
hunter w·ith a mis-chosen weapon usually will
only wound one of the tough, tenacious birds.
In some parts of the country, the shotgun is
the pet turkey weapon; in others the rifle
gets the majority vote.

My choice in a shotgun is a 12-gauge, load
ed preferably with three-inch magnum shot
shells in No. 4 size, with full choke_ I dis
agree with the belief that o. 2 shot is the
best size for turkey. In fact, I even prefer No.
6 over No.2_ The performance of a shotgun
is based on the density of the shot pattern.
Several concentrated No.4 or No. 6 shot in
a vital area are more lethal than one or two
misplaced No.2 shot.

Getting a shot at a sly turkey at ranges
less than 50 yards is rare indeed, which is
why I prefer the full choke, to keep the pat
tern tight at the gun's maximum range.

In a rifle, I like the relatively new .22
WRF Magnum. This might come as a sur
prise to many turkey hunters. Several turkey
hunting friends of mine gave this cartridge a
thorough workout last hunting season, and
they all agreed that it was potent. Some ex
tensive tests of mine have brought the same
conclusion. Yet the 40-grain slug traveling
at 2000 f.p.s. from the muzzle doesn't cause
much meat damage.

Actually, any of the flat-trajectory varmint
cartridges, from the .22 Hornet to the .222
Remington, are all right on turkeys, but the
exploding bullets destroy lots of meat, pri
marily because of the high muzzle velocities.
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FAST DRAW FANS!!!
For blazing fast draw action and spinning thrills.
use Pointer's Fast Draw Adapter. It's one of the
most important advancements in the art. since
the F. D. Holster. Converts your .45 single action
so that you can use .22 Rim Fire Blanks. also .38
Special & .357 Mag. use #.57 Rem. Primers. with
out danger of accident. Not only will it be a safe
sport but you'll save on ammo costs. too. Set of 6
in box only $5.95. In addition, for a sharp pistol
grip get this new sliver finish Regal Pup (shown).
Avail. for poP. handguns. Uncond. Guaranteed
not to warp or lose its org. luster. Only $5.95. Reg.
imitation Stag Grips only $4.00. Choice selection
of genuine fancy pearl. Ivory or Stag Grips also
available.

lhat traveled almost a mile after being shot
through one wing and completely through
the breast with a .30-30 slug. Another time, I
saw a hunter shoot the entire lower portion
of the gobbler's breast away with his .300
Savage, yet the bird still traveled a consid
erable distance.

The shotgunner and rille man have a dif
ferent. advantages, in turkey hunting, and
each has certain disadvantages. The scatter
gun man can catch birds on the wing; the
rilleman usually can't. But in wide-open
spaces like much of Texas the rille hunter
can pick off turkeys at distant ranges, beyond
the reach of the smoothbore. The type of ter
rain should dictate which weapon you select.
In dense foliage such as that found in the
Deep South, the shotgun is the logical choice.
The rille is better for more open and less
populated country. The rille-shotgun combi
nation is perhaps the best of all.

A wild turkey is a great runner, and it
prefers to escape on foot rathel' than Ily.
Normally, it won't take to the air unless
crowded. Then it must run several yards be
fore getting airborne. Once up, it can fly at
speeds up to 35 m.p.h., and will glide as
much as a quarter of a mile.

Wild turkey hunting is among the best of
shooting sports. Only the hunter who studies
his birds and their habits will succeed con
sistently. Rarely is a sly turkey killed by the
haphazard hunter. Perhaps this will be yOUT

year to get a crack at one of the elusive
prizes. If so, be sure and confident of that
weapon in your hands. Don't spoil an other
wise perfect hunt with a wounded bird or
one that isn't fit for the dinner table. After
all, eating wild game is the fitting ~
climax to any hunt. ~

The .22 rimfire long-rille simply isn't enough
carlridge for turkeys, but the .22 WRFM
gets the job done if you do yours. One of the
pet turkey loads in Texas is the old .25-20,
which has a muzzle velocity of only 1460
f.p.s. with the 86-grain bullet, and 1290 f.p.s.
with the 100-grain slug.

According to my observations, the secret
of adapting the popular varmint loads to tur
key hunting is handloading them to reduce
muzzle velocity, thus eliminating much tissue
damage on impact. Naturally, much of the
Ilat trajectory will be sacrificed, but since
most turkeys are killed at ranges less than
ISO yards, that doesn't make much difference.
Even big-game loads like the .270, .308, .244,
and .243 are suitable for turkeys when muz
zle velocity is scaled down to about 2000
f.p.s., using solid bullets. My personal pre
ference of centerfire cartridges is the .222
with muzzle velocity reduced with handloads.
The normal commercial .222 load (3200 f.p.s.
with 50-grain bullet) is too destructive.

I most certainly recommend a scope-sight
ed rille, if for no other reason than it aids in
proper bullet placement for clean kills. With
a shotgun, the hunter should aim for the tur
key's head for the least meat damage. At
close ranges with exact-sighted rilles, the
hunter might also attempt a head shot. But
to compensate for any error, I aim at the
butt of the neck. Here the bullet will be
passing above the breast meat, and will be
hitting the most vulnerable spot on a turkey
other than the head-the backbone. The idea,
of course, is to stay away from the breast.
Not only will a breast shot destroy most of
the eating meat, but a turkey can take a ter
rific wallop in this region and still escape,
crippled, into the woods. I once saw a turkey
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the demand so overwhelming that we are offering
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to obtain the RED BOOK OF USED GUN
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You won't want to be without this valuable reference
work. It's the price handbook for shooters
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to act immediately and avoid disappointment later.
Fill in the coupon below, enclose your remittance
and mail it right away!
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Skokie. Illinois. Dept. G-S

Rush my copy of this important RED BOOK
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look at the valuable information it contains:
• How to get the most for your money when

you trade in your firearms.
• How to be an expert bargain hunter in the

gun market.
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SCALE PAN & FUNNEL

Dealer
Inquiries Invited

Powd·R·Horn CO.
Post Of. Box 11322·G

Phoenix, Arizona

N~BLE

AMfRle'A'S
FINEST

GUN
VALUES!

GUNBLAST DAMAGE to Your

HEARING ELIMINATED with
~ ~eeS~
~ EAR-VALVS

POWD-R-HORN
Transfers powder from scale
to case in onc easy oper
ation, eliminating bother
some simultaneous manipu
lation of case, powder funnel
and scale pan. To usc, sim
ply weigh desired load in
Powd-R-Horn, remove from
scale, insert case into in
tegral funnel spout and pour
powder into case. Fits .22
to .45 cases. Weight com·
pensator furnished for beam
balances. (Not needed for
substitution balance, such as
Pacific. Complete with in·
structions (specify mfr. &
model of your scale), $2.00
Postpaid.
Postpaid. $3.00 for Ohaus.

They stop flinching - and 1M·
PROVE SCORING by automatically
controlling harmful gunblast

noise. Acc·laimed by champion shooters and recom·
mended ~y Ear Specialists as the best protection
against harmful noise. They are NOT Ear Plugs - you
hear normally without removing from ears. $3.95 apr.
with money back guarantee. Order TODAY or write for
FREE Medical Proof and Literature.

SIGMA ENGINEERING COMPANY
1491 Vine St., Dept. K, Los Angeles 28, California

the Light Machine Gun is seldom seen on
U.S. target ranges. Yet from the land of no
machine guns, Sp4 Cassady and Sp4 Rico
emerged with first place for the U.S. in the
LMG class, scoring 232, followed by Pvt. Pac
and Pvt. Roberts, U.S., for Second with 231,
followed by Sp4 Senyitko and Sp4 Blum,
Third, all Americans. The total possible score
in this is 240. The peppy nature of the LMG
event guarantees that a "possible" is a long
way off.

Two partners constitute an LMG fire team,
and they must not change their positions ex
cept according to the rules. The target is
four feet square.

Competitors lie down at 500 yards firing
point, have five minutes to fire off two clips
each containing ten rounds as fouling shots.
They may fire these at the butts, not the
targets, and watching the dust, if the day is
dry, aids in estimating wind drift at that
range. The guns, except the BARs of U.S.
make, have interchangeable barrels, and each
ten·shot salvo is put through a different

MODEL 420 - Double Gun
A traditional hammerless double barrel, double trigger
example of superb old world craftsmanship. Perfectly
balanced with smooth, positive action. Left barrel is full
choke; right modified. 12, 16, 20 gao

MODEL 70 - Pump Gun
Perfectly balanced, a fine lightweight .410 shotgun in
popular slide action design. Safe, economical, excellent
choice for women or youngsters. Ideal for small game at
short range or small bore skeet events.

MODEL 275 - .22 Lever Action
Here's a hammerless, lever action rifle with one piece,
beautifully proportioned walnut stock. Short lever throw
operates smoothly and easily. Visible feeding, safe fire
control, thumb operated safety.

MODEL 60-12 and 16 Ga.
Beautifully finished, reliable slide action gun, fitted with
new Vary-Chek (variable choke) and resilient rubber
recoil pad. Available also as Model 65 with plain barrel,
full or modified choke, no recoil pad.

WORLD'S BEST GI GUNNERS
(Continued from page 32)

Beautifully
Balanced!

Real Value!

Lightweight
Favorite!

VARY·CHEK
Equipped!

superbly designed sporting arms!

MODEL 235 - .22 Slide Action
Excellent for small game, target shooting and all-around
use. Features adjustable sporting rear sight; ramp
patridge type front sight. Receiver machined for quick
detachable dovetail mount for telescopic sight.

Please write for complete illustrated catalog.

Address your inquiries to: The NOBLE Manufacturing Co., Inc., Dept.G-2, Haydenville, Mass.

"

Each army may enter only one' team.
L'sually 28 or 30 men are picked, leaving a
few as alternates in case of sickness or
accident at the last minute. Each team goes
through the Prix Leclerc with no substitu·
tions, once the shooting starts. Under a non
firing team captain are 24 firers: two officers,
seven NCOs or "old" soldiers, more or less,
and at least 15 "young soldiers" having less
than two years experience. No man fires more
than one weapon, and no man fires another's
weapon, with the exception of the LMG
pairs who take turns with one gun. Within
each team, 12 are riflemen, ten men in five
pairs serve the light machine guns, and two
fire pistols.

An important feature of the Leclerc course
is the light machine gun shooting. While
Americans are generally familiar with the
pistol (France's Adjutant Chef Burais took
first place pistol in 1958), and the rifle is a
common weapon in the U.S. among sports
men and targetsmen (Pvt. Bohomen of the
Netherlands took first place rifle last time),

77te N~BLE .lIne qflfllue-Packed
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barreL Though the barrels are quick·changed,
five minules is not 100 long a time in spite of
the men being the most expert light machine
gunners of their battalion, hence the most
expert of their Army.

AfIer warming up, competilors remain
prone, the guns cleared, no round in the
breech, not cocked, and the safety set. Two
magazines of Ihe four record magazines, 15
shols each, may be in the gun or carried by

o. 1 gunner. No. 2 carries tool kit, parts,
and magazines. As Ihey tensely watch down
range, some of the MG teams seem inatten
tive to the targets, They are instead listen
ing carefully for Ihe warning command of
the range officer who calls 30 seconds before
the targets appear, "Watch Your Targets."
Then, as the targets appear, the LMG crews
leap to their feet and double 10 the 400
yard line where after this hrisk sprint they
flop down, reset the gun and fire two IS·shot
magazines with the change lever on full auto
matic, all within sixty seconds. No pa,ir may
open fire unless both men are in their
respective correct positions on each side of
the gun. When the targets are pulled, No.
1 closes the breech, sets "safe" and then
changes position with No.2, who then be·
comes the gunner. Targets at this slage re
main concealed for only one minute. When
they rise, Ihe pair spring up and race to 300
yards, where they again fall into posi tion
and No.2 fires his magazines on full auto
matic.

The rules are explicit about firiug these
guns on full automatic, to get the jostle of
the recoiling mechanism. The Bren gun, fired
rapidly on single shots, can punch out a neat
hole making a very close group at almost
any range; the BAR wilh its hefty barrel
and two feet equals a bedded sporling rifle
in its inherent accuracy. But when those
couple of dozen foot pounds of recoil are
Iiherated at 600 shots per minute against
the marksman's shoulder, it brings out all
sorts of target scoring problems.

When the targets disappear again after
60 seconds, o. 2 unloads or clears the gun,
applies the safety, and all competitors remain
lying down until the range officer gives the
all clear signal.

At 300 yards, a second phase is fired, 40
shots rapid. This starts with the pair in
position, No. 1 behind the gun, breech open,
magazine installed, sights set, and change
lever at SAFE. As before, the range officer
gives a 30·second "watch your targets" warn·
ing during which safetys may he pul OFF

and aim taken. The targets pop up for 24
seconds, with No. I getting off his clip on
full auto only, no single shots. When the
bulls are pulled, No. 1 clears and locks the
gun and, on orders from the range officer,
swaps places with No, 2. The last volley is
fired similarly by No, 2, full auto, 20 shots in
24 seconds. Always, the teams remain in the
prone until the range officer declares the "all
clear." Binoculars may be used and the
members of each pair coach their fellow
shooter on his fire effect. Highest possible
score a total 360 with the LMGs.

Some anomalies occur in the scheduling
of ammunition for various courses of fire.
The pistol course is much like that in any
competition except it is all rapid, allows 20
seconds for automatics, 26 seconds for
revolvers, and is all in 6-round increments
failing to consider, for example, the combat
efficiency of the Browning Hi-Power holding

(Continued on page 50)

603-05NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION
1600 Rhode Island Avenue, Washington 6, D. C.

'Confirming application & details ",ill also be mailed.

NAME _

ADDRESS, _

CITY-STATE

r---------------
I

Please enter my subscription to 0 $5.00 Enclosed
THE AMERICAN RIFLEMAN,
enroll me as an NRA MEMBER 0I and send my lapel button.' Bill me please

I
I
I
I

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP IN THE N.R.A.
You'll get prompt answers from our Firearms Information Serv...
ice--gun Jaw bulletins-low cost gun insurance-right to buy
government gun equipment-eligibility for a year-'round shooting
program-marksmanship instruction" - plus many other benefits.

A year's subscription to the world's finest gun magazine-:---devoted
exclusively to the fascinating subject of firearms. Read about rifles.
pistols, shotguns, hunting, target shooting. gunsmithing, gun col
lecting, reloading and related subjects-every month.

GOLD-FILLED MEMBERSHIP BUTTON
This distinctive NRA lapel button sells regularly for $1.50. It's
yours as an EXTRA BONUS for joining now; wear it proudly!

,4tt 66 '7~
JOIN THE NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION

THE AMERICAN RIFLEMAN MAGAZINE

"

-~, jJ',''" _,', ~fntRAEA"O,' '1I.JfS •
," !'-lVJ. SEND NO MONEY! 10 DAYS FREE TRI.I\L I

To your bookstore or I
lIIcGraw·Hill Book Co., Dept. GUS-GO, I
327 West 41st Street, New York 36, N. Y. I
Please send me ...... copy(les) of THE STORY OF I
AMERICAN HUNTING AND FIREARMS. If not de- ~ I

Io.-.....~ lighted. I may return the book and owe nothing. Other- .h I
'~ • > Send for free examination copy wise I will keep the book and remit $8.50 pillS postage. ;::) I

At your bookstore or mail the coupon at right Name ~ ".'
for your free examination copy of THE STORY
OF AMERICAN HUNTING AND FIREARMS by the Address........................................... I
Editors of Outdoor Life, Write to McGraw-Hill City ....... , .. , ...... ' .. ,Zooe, , , , ,State, , :

__ !~~~t:.~~:_?J0!~~J~~1~_~~7_ :'..e~t_ ~~t__~l~~Vlr~'~e~~:~c!,~,~~~~~~~~;Yl~!~e:S!~~_ J
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1-NEW .45
BARRELS

EXTRA HEAVY 22 CAL. BARREL BLANKS

("
Full 1 1/16" diameter, straight, rifled blank-6
groove for super accuracy. 27" longo-Ial'ge diameter
makes adapto'lhle for most rim or center fire actions.
1 turn in 14" only $7.95 plus 70¢

(Chamhcring for .22 L.R. only. add $1.00)

ORDNANCE TOOLS for U.S. Carbine~
GAS PISTON NUT ~~
WRENCH. ess~ntlal for reo
moving gas piston for
cleaning $1.00 ~

These shotgun' barrels should cause one at these prices!
ABOUT 820/0 DISCOUNT-bUY an extra, ideal for slug &
bl'ush work, 20" cyl. bore. all 12 ga., new. blued,Winchester MdJ. 12 $4.95
Winchester Mdl. '97-Solid Frame $4.95
Winchester Mdl. '97-take.down_completc with fitt.ed.bushing $6.95

WINCHESTER MODEL 73

DUST COVERS -c:: !
complete with slide & 0
screw $3.75 '- _

We have some 20,000,000 gun parts in over 27!OOO
sq. ft. of storage space-modern, obsolete, forelgn
advise wants for free quotation.

NEW REMINGTON MATCHMASTER BARRELS. for use
as barrel blanks or on Remington guns in the 500 series.
26" long, 13/16" diameter. all polished and blued.
chambered for .22 1. r .. 6 groove rifling. Each barrel
trued, tested and serial numbered by Hemington. The
pl'ide of n.emin~>i.<m·s barrel makers. Even if you do not
NOW have a gun for rcbarreling, you will in the future
-may we sug-j:fcst you pick up I or 2 of these at this
exceptional pnce before they are gone? High strength
steel, suitable for center fire calibers, fine for target
pistol barrels. Orl~inally made for the 513 Target
rifies ...: Special $4.95 plus 50¢ post.
(Ramp & front sig-ht for above $1.25)

ANOTHER NUMRICH SUPER SPECIAL
HEAVY-LONG SUPER TARGET

.22 BARRELS

u.s. GARAND GRENADE LAUNCHERS

~ II
Unused. As issued. __ . $1.95

plus SOc post.

.44 CALIBER BARREL BLANKS

mnde 1954 of new steel SJ)ecs••
superior to any made pre
viously. New. in orl2.. wrap
ping-s, $1.95 ea._2 for $3.50.
NOTE: When 2 are ordered.
new web carrying case in
cluded FREE.

.45 AUTO MAGAZINES
FREE CASE! !

auto, 1911 & Al $6.9S

MONTE CARLO STOCK BLANKS
For old Model Rem. 11~~
(front safety) and Sav. !
720 outo loaders. •
Rough inletted, outside i
needs finish sanding ..
Con be used for loter Model 11 (rear sofe.) br. in
letting deeper. Wjcheek piece. Rubber venti ate."
recoil pad included FREE. Mode by mfr. for the..
deluxe skeet & trap guns. Wolnut. Only $3.95 plus
40¢ post.

WANTED! ~:::'::'iete guns!
All kinds for usable parts. We buy lots of 1 to 11,)00
pieces at RIG!.I pl'lces. \Ve must have parts and the only

S';fp \~ffg~~r n~~~yo&~I":h~~ed~ ~~~:~~in8ayU~hy~~eJiu~::
cclved. Mel'chandise returned pl'epaid if offer not sattsfac
lm'y.

SHOTGUN BEADS
DO GET LOST

& BROKEN
Here's a packet of 10 large
bead (standard 4/40 thread)
sig-hl!" for Il~llal price of just
one, ONLY $1.00 per Packet____________________ 50¢

"FORMULA 44-40" NOW USED IN EVERY
p.s. GpN PLANT AND MANY ABROAD. New
mdqstrlal uses found daily in aircraft SUb-
maTlnes, clocks, etc. •
NEW HIGH~SPEED FORMULA gives even

~e.tt~r!J~:~WJ~s: prote~t~~SU::~o~~rd,t~o~hr~~
complicated. Deep blue permanent finiSh.
Actually penetrates the steel. Used by <run
fact.ories and gunsmiths everywhere. Guar
anteed to be the best cold blue you ever
used-or you r money back.
3 GUN SIZE $2.00 ppd.

INDUSTRIAL GUNSMITH SIZR.
1 pint --------- $7.50 ppd.

LYMAN 17A GLOBE FRONT SIGHTS. Save
$1.26 ea. during this special offer. Complete
with hox of insel·ts. Only $2.25 ppd. (Dealers:
$20.00 per doz.).

LYMAN 57A REAR~
SIGHTS- 1

SAVE ALMOST 50%-NEW $4.50' .

EXCITING NEW GUN COURSEI·
· WOULD YOU be interested in a correspondence:
, course in practical, PROFITABLE gunsmithing and.
· gun dealing? Get the straight dope on how to
, make real money at home in spare time. Teaches'
· yOU how to operate a full-time store-or how to

build-up a gun collection at no cost (and prac- .
tieally no taxes).
THE COURSE will be prepared by nationally
known gun editors and dealers; fully covers such

· subjects as "setting-up shop"; "where to buy"
(under wholesale); "how to trade profitably";

· "record keeping"; "gun laws"-and many others.
· In short, you get all the profitable trade secrets-

plus the benefits of a wealth of experience. .
, FIFTEEN detailed, illustrated lessons that would.
· probably take 20 weeks to complete. Cost: About
, $200.00 with optional installments on a "pay as·
, YOU learn-and earn" basis.
· MANY earn from $50.00 to $100.00 per week extra

doing the very thing they like most. We believe we
can show you how to do this and more. Demand for
guns and gun repairs increases daily. With proper
background and "inside dope" you can cash-in on
this ever growing market.

, HELP US by sending a postcard today stating if
yoU MIGHT be interested (if and when course is
finally prepared). With any comments or sugges

, tions. It will be appreciated.

NOT $5.00 t::\ • (;;:\
ONLY $7.49 W W
HOODED TARGET FRONT SIGHTS

adjustable for wlndasze ..
elevation. fits all U. S. Car
bines. sUdes into receiver
dovetail - 2 minutes to in
stall, as iSSUed. $1.85 DPd.

SPRINGFIELD A3 SIGHTS. Similar to above. for1903A3 only new. issued $1.85 ppd.

Standard dovetail_interchangeable inserts included.
For I-Ij.power or small bores. From discontinued
Target rifle of largest U. S. maker. At a 700/0
discount! $1.49 ea. $12.00 per dozen

~)JJ)J))»JjjjjjjjjjJ~
SPRINGFIELD 1903 RIFLE

BREECH OIL
& THONG SET.

For Springfield, Garand, Enfield &; Krag, fits in butt,
nickeled brass. not plastic. as issued, excellent, complete
with cleaning brush, thong, oil applicator $1.00 ppd.

STANDARD DOVETAIL<: c:===4I
OPEN REAR SIGHTS =::::::J'::::::::::::::
one foldin~ with windage ad- /'f:l «D~
Just., other regular. Both __$1.00~ ~

\

. BIPODS (for B.A.R.). Often used on

1
- heavy target and varmint guns. Legs

adjust for height, and fold-up against
barrel. Excellent. $3.95 plus 40¢ post
age.

SpeciaL_4 beads for $1.00

LARGE IVORY
BEAD SHOT
GUN FRONT

SIGHTS

WINCHESTER '73 PARTS

U. S. CARBINE
MAGAZINES

STEVENS.SAVAGE .22 CALIBER MAGA
ZINES. New. Fits all Stevens and Savage
models after 1923. Spec. $1.00 ea.. 2 for
$1.75. 3 for $2.25.

REMINGTON 500 SERIES
. 22 caliber magazines, 5 shot. New.
Only $1.00 ea.• 2 for $1.75. 3 for
$2.2;'.

FREE water (& dirt &
tobacco) proof rubber cap
given w/ea. magazine.

GARAND
TOOL

Improves hits.

SAVE $8.25 in lots of 75

bro~~~ ~;~~h.' ~JllMI
for serious cleaning. The extra size makes clean
ing hores fast & easy. For all standard rods.
Long l.asting. 25 brushes $1.75; 75 brushes $3.00.

GARAND RIFLE CONVERSION KIT

Winchester 73 Extractors-new, $2.50 ppd.; 73 firing
pins (state caliber) $3.75. (Write for other 73 parts)

SCHUETZEN OPEN REAR~IGHT
Fine "V" notch. micrometer
windage & elevation adJust
ments. Sweat-on or screw down.
or both. Pre-tinned for easy
mountim~ Fits all round bar
rels. For shooters who don't
like peep rear sip;hts. but still
want fine adjustments. $2.25 ea.

• 5 shot calJacity-required ~y law for hunting, fl~s
flush with guard-streamlines alJIJearance. Solid
machined bottom-not "raw" 31JIJearing oversized
fold overs that some are selling $"2.45

• 15 shot. in original wrap. only $1.00 ea. or 2 for $1.75
• 30 shot. "banana" clips only $4.95 Gr 2 for $7.95!

SPECIAL!
U.S. GARAND
FLASH HIDERS

(M-2) as issued. New.
$2.95 plus 30¢ post.

Handsome conversion unit allows year 'round use of
your favorite rifle. even after big game season is past.
Inexpensive practice (or hunting & plinking) now pos
sible with a real, luaD sized .22 which not only shoots
better but feels better while shooting. (.Just slide out
unit to change back to .30-06). Full sized, but short

:~~~f a~~~trac;'.ithEa~hec~~~rt~ f~fle3is::rar.;·ebo~i.ne~on1~~~~
.22 bolt, barrel liner, trigger ~ard & 7 shot magazine.
Bolts have adjustable headspace feature guaranteeing

V~~~~gfsa~~~Ut~~hlS:~~1~~gio:?v(~w~'l~~l$fg:9SUS;~::
Extra magazines .. $1.75 ppd.

FOR ALL 1903 SPRINGFIELDS

WORTH ANYTHI!':lG WHEN NEEDED
In field or on range, this ordnance tool may be needed
at any time-for bolt disassembly, because of poor extrac
tion with fouled chamber or for rifle takedown "Similar
to illus., only latest model with bronze brush end". Fits
conveniently in butt trap-Keep shooting, a good invest
ment. As Issued, Only $1.00 ea.! (Good to carry With gun
-new firing pin-$1.2S, new extractor-$1.25)

REUj<'JELD JR. SCOPE RINGS:
Solid steel. 3.4." dia. only. Fits all
Redfield Jr. bases. Very special
............ , IH.95 per pro

N 0 \V - S I' J~ C I A I. P RIC E !
SI'RINGj<'JEUI a In.AIIE screw- ~_~~)'
dl'ivers as issued. ~-
New $1.00 PI,d.

reduces to 5 shots, only way to
make Garand fully legal for
buntln"" In most states, (easily
Installed & removed). Set. com
plete with special follower &
2 five shot clips, $3.95. Extra
5 shot clips. 95¢ ea. Standard
8 shot clips, $2.00 per dozen.

NEW LOW PRICE .22 CONVERSION KIT
~

•

•
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You'll want GUNS QUARTERLY in your library.

REINHART FAJEN, INC., Dept. 22, Box 338, Warsaw, Missouri

the riflemen with "Watch your targets." As
they appear, the riflemen rise and on the
double hit for 300 yards, falling into prone
and opening fire. The third course at 300
yards is at a 22" diameter target, prone.
Competitors first load with two shots and
fire them as sighters during one initial six
second exposure of the target. Then eight
rounds are charged and fired in four six
second target exposures, not more than two
shots at one time. Targets are concealed for
six seconds between firings. As befo.re, the
range officer will warn "Watch for your
targets," which allows the shooters to assume
firing position, release safeties and aim.
Highest score here is 40.

The last course is the fastest of the rifle
events, starting at 450 yards and concluding
at 100 yards, movement on the douhle. Rifle
men, as before, start lying down, though not
necessarily in the "prone" position, load eight
rounds and set safe_ The warning "Watch for
targets" comes 30 seconds in advarrce-as.
the boards glide up the men rise, double to
4{)0 yards, fall into prone and fire two shots,
all within 45 seconds. During the next 15
seconds the targets are withdrawn and the
men prepare to advance but hold their posi
tions until the carriers come up again. Dur
ing the next 45 seconds they run one hun
dred yards Lo the 300 yard line, fall prone
and fire two shots. Then fifteen seconds of no
targets, again targets for 45 seconds, allow
ing time (?) to run to 200 yards and fire two
shots kneeling or sitting. Then another 15
seconds of no targets, followed by a 45
second exposure, allowing the men to· ad
vance to 100 yards and fire the last two shots
standing. During advancing, bolts are closed.
chambers loaded and safetys ON. While
preparing to advance no man gets the jump
on another. When the targets are down,
each man must have at least his stomach,
one elbow and one hand on the ground, a
rule which also applies to the machine gun
shoot. Highest score for phase four of the
riflery is 32, maximum of 136.

This gruelling marksmanship competItIOn,
lasting only a day, but in which no man
nor team has approached the so-frequent
perfect score so common in Stateside shoot
ing matches, is the high point of the com
petitive season for U.S. targetsmen abroad.
Like many Camp Perry trophies, it honors a
distinguished soldier, the Free French fighter
Philippe, Vicompte de Hautecloque, who
took the pseudonym "Leclerc" to avoid re
prisals against his family when he fought
with the Free French in Africa and Morocco.
His famed French 2nd Armored Division led
the Allied Armies into Paris, later was first
to enter Strasbourg. This gallant soldier,
whose troops served him with the admiration,
loyalty, and love that our history has seem
ingly reserved only for American Civil War·
generals, died in a plane accident in 1947.
Posthumously, his nation paid him the ex
ceptional honor of naming him a Marshal
of France.

It is this man whose dedication to the
spirit of freedom is memorialized with the
awarding of the Leclerc Prize in this great
test of small arms competency. But perhaps
the greatest honor for Leclerc is this gather
ing of shooters of all nations to commemorate
his leadership of free men. Inevitably, the
spirit of the Prix Leclerc will make itself
felt in the American shooting ~

world. ~

Luger
Mauser
Ortgies
Sauer
Webley

Utility $1145
Grade

Rifle Stock

Supreme
Grade

(Continued from page 48)
4 shots without reloading, or the speed of
action of a Walther pistol loaded, locked,
and the hammer down on double action safe
for the first shot. Six shots are first fired at
20 yards (20 and 26 seconds). Then the
distance is cut to 10 yards (six shots, 10 and
15 seconds). Last, 10 yards, six shots in two
shot doubles on three individual targets
separated by two targets' width. The auto
matics have 6 seconds, the revolvers 8
seconds for this fast-shifting schedule. More
than two shots on one target, score highest
two. Total possible pistol score is 144.

The rifle course is based on the 8-shot
capacity of the M-l rifle, denying the fire
power of the FN 20-shot rifles. A four-foot
target is used starting at 300 yards with two
sighters in two minutes and eight for record
in eight minutes, prone. Score is 32 maxi
mum. Next, at the same sized target, 300
yards, eight shots rapid. But here the rifle
men begin lying down at 400 yards, load
eight rounds on command and apply safe.
A half minute before the targets begin their
one-minute exposure, the range officer cues

"$COUT"

STOCKS and GRIPS
(See also pages 37, 46, 53)

THE GUNFIGHTER ...
newest Fill GRIP!

Write today for 28-page book.
Prices, illustrates grips for all
American makes, plus many for
eign.

Available for following standard Rifles Only
'03 and A3 Springfield Jap 6.S

Itar.:~s~aa':-c~::6.5 and TerniJ~3~'7__- D-;.-'r";';-b,-"-ed-o-n-W-e-.-'-c-o-o.-'-b-,,--
1891 Argentine Mauser GUNSTOCK SALES. INC.

M-94 Swedish Mauser Carbine 5060 Road 20, San Pablo. Calif.
add postage for 4 Jbs. from your zone

Makes your snvbn05e a handful of

~
deadly accurocy! For S&W Chief's, etc.

~ IRd. Buill •.• ond THE VIPER! For Call
~~1, Cobra & Det. Spec. AT YOUR DEALER
J~ Stomp for brochure.

BOX 49702, LOS ANGELES 49, CALIF.

Dealer inquiries invited
on printed letterhead.

L. B. ROTHSCHILD, Manufacturer
Dept. G-5, 4504 W. Washington Blvd.

Los Angeles 16, California

SEND FOR THE CATALOG OF THE
RIFLE STOCKS WHICH ARE THE
FAVORITES OF BOTH EXPERIENCED
HUNTERS AND TARGET SHOOTERS.

HUTCHINGS
RIFLE STOCKS

Franzite Grips Are Sold Under Our Guarantee

FREE
CATALOG

For All American, Many Foreign Cuns

Non-slip and precision-fitted, FRANZITE GRIPS are
the most durable model Beautiful colors; smooth,
checkered, staghorn and fancy carved; truly distinc
tive. Long-wearing, unaffected by moisture, per
spiration, most mineral and vegetable oils. Will not
chip or peel. Luster, color are permanent.

Conventional or conversion styles. Also target grips,
with or without thumb rest. Available for all popu
lar guns in: Ivory, Pearl, Onyx, Agate, Walnut,
Block and Staghorn finishes. Low cost, $2.50 to
$8.00-5ee our complete catalog!

Non-Breakable. Guaranteed

COMPLETELY
SHAPED-Ready for Sanding
COMPLETELY INLETTED-(To our Shop Rifle)

See your
Gun

Dealer
or

order
Direct

For
Colt Remington Browning
Great West'n Ruger Czech
H & R Savage Dreyse
Hi-Standard S & W Schmeisser
Iver-Johnson Walther Llama

And Many Others

SPORTS, INC. 5501 Broadway, Dept. CH-5, Chicago 40, III.

the Fajen
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STATE .

MAIL COUPON

ADDRESS......

CITY....

(please sign)
NAME....

TOTAL PRICE _

Enclosed cash. check or _
M.O. (CODs require 1,6 deposit.) (Be sure to spec
ify & give complete ordering info.) I understand all
items are to be shipped FOB L.A., express charges
collect. Calif res. add 4 % ~tate tax. For fast ser1Fice
to7,en ordering vistols. please s·ion statement: HI am
not an alien, hat16 never been convicted of a crime
of violence, am not 1111der indictment or a fugitive.
I am 18 years or over."

SEAPORT TRADERS, INC.De~2t21 G~5, <tag~ 1t"c:alif.
Gentlemen: Please rush me the following:
Quan- Cost per
tit;r Product Item Total
__Muzzleloaders $39.95
__Lee .303 Enfields 15.95
__Enfield Sporter Models 24.95
__Star Auto 19.95
__'Vinchester .22 9.95
__"Vinch..22 4X Scope & ~It. 15.95
__.22 Double Derringer 19 95
__Nickel Derringer 34.95
__Texan .22 19.95
__Texan .22 with holster 24.95
__4X Scope 9.95
__8-Shot Swing Out .22 21.95
__Webley MK VI .45 14.95
__Italian .25 Auto. 19.95
__.22 6-shot Revolver 12.95
__(Nickel plated .22 model) 14.95
__8 & ,V .38 Special Revolver 39.95
__Swedish, M94 Army Rifle 29.95
__S & W .45 29.95
__100 rds..22 Ammo. 1.10
__.22 4X Scope (mt. free) 8.95

o Note: Please enclose 1 box of FREE Military ammo
with purchase.

Now, the world famous Smith & Wesson 1917
Army at a price all can afford. This hard-hitting
Army standby in NItA Very Good condition'h.!,$29.95

.22 SCOPE & AMMO BARGAIN
4X Scope & FREE mount for all popular .22 rifles only
$8.95. 100 rds. .22 short high powered ammo. $1.10.

Bright Nickel
or Shiny Blue

S&W
.38 SPECIAL
2" BBL.
REVOLVERS

FIRES BOTH .22 SHORT & LONG AMMO.
This sensational NE\V 6-shot Rasco Vest
Pocket .22 long revolver would be a tremen- ..... .J
dous \'alue at 3 times its price. Made in W. Germany. it
is a tight. well-made, exceedingly accurate handgun. Fires
.22 Long & Short ammo. !i'eatures side ga le loading.
trigger adjustment. screw-in ejector rod. Has STEEL
RIFLED BARREr.. with blade front sights. Terrific for
target shooting, varmint hunting or home defense. Only
$12.95. Gleaming nickel-pia led model only $14.95.
Leather tlOister $2.25.

Made in U.S. by Smith & 'Vesson, these fine
6-shot revolvers with swing out CYlinder are
terrific burs. Fine condo inside & out. Fixed sIghts, with
bright nickel or blue finish and sharp STAG grips. Fires
pop. American made .88 special S&'V ammo. Only $39.95.
Holster only $3.05..38 Special ammo box of 25 ... $1.85

SMITH & WESSON

1917 ARMY
CAL••45 ACP

.22
6-SHOT
REVOLVER
$12.95

~ ?[n?:9
FREE AMMO!!

Box of military ammo included FREE with rifle purchase.
Note: Offer valid only if coupon below is enclosed with order.

Sought
after as

target and
hunting weapon.

this fine M/94
Swedish Mountain

carbine has 'an ex
tremely fast action, is

light and has refinements
over other Mausers. All ma

chined parts. forged & ma
chined trigger guard. Extremely

accurate, it is the winner of many
of Europe's competitive shoots. 6/5mm

x 55 caliber. 18" bbl.. 7 Ibs., 5-shot,
choice walnut stock, adjustable rear sights.

Only $29.95. AMMO.: 100 rd'. military
$7.50, 40 rd'. ,oft pt. $5.90.

SWEDISH MAUSER
CARBINE M/94
$29.95

Rugged, durable, dependable . . . and performs per
fectl~· on ANY rifle. Extends shooting time from
dawn to dusk. Distortion·free, color corrected. Lens
hardcoaled to U.S. Army standards. Easy to adjust
windage and elevation. Easy to install. Weighs Jess
than 10 oz. mounted. 4X scope and FREE mts.
avail. for all rifles only $9.95.

Latest model adopted by British Armed Forces.
it is extremely accurate. has exceptional smooth
action. Fires either as a single or a double ac
tion. Specs: Onrall length 11 %", barrel 6". wt.
12 Ib8. GOOD CONDI'L'TON. .45 Cal. $14.95.
Holster $3.25. Specially selected like new-$11.95.

Illll>Orted direct by us from Italy's finest
gun manufacturer. Brand new! 'l'rim. com
pact weapon flres powerful and easily ob·
tainable .25 Cal. American made ammo. Also avail. cali
bers .22 long or .22 short ... only $22.50: Have origi
nal factory blue finish. 6-5hot capacity makes excellent
plinl\:ing and home protection weapon. Fixed sights.
"'eight appl'Ox. 13 oz. Only $19.95. Holster $2.25.
.25 Cal. ammo. box of 25 ... $1.85

ITALIAN
POCKET AUTO.
.25 CAL. - $19.95

·~I •~ - 01!i#8
4X SCOPE $9.95 (Mount Free)

WEBLEY
MK. VI
.45 REVOLVER

Perfect handgun for any
sport. Features side load
ing magazine with 8 shot
capacity. blal)e front Sights, of
fine rugged deluxe blue steel
with white plastic ~rips. Fires
.22 ss ('al. short, long or long ritle
AraB. in 2'" or 4" barrel models. Only

8 SHOT SWING OUT .22

$219Sf!!i:~

BARGAIN
OF A

LIFETIME!

.22
DOUBLE

DERRINGER
ONLY $19.95

shoot1l1g condition! Rare collectiOn of flne old percussion muzzleloaders will
. never be dUV.hcated. OHH' 100 H~. old. All have round barrels & are rifled. All brass

flttmgs, buffed & poh:..:hed like new. Condo good to V.G. First come, first served. Only $39.95

Of WWII
fame, this is

the British
rifle that drove

Rommel out of Af
rica and saw service

on the Continent & in
the Korean conflict. Has

simplified bolt release &
a peep sight mounted on

rear of receiver. CaL .303
British. Bbl. 25*". 10-shot

magazine. positive thumb safety.
Good inside and out. only $15.95. '''ith

scope $22.95. Custom Enfield Sporter
$19.P5. "Vith scope $25.95. Al\IM:O: 100

Military .. $7.50. 40 Rd,. Soft Pt. $5.00.

MAY 1960

This Winchester Model 61 bolt
action l'ingle shot rifle features:

27" round, tapered proof marked
harrel, crowned at Illuzzle. Winch.

75C front & 32U sporting real' sight..<:;
& ShOft compact bolt with pear shaped
bolt handle. Military safety lock. Am.

walnut sporting t.ype pistol grip stock with
semi-beavertail fore-end. automatic ejector.
\Yt. approx. 5 Ib8. Shoals .22 shorts. longs

& L.R. ammo. Gooel inside & out. Only $9.95.
Special-.22 Winch. 4X scope & mt. only $15.H5.

Fantastic buy from Spain. Official handgun of Franco's
elite La Guardia Civil (national police). Has Spanish
Crown Proof l\:Iarks. Extremely accurate! Features: Free cleaning rod & extra clip
both grip & side safety, crisp trigger pull, big par-
tridge sights. halt cocked notch on hammer. Fine checkered walnut grips. Fast. easy takedown.
8 capacity magazine. SPECS: Excellent inside and out, 5" bbl., 8"%" overall, height 5% .... 'Vt.
38 oz. Fires easy-to·obtain .38 and 9mm Luger Ammo.
Sent complete in orig. new factory box with cleaning rod & extra clip (Reg. $ 75 value) .••
only $10.95. Box of 50 9mm Luger Ammo mfgrd. by 'Vest Cartridge only $2.05.

38 SUPER, 9mm

STAR AUTO
FIRES .38 & 9MM LUGER AMMO!

$22.95

Collectors! Genuine Antique Belgium, Danish & German Percussion Muzzle-loaders
Smooth Bore 69 to 75 cal. $39.95

LEE ENFIELDS #4
.303 CAL. $15.95
WITH SCOPE

Imported from Europe. It is an exact copy of famous
Remington Derringer popular in the late 1800·s. Valuable
collectors' item. Fine "old world" gUll craftsmanship has
been employed to give you a sllperior handgun & still
retain all the features of the oriA"inal Derringer. Aecurate.
Shoots .22 short. long or long rifle. Checkered black
grips. Only $19.95. Sparkling ehrome-nlated model only
$22.50. 'Vestern hand tooled holster $4.50. .38 Special
nickel Derringer ... $34.95

GUNSLINGERS!
TEXAN .22

only $19.95
Sensational new slide rod .22 shoots all three
-long. short, and long rifle .22 ammo, double

and single action. A tight. well-made piece. Looks like an
old frontier revolver. ads like an old frontier re\·olnr.
Terrific gun for fast draw practice and plinking. Feels
just right. Not $63, not $',"5.00, but only $19.95.
Complete with fast draw holster $24.95. .
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A
MAGNIFICENT

TREASURY
OF HUNTING AND

SHOOTI NG· LORE

mail coupon today I

GUNS QUARTERLY
8150 N. Central Park Ave.
Skokie, Illinois G-5
Please enter my name as a Charter Subscriber to
GUNS QUARTERLY and send me my copy of the
first "limited edition" as soon as it is off the press.
$4.00 enclosed for 4 quarterly issues, to be re
funded if not completely satisfied.

Name ................................•••••••••.•

Address .

City Zone State . .•...
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QUARTERL'Y

Lavish is the word that best describes GUNS
QUARTERLY ... lavish in color, lavish in photo
graphy, lavish in editorial excellence. There's
never been a magazine like it before! No
expense has been sp~red to make it a color-filled
richly printed volume of hunting and shooting
information. Its brilliant full color covers are
preserved in gleaming plastic coating-the
entire magazine is bound in a deluxe steel spiral
binding-every edition is richly illustrated
with superb photographs including a special
gatefold masterpiece of gun art selected to the
"Gun Hall of Fame" ... faithfully reproduced in
beautiful color lithography. We can't begin
to describe all its unique and rewarding qualities
-you must see this impressive publication for
yourself. Once you sense its variety and sparkle,
once you are enriched by its priceless reading
matter, GUNS QUARTERLY will take its place
among your most prized possessions.
GUNS QUARTERLY will publish in May, August,
November and February. You would expect it to
sell for a price much like its counterparts in the
hard cover book field ... anywhere from $10 to
$15 ... but, due to our large print order, it's within
the reach of the smallest budget. You pay only
$4.00 a year to receive all four quarterly editions.
And, you tak~ no risk. If you're not completely
satisfied, just tell us. W~ will cancel your sub
scription and refund your money in full. The
classic "first edition" will be off the press
early in May and it's sure to become a collector's
item. Why not reserve your Charter Subscription
now under our money-back guarantee offer. Fill
in the coupon and mail it today!
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ARMY - MARINE
CIVILIAN

SPECIAL

$1 25
POSTPAID

SILVER FINISH
RAISED LETTERS
Limited Quantity

"WORLD FAMOUS CUN"
COLT FRONTIER REPLICA for
collectors, Quick draw practice.
Western TV fans. Looks and
feels like real ~un.

Blue finish $4.00. Deluxe polished
$6.00. Add-SOc I;hipping.

VALLEY GUN SHOP f~T~n.~~oJ~lll:

MARKSMAN BADCE
for shooters, sterlinll
silver $1.00 each,
postpaid.

Now, for the first time. a leather boot that
is absolutely Guaranteed Waterproof • • •
not just water repellent or water resistant.
Wearing Sta Dri boot~ you can hunt, fish or
work all day in water; snow or slush and
your feet will remain perfectly dry, warm
and comfortable. Fit guaranteed.
Send for free brochure of aU ~
Sta Dri Boot styles and prices.

THE SPORT MART,'nc.
P. O. Box B047 • Dallas 5, Texas ::u:~~ ~~x

Slickest trick for camp
ers, boaters, vacation
ers! Think of conveni
ence of having BOTH
Portable light and heat.
Tilley's world-famous
Kerosene Heater will
convert instantly to a
powerful 2000 CP Lan
tern (thousands buy
for stand - by light
alone!) then when eve
nings get cool, convert
back to a Heater! Burns
hours for 5c; safe, si
lent, odorless, guaran
teed. SPECIAL: Tilley
Heater R 1 ($23.95)
CONVERSION HEAD
($6.95) both ONLY
$29.95 P.P. Send check,
MO today. Circular free
(sliGhtly hiGh.r -In some .r•••)

IBuy GpNS QUARTERLY Now I
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fast and completely automatic.
Chuck practiced, slowly at first, then speed

ing it up. Needless to say, he was dry-firing.
Later, he used blanks; still later, ball ammo.

The day before the picture was shot, Chuck
could fire nine shots faster than you can read
this sentence. On silhouette targets, he could
score all hits all of the time, and fairly tight
groups most of the time. He's better than
that now. He can make groups that would
shame all but the best of hunters. But I was
nervous. It's one thing to shoot well in prac·
tice; it's something else to remember all
you've learned and keep your reflexes working
when the cameras are rolling.

I needn't have worried. Chuck shot the
scene in one "take"-no slips, no stage fright,
no "misfires." There's no surer way to make
yourself popular with a pl·oducer.

After the shooting, Chuck's boss asked me
if there was any danger of Chuck being hurt
doil)g that kind of shooting. I said there def
initely was danger, and explained that trigger.
through-the-finger business_ The next ques
tion was, "How can the danger be avoided?"

The answer was-to make the rifle fire au
tomatically through the action of the lever. I
said, "It can be done, and the Stembridge
gunsmiths can do it; hut it will cost you." He
said, "What's cost? This is insurance. At what
we pay Connors, what· will it cost if he's
crippled ?"

So we went to work on the rifle. At first
glance, you'd say the problem was not a tough
one. You'd think that, if the trigger were
somehow held back in firing position, the rifle
would fire when the lever snapped home. But
-it won't work that way. To fire the cartridge,
the hammer must snap down on the firing pin.
With the trigger held back, this doesn't hap
pen. The hammer eases onto the pin, and
there's no impact-no shot.

Accepting the fact that the rifle has to be
triggered, we had to work out a way to trigger
it with something other than Chuck's finger.
My drawing (Left column, page 20) shows
how it was done. The setscrew installed through
the trigger gUllrd part of the lever can be ad·
justed to strike and trip the trigger at exactly
the right time-provided, of course, that the
trigger action is adjusted properly to work
right under this kind of triggering. This is a
ticklish job, made more so by the fact that
the rifle must be convertible to normal manual
operation simply by retracting the screw out
of contact with the trigger. But it was done,

Finest bolt jeweling $6.50 •
New low bolt handle for low scope $7.50

Both for $12.50

BIG MAN-FAST RIFLE
(Continued from page 21)

MAY 1960

,'.

Black Myrtlewood Streamliner stock, pret
tiest wood that grows.
Sporter style stocks of many different kinds of wood. Custom rifle
building and custom gun work. Send 25cfor illustrated 1960 Catalog.

ANTHONY GUYMON • 203-G SHORE DRIVE • BREMERTON, WASH.

handed tools. True, this Model 92 lever action
Winchester can be worked with either hand,
since it's a top ejector, but ... why? Was
Connors left·handed ? I tried to remember
how he played baseball.

He must have read my thoughts. He said,
"I was a switch·hitter, remember? At most
things, I'm as good with one hand as the
other."

Not many people are truly ambidextrous,
but Chuck is. And I mean dexterous-in the
sense of speed and skill. Add this to his size
and speed and power, and all I say is, if any
one of my Indian Chief ancestors had had a
tribe of braves like Connms, complete with
rifles, we'd still own the country!

Remembering baseball gave Chuck the
answer to his own question. He grinned. "So
why not be a switch hitter with the rifle, too?
Let's learn Both ways."

So that's what we did. It has its values, on
the program. Connors can shoot around the
right or left side of any cover, for instance.
Did you think our cover picture was reversed?
It isn't. Connors shoots either-handed.

The Winchester carbine with the "loop"
lever is not an easy rifle to handle. This type
of looped lever was first used by John Wayne
in "Stage Coach;" but Wayne's rifle was
shortened to a barrel length of well under 18
inches; Chuck's is 20. But the problems didn't
bother Connors. He learned as fast as Jerry
Lewis learned to handle a revolver, and Jerry
had been my fastest pupil.

Chuck's "pilot" show with the rifle was to
be a Four Star western under the Dick Powell
banner. According to the script, he was to
rapid·fire the rifle-really rapid. What we
wanted was nine shots in about 1% seconds
and speed like that with the lever action Win
chester requires some doing. Slam that lever
out and back fast, and you can drive that
sl;J.arp trigger right through your trigger finger
before you know it. And having a high·priced
star laid up with a punctured and well
bandaged gun hand is not conducive to effi·
cient program production. This had to be
avoided.

This is the way to do it. With the trigger
finger completely outside the lever, swing the
lever forward and back with the other three
fingers. Not until the lever is all the way back
should the trigger finger curl in to trigger the
shot. Whether fast or slow, this is the way to
do it; but to attain the speed we were seeking,
the sequence of movements has to be lightning

GUNS



PARKER Distributors

FREE! GIANT CATALOG
Thousands of nationally. advertised Hunting & Fishing
items to choose from at Lowest Prices.

Send for Credit Application-No Obligation
TO ALL INTERNATIONAL
CHARGE CARD HOLDERS

Send in your account number ,£ authorized signature for
immediate delivery on all purchases of $ 50.00 or more.
Add 50c postage on all items. 20% deposit on all
con's. Prices subject to change without notice.

*On Purchase of $50 or more.

barrel upward. The thllmb and trigger finger
must both be straight (Bottom, p. 21). The
rifle is forced into a back spin, using the loop
as a hub. The muzzle of the rifle should pass
close to the arm·pit and move in a circle to the
front. Gra.sp the loop when the flat side comes
back into its original position and, when the
stock settles into your hand, you have com·
pleted the spin-cocking maneuver. This is very
hard to do with a stock rifle with the regular
rectangular lever, since only one finger, the
ring finger, must spin the rifle; but it can be
done.

Connors' rifle can also be fanned. Fanning
revolvers is strictly Hollywood stuff; none of
the real gunfighters used it in combat, with
good reason. The primary reason is that, when
you are trying to hold a revolver dead on a
target, slapping the gun hard enough to knock
the hammer back is not exactly conducive to
accurate aim. You can learn to fan with fair
accuracy, with enougq practice; but it is a
complicated two-handed operation at best,
one which can easily go wrong. When you are
shooting for keeps as the old timers were, you
use the simple, sure·fire methods.

Fanning the rifle makes at least a little more
sense than fanning a six·gun, since it can be
held more firmly, is less easy to knock out of
line. First, lever a shell into the chamber.
Then ease the hammer down. Now, with trig.
ger held back and the buttstock braced be
tween forearm and hip, fan the hammer back
with the other hand. I don't know what ad·
vantage you could possibly gain by this
method of shooting-but it's showy, and
Hollywood likes showy things.

The things Connors does with his rifle are
showy too, but don't let that fool you-Chuck
is a rifleman as well as a fancy rifle handler.
He fires blanks for TV, naturally; but he can
amaze you also with live ammo, whether rapid
fire or with deliberate sighting. He's fast; and
he hits what he shoots at-which i8 the point
of all shooting as well as the point of ~
"The Rifleman" stories. ~

and the results speak for themselves.
Another problem which looks simple until

you try it is that trick Chuck uses of swing.
cocking the rifle. Did you think that the
looped lever was all that was needed for that
maneuver? It isn't. Take an "as is" rifle and
swing it as Chuck does, and the rifle is up·
side down at the very instant the to·be·loaded
cartridge is released to slide into the. cham
ber. What happens? The cartridge falls in
the dirt and you come down with an un·
loaded rifle.

My drawing (top column, page 21) shows
the solution. A spring·loaded plunger is in·
stalled, which works in and out above the
chamber and acts as a cartridge stop when
the rifle is in its upside down position. It
looks simple now, but it didn't look so simple
when the pencil first touched the drawing
board. Anyway, it works; and now Chuck
can rapid·fire his .44 Winchester without dan
ger to his hands, and he can swing-cock and
spin·cock it without losing a cartridge.

What is swing-cocking, and how is it done?
Swing·cocking is one of the many ways to

cock a rifle with one hand. The rifle is held
in the position shown second from top, page
21, about waist high. The barrel is allowed to
drop, causing the stock to rise out of the
hand, with three fingers holding the lever at
what would be the hub of a forward spin.
When the rifle is upside down and the well·
known click reports that the cocking action
is completed (third from top) the rifle is
forcibly swung back to its original position
horizontal 'and is ready to fire. This cocking
maneuver can be done with the regular
rectangular lever as well as with the loop.

Another maneuver which Chuck uses at the
beginning of every "Rifleman" episode is spin·
cocking. Here the rifle needs the doughnut
loop.

In this picturesque bit of gun legerdemain,
the rifle is held so that the forearm is parallel
to the ground. Three fingers inside the loop
force it down and forward while tilting the

BAD DESIGN? FAKE WALKER? X-RAY IT!
(Continued from page 23)

17.95
14.95
11.95
17.95

15.95
14.95
19.50
23.95

19.50
20.25
20.70
17.95
27.00
11.70
7.75
6.90
7.20

22.50

10.75
13.75
8.95

25.25
22.95

Ii
$33.75
40.50
54.00
23.95
28.75
36.95
30.95
37.95

. .
~,~ • <

REDFIELD near Cub 2%X $49.50
REDFIELD Bear Cub 4X h 59.50
REDFIELD Bear Cub 6X 79.50
WEAVER 60n Series K 2.5 or K 3 37.50
WEAVER 60B Series K 4 h 45.00
WEAVER 60B Series K V h 57.50
WEAVER 60B Series K 6 h 48.50
WEAVER 60n Series K 8 or K 10 59.50

... F~~~~SR~,~~~
SOUTH BENO New 303 Futura 30.00
SOUTH BEND New 202 Futura h 25.00
SOUTH BEND New 101 Futura 20.00
SOUTH BEND Kcw 110 Norseman 29.95

SHAKESPEARE New 1798 26.50
SHAKESPEARE 1797 24.95
SHAKESPEARE New 2065 w/line 32.50
SHAKESPEARE New 2080 Sea Wonder 39.95
GARCIA MITCHELL 300 32.50
GARCIA MITCHELL 350 33.75
New MITCHELL 308 ultra Ught... 34.50
New ABU·MATIC 70 29.95
AMBASSADEUR 5000 45.00

ZEBCO 33 or 44 19.50
ZEBCO 66 h 12.95

PFLUEGER 1494 MedaUst 11.50
PFLUEGER 1495 MedaUst h h 12.00
PFLUEGER 1573 Supremo 37.50
DENISON·JOHNSON Century 100A 17.95
DENISON.JOHNSON Citation 110A 22.95
DENISON.JOHNSON Centennial 120A 14.95

ALCEDO MICRON 41.50
ALC.EDO 2 CS 38.50

SCOPES •

,'.

3S16 WHITE PLAINS ROAD (Dept. G-56D)
NEW YORK 67, N. Y.-Phone TUlip 1-1900

--------------------------,
THE IC'tzsI i !Ii

~ Ii u.s. and Canadian Pat.

l . Complete job as shown- ream tne '0' Most guns $25

Anti-recoil Gun Barrel
The muzzle brake that is precision machined
into your rifle barrel, avoiding unsightly hang.
o"s. Controlled escape for highest kinetic brak
ing, minimum blast effect and practically no
jump. All but prevents jet thrust (secondary re
coil). Guaranteed workmanship. Folder. Dealer
discounts.

PENDLETON GUNSHOP ~~~di:.~o~,ouo;e:~~·
Licensed fitter for Canad ian customli!rs
IAN S. DINGWALL, Custom Gunsmith

2379 Burrard St. Vancouver 9. B. C.

~-------------------------~

hand, the firing pin block travels to the rear
and moves the hammer into the cocked posi·
tion.When the slide is released, the com·
pressed recoil spring brings slide and block
(which are attached together) forward and
places a cartridge in the chamber. After the
first shot is fired, the gun operates as a sim·
pIe blowback type of semi-automatic pi8tol.
Magazine is single line, box type, holding
seven cartridges. Weight is approximately
12 ounces, and overall length is 4 9/16
inches. (Radiograph was taken with 140
Kilovolts, 5 milliamperes, 30 seconds expo·
sure or operating time.)

For studying automatic arms in motion,
both still and moving X·ray photos are help·
ful.

The M-38 double·action .32 semi·auto pis·
tol by J. P. Sauer & Sohn, Suhl, Germany,
always had a tendency to "jam." Several
gunsmiths had unsucce8sfully tried to remedy
the difficulty. The cause of the "jamming"
was revealed by X·ray photography. The reo
cail spring was defective. The spring coils
around the barrel were unevenly spaced,
causing friction jamming. This distortion may
have been caused by excessive strains during
firing, or by excessive displacements during
assembly or disassembly, probably the latter.

The barrel and receiver of this gun are

one piece, firmly pinned together. To dis·
assemble, the slide must be pulled back, and
up, to disengage it from the grooves in the reo
ceiver. The process applies excessive amounts
of distortion to the recoil spring. This method
of disassembly is a poor design feature, com
plicated by the fact the coil spring is wound
on a taper, with the narrow end forced over
the barrel first, but often removed and put
back wrong, causing the spring wire to kink.

The triggering system of this double-action
weapon is complex. The X·ray shows the ar·
ticulation, or knuckle type junction, between
hammer and circular main spring (in
handle) .

In the Sauer M·38 when the hammer (in.
side rear part of slide) is in the rest, or
lowered position, it does not rest on the firing
pin block. This splendid safety feature helps
prevent accidental discharge. This pistol
cannot be fired, even though a cartridge may
be in the firing chamber, when the magazine
is removed from the handle. The slide reo
mains closed after the last shot has been
fired. Magazine is single line, box type,
holding eight cartridges. Weight of pistol is
approximately 26 ounces, and overall length
slightly less than 6V2 inches. (Radiograph
was taken with 140 Kilovolts, 5 milliamperes,
operating for 35 seconds.)
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TRIGGER SHOE
$2.50

Specify gun.
ACE DOUBLE·
SET TRIGGER,

$10.00
Filled for your
Mauser or F.N.
Action $6.00
more.

Made fof
Flaig'. br

Sako, featur...
ing Sako's

smooth-workin,
hinged floor plate.

with floor·plate
release button in...

side trigger guard.
completely blued. Will

lit any ~\.1903 Spring
field,inciuding.03-A3. In..

creases resale value to your
$porterized Springfield. A.

$IS.00 .aluo-$10.00.

NEW SPRINGF"ELD A3-03 2-Gr.
Barrels, each $3.00. Case of 10 $17.50

SPRINGFIELD 4-gr. issue barrels. (A3
03 or 1903), with both sight bases,

C~~~ ;f-·io··::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::$7~:g~

SPRINGFIELD
TRIGGER GUARD

MILLED
STEEL

ENFIELD PARTS
ENFIELD M1917 .30-06 PARTS

Enfield barreled-actions, compl •. $24.00
New 5 Gr. Barrels .. ,....... 15.00
BOLTS Complete. NEW., .. ,. 6.50

Other Enfield Model 1917 parts in
stock

.45 AUTO. PARTS

New Colt Magazines"," $1.25

~:: 'b~I\ '~~c:u~ou~l~~~S:.~a:: :~~:gg
New Colt Auto. Barrel .... , .. ", $4.75
New Colt .32 Auto. Barrels .. _ .. $5.00

NOWI ACE BARRELS FOR .338 WIN.
Your choice of 24" Sporter weight or 26" med.
wt.. fitted to your action. (Win. 70. Enfield. Hig-h
No. Spl'ingfield, FN or 98 Mauser-no others).

Head spaced and test fired •••••••••••••• $40.00

If we furnish FN Delu.xe Action ••••••••• 79.00
If we furnish FN 400 Action •••••••••••• 89.00

IN OUR

25th
YEAR

6 MILES'

NORTH OF

PITTSBURGH

Price Quan .
G.I. carbine M.C.. , .. $5.00 100
8mm Issue Mauser 7.50 100
.30-'06 Corrosive 6.00 100
,32 Win. S.L.,

165-GI·. Sp. ..... 7.00 100
.38 Special P,1\'I.J.-

Late Date , " , . . .. 5.50 100
16·Ga. Rifle Slugs 3.25 2S

~~O~aa.Rm~eSlli~~s .: ~:gg ~~
(100/0 off on lots of 500 or more

any combination)

FN DELUXE OR SUPREME (SERIES 400), HVA OR SAKO
ACTION BARRELED TO FINEST DOUGLAS 6-GROOVE BARREL. The

ultimate in barreled actions. Each unit ~s precision chilmbered, headspac;ed
and test·fired. We will ship recommended length. and twl!:!t unless otherWise

~~:~~ie~eigh~~U~1Ic~~i~e fi~~.gl)~~~de~~to70 ~~~~~:d ~eh?t~t'fin'rsehd:um heavy. or full

~i~lh~:erg7,~ o~EJ-p~':"t~rFwe~gh~C~J~~~24" Barrel _ ..•••••••••••••••••••$74.00

~~~iuH~a~:aWVei~tg~~,,2::'2':s~:r~~rrel':::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::: ,~~:gg
Using Supreme 400 Series, Sako L-S7 or Husqvarna Action .• $10.00 Add~t~onal
Using Premium Grade Douglas Barrel ........••••. ", $ 3.00 Additional

(Add $7,50 for 7 x 61 Sharpe & Hart Caliber)

SAKO L·46 DOUGLAS BARRELED ACTION IN 222 CALIBER:

~~~i~~~~:~~i~~rg~.t.~~i9ht' , ... "':::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :$i::gg

F. N. DELUXE MAGNUM-DOUGLAS BARRELED ACTION:
Calibers: 300 H. and H., 375 H. and H., also Flaig Improved 257, 270,

Ne~M:S83~~n~~~s'~5C:;,r~enru~~.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::$:~:gg

Calibers: 220 Swift,
22-250. 243 Win., 244
Rem .• 250 SaY., 257 R..
25·06. 7M M, 280 Rem ..
270 Win., 300 Sa•.•
308 Win., 30·06. 35
Whelan.

GUNS
GUN PARTS

SCOPES
AMMUNITION
GUN STOCKS

BLANKS

Sporter-weight 24"-3 Ibs.

PRECISION CHJ\MBERED BARRELED ACTIONS

Med. Heavy Weight 26"-4 lb•• 4 oz•.

Price Quan.

AMMUNITION
•303 BI'itish (Win.)

Metal Case ... , , , . $7.50 100
.22 Short Blanks ,., 5.00 1000
.30-'06 Non. COI'.-

Late Date , . 7.50 100
.45 A.C.P. non·Cor.-

Late Date .. , . ' , 6.00 100
.30-40 Kl'ag 220-Gr.

(non COI".) • , •••• ,,5.50 100
6.5 Swedish 168 Gr.. 7.50 100

.•45 Colt Auto M.e... 4.50 100
9mm Luger •••••••• 6.50 100

ACE "BUTTON-RIFLED" BARRELS
(White), Each ..•.....•• ',,' ' $24,00
~~ols~~~·i~~dU~~I\~'$~·I~~.g~d~iJ~g~a\:o(¥ity~~~~~t~~~
and Test-firc. Rcturned F.O.B. Millvalc, Pa.• Un
Je!'5s Postagc and InSUl'ance Remittance Is En
closed) F. N.-Ace Barrel Action. (White) •• $67.50
Using F. N. Supreme (Series 400) Mauser

action ...•••••••.•••....••••••••••.$77.50

--

RC!re ~ir.cas~ian Waln~t~lmp~rted fr.om Turkey. For the firs! time in many years we now offer
thiS distinctively attractive, light weight, yet very close gramed walnut. Takes smooth finish and
sharp checkering. No other wood compares with Rare Circassian Walnut for stock making. Turned
and .emi-inlelled Circassian Walnut stock., $16.50 to $80.00-Mannlicher length $5.00 additional.
Rifle blanks $15.00 to $75.00. Shotgun blanks $10.00 to $50.00. Pistol grip blanks (pair) $2.50 to
$7.50.

OTHER TURNED AND SEMI-INLETTED STOCKS-BLANKS ALSO AVAILABLE
FRENCH WALNUT I PENNA. WALNUT I CURLY MAPLE I OREGON MYRTLE
$25.00 to $55.00 $6.00 to $40.00 $8.00 to $35.00 $8.00 to $75.00

RARE TURNED AND
SEMI-INLETTED
CIRCASSIAN WALNUT BLANKS

•
•

TYPE C SPRINGFIELD STOCKS, brand new with full pistol grip, no hand
guards _ ···_.n.n n n.n m.n ··..··_.n ·_n n ---_..n _..$6.50

Springfield milled trigger guards NEW with f.p. catch pin spring, floor
plate, follower and follower springn n m h_m.$6.50

MAUSER 98 ISSUE PARTS

Stripped bolts, straight
handle ...•......••.. $ 6.00

Stripped receivers, good,
dates 38-42 10.00

Trigger guards. catch,
pin, spring .••......• 7.00

New extractors. . . 2.25
New firing pins .... 2.00
Mauser 98 stocks, 24"

barrel type, with all
fittings, each 3.00

These are the finest actions, bar
ring none, that we have ever
seen in our more than forty
years association with MAUS
ER.

7.65 caliber. All matched number
bolts, smooth like pistons. V.G. bores,
30" barrel. Heavy receiver rings.
Hinged floor plate release in trigger
guard. Walnut stocks, some slightly
marked, otherwise good. Bolts func
tion like Oberndorf A.N. commercial
with that certain positive click on
closing. Nucleus for fine sporting
rifle or order action only.

*
PRICES

Rifle with v.g. bore,
complete _$40.00

Rifle with slightly used
bore, complete ...:....._........ __$35.00

Action, complete (polished
white), with hinged floor
plate and matched num-
ber bolt ....... _. __ ...... .......$30.00

Will open up chambers for
.30-06, stamp with caliber
and test fire, sample case
with rifle, $7.50 more. Bolt
altered for low scope, $7.00.

AMMO for this rifle:
7.65 ammo M.C.,

$7.50 per 100 rounds
7.65 ammo S.P.,

$3.45 per box of 20
Semi-Auto M1 Carbine

rifles 30/06 Caliber,
Excellent .. __ ..... __ ...$79.00

SPECIFICATIONS

This 1898 Mauser issue rifle is a rare
collector's piece because of its action

. of unusual quality. DWM Berlin
Spandau completely destroyed 1945.
Mauser-Oberndorf AlNecker dyna
mited same year by French Occupa
tion. One building left standing now
making lace curtains. No more ac
tions such as these will be available
in the future.

*Deutsche-Waffen-Munitions, Berlin



Your order form for
GUNS QUARTERLY

is on page 52

is locked open.
Radiographs are useful in identifying col

lectors items and exposing "fake replicas."
In a representative case, a collector wanted
to know if a cap-and·ball gun bearing the
name "Col. Sam'l Colt" and serial number
132, and apparently made in the early 1860s,
was an original. Radiographs of the gun
were made and checked against design fea
tures of other Colts. A radiograph which
helped prove that the gun was an original
shows the barrel and ramrod assembly con
formed to similar, genuine Colts. The front
sight, which was made of brass, did not show
in the radiograph, because strong X-rays
penetrate thin brass very easily. But a check
up revealed that the front sights of similar
Colts (but bearing later serial numbers) were
made of the same material. The inside design
of the spring loaded catch that held the ram
rod in place underneath the barrel matched
that of other Colts. This ordinarily could not
be checked without damage to the lever latch
by disassembling. .The functioning of the
pivoting mechanism of the ramrod was like
that of similar Colts. However, as a light
grey area in the picture showed, this par
ticular pivot had a great amount of "free
play." Subsequent investigation indicated
that this was due, partly, to wear-and that
this Colt, bearing serial number 132, had
seen considerable service in its day as a
"Peace Maker" in the southwest.

X-rays can reveal frauds, too. Welding up
either a name stamping, such as the word
"replica," to create a "Confederate Colt" can
be revealed by the penetrating Gamma rays.
In checking so-called squareback guard Army
Colts, of the 1860 model with cornered trig
ger guard like the 1847-52 run of production,
the brazing at the corner where the round
guard was cut, reshaped, and fitted together,
is revealed under the surface plating.
"Stretching" the barrel of a Dragoon to make
a fake Walker model can be detected where
the extra piece of welded-on banel is seen
as a shadowy extension in the radiograph.
Perhaps more important than any other spe
cial use of the X-ray, is its importance in the
final analysis of a suspected fake revolver.

Recent intense interest in ammunition col
lecting has also brought the X-ray into play.
Certain bullets such as the "B-Patrone" Ger
man service projectile are explosive, but of
interest to advanced cartridge collectors. Sec
tioning one for display is dangerous, but an
X-ray will reveal the bullet structure just as
well. The lead core stops the radiation, prints
differently from the cuproalloys of case and
bullet jacket. Projectile design can be
studied without destruction of a valuable
specimen, and subtle comparisons of shape
made, as in the case of various Armor Pierc
ing core types. Radiographs have settled
collectors' arguments about unidentified
smooth-headed cartridge cases, as to whether
they were rimfire or some hitherto unknown
type of inside-primed centerfire.

A good look inside a gun and its cartridge
can be had by the use of X-ray photography.
The X-ray has come far from its moment of
discovery in 1895 but, considering that Dr.
Roentgen pictured a shotgun among the first
to fall under his strange "camera," we can
hardly claim its uses were ~

not foreseen. ~

SPECIAL
INTRODUCTORY

OFFER TO
READERS OF

GUNS

Another shadowgraph pictures a standard
Colt semi-automatic pistol, caliber .45 ACP.
The recoil spring is underneath the barrel,
characteristic of most Colt and Browning
pistols. The turns of the recoil spring are
uniformly spaced. Contrast this with the de
fective recoil spring shown around the barrel
of the .32 Sauer pistol.

Apparatus was arranged so X-rays could
be used to study the motions of the recoil
spring and recoil spring guide. However,
grip safety, hammer strut, sear spring, sear,
and slide stop release are visible in this pic
ture. Rib locking grooves in slide and ribs
on barrel are barely visible at the top of
gun.

When a shot is fired from a .45 automatic,
the expanding gases exert a thrust of ap
proxim~tely 2250 pounds against the base
area of the bullet, driving it forward through
the barrel. A back pressure pushes against
the breechblock causing the barrel and slide
to move to the rear. This back motion un
locks the barrel from the slide, ejects the
empty cartridge case, pushes the hammer
back to cock it for the next round, and com
presses the recoil spring. The recoil spring
compresses neatly and uniformly, and the
spring guide centers the spring with respect
to the retaining plug. This is an excellent
design..

After the last shot is fired, the slide is
locked open. This happens because the maga
zine spring pushes up on the magazine fol
lower until a projecting segment on the slide
lock catches in a notch in the moving slide.
All these parts and their relations one to
the other can be seen in successive photos
during the firing cycle. Rib locking grooves
in the slide are easier to see when the slide

GUNSANTIQUE

VALLEY GUN SHOP, Dept. G
7784 Foothill - Tujunga, Calif.

Send cash, check or MOlley Order now1

Truly novel gifts that are interesting conversation
pieces. Each gun comes complete with a short
and enlightening history 011 its period.

R~ZEZNE~~~ Hydraulic
• FOR RIFLE, SHOTGUN, PISTOL AMMO
• NECKS & SIZES CARTRIDGE CASES
• SWAGES HUNTING & TARGET BULLETS
• HIGH VOLUME, HIGH QUALITY
• FAST, EASY TO USE

Reloader Only First 250 Units Shown
Direct-la-You at Amazing Low

Price ----'$19566

These are replicas of original rare COLT guns
made of strong metal-look and feel like the
IlEAL GUNS-with gun blue finish.

1847 Colt Walker-44 cal. $6.95
1873 Colt Peacemaker-45 cal. . $5.95
1836 Colt Texas Paterson-40 cal $6.95
1848 Colt Wells Fargo-31 cal $5.95
1860 Colt Army-44 cal. . .....•...... $5.95
1851 Colt Navy-36 cal $5.95

THE GUNS THAT
WON THE WEST

.'.
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ONLY
BOOK

WlrH A rASLE OF
CONTENrs LIKE rHIS!

ADDRESS

NAME _

THE
GUN

ORDER TODAYl

• WAR SURPLUS WEAPONS, by Bob Brenner; and by
Bob Wallack. SHOTGUN FALLACIES. by F. E. Sell
• ARMS AND THE WOMEN, by Ruth C. Douglas
• THE CONFEDERATE ARMY OF COOK &
BROTHER, by J. C. Brockman, Jr.• EVERYBODY'S
TARGET, by Frank Stout. AMERICAN SMOKE
LESS POWDER CARTRIDGES, by Charles H. Yust
• FERLACH, U.S.A., S. D. Gross. ARE SHOOTERS
REGIMENTED? by H. M. Stebbins. IDEAL MILI
TARY RIFLE, by Jac Weller. CASTING PRECISION
BULLETS. by Kent Bellah • DOVE SHOOTING, by
Nash Buekingham • ULTIMATE DEER RIFLE, by
E. Waters. SHOTGUN SEMINAR. by Col. G. Busbey
• PROOF IN MODERN FRANCE, by A. Baron
Engelhardt • SIXGUN MISCELLANY, by Elmer
Keith. MINIATURE GUNS. F. Thacker & James M.
Triggs • COUNTER CHRONOGRAPH, by E. M.
Yard • SPECIAL SMOOTHBORE STOCK, by J.
Maynard • ASTRA AUTOMATICS-SERIES 900,
by L. S. Sterett • BRITISH METALLIC CAR
TRIDGES. by K. L. Waters. DAYS OF THE KRAG,
by Col. T. Whelen • KODIAK BEAR, by Col. C.
Askins • JAGUAR JUNGLE. bv Tom McNally •
YOUNG HUNTERS ALIVE. CHARGES ARE THE
BUNK, by W. Page. NAT'L EDUCATORS SANC
TION SHOOTING, by Dick Miller • WILHElM
BRENNEKE, by H. Jung with Lt. Col. Lyman P.
Davison • ONE BOY'S GUN. -by Wm. R. Barbour
• TEXAS BRAG GOOSE HUNT, by Erwin Bauer •
WORLD'S HANDIEST GUN, by Frank de Haas •
TOO MANY CRIPPLES? by Bob Hagel • HAND
GUNS FOR HUNTING, by Don Johnson. MACHINE
GUN MIXUP. by Col. Melvin M. Johnson, Jr. •
POWER FOR ENGRAVERS. by John Murphy. CUT
RATE VARMINTER. by Max Stirman • Pill., all of
the valuable Feature8 Rhown al lefl!

CITY --ZONE__STATE _

SAVE! Endose payment with this coupon and w, will pay posta"
L.o_--' -' I.nd handlina charles. Sam. double your mont, back auarantH'

._~-_._---------I bo~ ~;;;,::~o:sSto, FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
Please send me the 1960 Gun Digest with all the free
Extras for free l·day examination. I will pay postman
$2.95 plus postage. If I am not thoroughly pleased, I
can return the book within 1 days for double my
money back!

.324 PAGES OF GUN FEArURES
26 terrific original articles by the world's most
respected authorities. Complete actual index appears
at the right.

• U.S. GUNSMlrHS
Name and address of many expert gunsmiths cur
rently doing dependable work in this country!

• COMPLETE ARMS rRADE DIRECrORYI
Name and address of every manufacturer of arms,
ammunition and related items for American shooters!

• U.S., FOREIGN GUN ASSOCIArlONS
Complete name and address directory of every organ
ization here and abroad interested in gun shooting!

FREEl
RARE, EXCITING uFIND" FOR LUCKY
LAST-CHANCE BUYERSI

SPECIAL REPRINT OF RARE
IBB4 MEACHAM ARMS CATALOGI

Originally published over 75 years ago, with fine, large woodcuts of
some of the world's most famous guns! Completely illustrated and
priced, with both Wholesale and Retail prices (and wow!-are they
low!). Covers everything being manufactured in 1884, including such
as Spencer Repeating Shotgun, Kennedy 22, Bonehills, Colt and
Remington Doubles, Parkers, Greeners, Baker, H & R, W. & C. Scott,
Spencer and Sharps Rifles, Whitneys, Flobert, Marlin Muzzle Loaders,
Zulu, Springfields, S & Wand more. An authentic reprint of a rare and
complete original edition, to be treasured by every gun lover, shooter
or collector. And it's yours FREE with the GUN DIGEST ... NOW!

plus fREE exploded viewsl
Separate Folder with eleven completely detailed genuine isometric drawings
of world-famous guns! Each detailed view shows the complete take-down of
the gun-right down to the tiniest screw or spring! Practically takes the
gun apart and puts it back together before your very eyes! With valuable,
interesting information on the guns you've heard of our life! Exploded
Views Folder is ,another "ex t you get, F' 'th your

W, for GUN1DIGEST. rget. this is ST CHA
----",'".,~

join ..editor John T. Amber's SHOOTERS" JURYl
REGISTRATION FREE WITH FORM IN GUN DIGEST!

11 'BSp1od.d

v:s..• ..,. o~
"W'or1d _~ou..

0'0 •

• COMPLETE GUN ACCESSORY FACrSI
Detailed information, prices, full specifications on
all scopes. chokes, mounts and sights available!

• RUN-DOWN ON ALL CARrRIDGES
Complete ballistics tables and prices on every car
tridge being made in this country today!

• FOREIGN GUNS IN rHE U. S. A.I
Illustrations. specifications and current prices on all
guns being brought into America by every importer.

• PICrURES, PRICES, SPECSI
Complete information and prices on every sporting
weapon produced by every arms maker in the U.S.!

DEALERS: LAST CHANCE OFFER! All 14th Edition Gun Digests shipped after February 1st,
1960 will have the rare MEACHAM ARMS Catalog as well as the exploded views bound
in FREE! Order enough to meet the demand today!

GUN DIGEST COMPANY' 227 W. WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO 6,ILL.

NO .OTHER GUN BOOK•..
GIVES YOU ALL THESE FACT-PACKED FEATURESI



GUN CLEANING KIT designed to fit all
guns, rifles, pistols, and shotguns, all calibers,
all gauges, introduced by Marble Arms Corp.,
Gladstone, Mich. 3-piece jointed brass clean·
ing rod featured in metal case kit. Special
joint construction makes it rigid as a one
piece rod. Two rod tips included, one for
rifles and pistols, the other with a special
adaptor for shotguns. Also included in kit is
assortment of highest quality flannel cleaning
patches, Nitro-Solvent Oil that cleans and
oils in one operation, Kleens-Easy Cloth for
rust removal, and Gun Blue.

THERMO-SERV Insulated Tumbler Sets sure
to delight sportsmen with attractive wildlife
scenes, and high thermal qualities. Tumblers
end messy, damaging mOIsture condensation.
"One piece" construction allows them to he...
washed in any standard dish-washer. Assorted
Deer, Geese and Muskie designs. Cannot im
part a "metallic" taste to either hot or cold
beverages. Beautifully gift packaged with
"Jewel Plated Goldtone" carrying caddy.
From the Thermo-Serv Sportsman Series
manufactured by N.F.C. Engineering Com.
pany of Anoka, Minn.

HANKER TO TANGLE with a Bengal tiger?
Air France, in cooperation with Outdoor
Vacations, Inc., offers 10 "package" trips in
cluding round-trip air transportation from
New York with hunts of various lengths,
ranging from the northern Himalayas 10 the
teeming forests of southern India. Prices
start at $2,200, go up to $3,500. But, like
everything else, a tiger shikar can be pur
chased on the installment plan. For 10 per
cent down, you can bag your tiger, pay for
it while your guests admire the striped rug
in your den. Pick up free a folder at your
Air France office, or from your local travel
agent; or write Outdoors Inc., 103 Guitar
Bldg., Columbia, Mo.

SHOPPING

""__....... <w....... _ .... _.-...w.__ .......
Mongol's Fast Draw

Time and Score Chart

FISHING SPOONS in set of six, l'ed and
white colored, offered for 99c by The Conrad
Company, Dept. S-14, Box 989, Minneapolis,
Minn. Lure has been well·known stand·by
for years, and is available in choice of sizes:
large, medium, small or assorted.

T-20 PREDATOR CALL in steady demand
by hunters seeking year·round sport. The
T-20 produces a high·pitched distress call,
simulating the cry of rabbits, and other
small game, often tracked by foxes, coyotes,
wolves and bobcat. It is an orally-operated
call, made of hard ru bber. Increased pro
duction of the Predator Call in 1960 has been
announced hy the manufacturer, the Philip
S. OIt Company, Pekin, Illinois.

FOLDING TOASTER will delight hunters
and all outdoorsmen. Makes delicious golden
brown toast outdoors with old time flavor on
open flame of camp stove, char~oal grill, or
camp fire. Can be used in cabins, at home on
gas range. Priced at $1.00 postpaid from
R. Laacke Company, 1027 W. Walnut St.,
Milwaukee 5, Wis.

MANGAL'S FAST DRAW TIME AND
SCORE CHART enables gun enthusiasts to
improve their draws, scores, and time. Chart
is designed for use at personal and daily per·
formances, as well as for local and national
fast draw events. Chart measures a conveni·
ent 19 x 14 inches, will permit use of either
pen or pencil. Pads consist of 50 charts,
available at $1.25 per pad. Mangal's Chal·t
selected by the fast draw committee as official
scoring chart for all National Fast Draw
Contests held in Tombstone, Arizona. Manu·
fact\lred by Mangal's Enterprise, 4133 W.
Harrison St., Chicago 24, Ill.

change of the gun. Tubes made of high
strength aluminum alloy anodized to give a
hardness of about 65 Rockwell C, with ex·
treme abrasion resistance. Multi·Gauge tubes
provide advantages of an equivalent number
of complete guns without the bulk or weight
of multiple guns. Tubes are manufactured by
Ekwall Corp., P.O. Box 307, Monrovia, Calif.

ft "it

MULT(GAUGE SHOTGUN BARREL
TUBES originally developed for skeet shoot·
ers, now used extensively by hunters in the
field. Tubes slip into barrels of shotgun to
convert it to smaller gauge. With tubes, a
12-gauge over and under or side by side can
be converted to 20, 28, or 410 gauge. Two
different gauges may be used simultaneously,
or shooter can convert to another gauge or
back to the original-without structural

GA 1E HOISTS for deer hunters make light
work of heavy lifting. Constructed of light·
weight aluminum, with molded nylon pulleys
and super strong nylon cord and slings. Fits
easily in coat pocket. Model No. 7 (illus·
trated) has 7 to 1 advantage, 80 ft. cord,
1000 lbs. max. capacity, priced at $9.95, ppd.
Model No. 3 has 3 pulleys, 40 ft. cord, is
priced at $5.95, ppd. A product of Dunaway
& Co., Dept. G-5, P. O. Box 4961, Dallas 6,
Texas.

TOTE·CHAIR gives sportsmen a chance to
conserve their strength. Fits snugly into
knapsack and weighs less than 7 lbs. Makes
a comfortable seat for sportsman as he waits
along the trail. Sturdy, dependable, easy to
assemble for carrying big game. Can be used
as litter in case of accident, for transporting
canoes, outboard motors, camping packs, logs,
scout hikes, for fishel'men, and campers. Pic·
nic table box also available. Deluxe Tote·
Chair model No. 25 has 12" U Shape piece
to extend over wheels end, also rubber tires,
new design pin lock, red canvas seat, two
48" heavy red straps, and red Knap·Sack.
It lists for $34.95. Manufactured by Tote
and Chair Products Co., P. O. Box 176,
Hanover, Pa.
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P. O. BOX S321
EL PASO, TEXAS

S. D. MYRES SADDLE CO.

.22 L.R. SHORT
LEE ENFIELD (S.M.L.E.)

The Bisley Marksman Favorite. Only a small
quantity originally manufactured in the popular
.22 caliber for military training and competition.
A counterpart of its bigger military brothers the
30-06, '03 Springfield and 303 S.M.L.E. Complete
your ENFIELD collection with this rarest of all
Enfields. (V.G. to excel.) Now $19.95. 2 for
$35.00. 5 for $75.00.
".303 Latest Issue Short Lee Enfield No. 4
service rifle, lO-shot, detachable magazine, nitro
proof tested. Excellent shooting condition.
Free New "as issued" Sling, Select models $14.50,
two for $27.50.
Military Issue Micrometer calibrated target re
ceiver sight. Only $4.95. 2 for $7.90 (add 40c
postage) .

•30-06 BALL AMMUNITION
30-06 Ball M2 late issue, U.S. mfg., factory
packed, $6.00 per 100; $49.50 per 1,000;
(6000) $42.50 per 1,000; (12,000) $40.00 per
I,ooe.

This 15 the original fast draw holster
designed by Hay Howser, fast draw ex
pert, for cowboy movie stars and stunt
men who wanted to get lightning, fast
draw action and spinning thrills. This
Is the same holster featured in Chapel's
"Gun Collector's Handbook of Values"
and other leading reference books.
magazine articles. Often copied but
never equalled.
Of fine saddle leather, reinforced with
metal and expertly stitched. Give waist,
hip measurement, caliber, make, and barrel
length. Single holster and belt 5Z7.50.
Southpaws add 51. Holster only $11.50.
COD's require 510.00 deposit. CaUf. res.
add 4% sales tax.

• CUSTOM MADE

• THE BEST
SINCE 1897

JlQuick-Draw" Holsters

FREE CATALOG

Your order form for
GUNS QUA.RTERLY

is on page 52

NEW "CARTRIDGE" CONCEPT in cabinet
and den hardware recently announced by
Supra-Lyte Inc., Box 1524, Mansfield, Ohio.
.30-06 and 50 cal. cartridge replicas give
unique cabinet hardware completely mascu
line touch for use on gun cabinets, in dens,
and offices. Flush and %" inset hinges,
handles and gun cradle brackets available in
solid, highly polished brass. Easily adapted
for new or replacement installation.

PISTOL-CARBINE outfit dubbed "Combo"
is handsome, versatile .22 LR sporter, de
veloped by Firearms International Corp.,
Dept. RM, Washington 22, D. C. Woods
weapon consists of complete pistol with re
movable barrel, permitting pistol machinery
to be inserted into stock-barrel assembly to
make a semi·auto rifle. Sells for $64.95.
Combo is "two for price of one." Shift from
rifle to pistol or vice-versa takes a few sec·
onds. Pistol is Unique Model L, available
separately at lower price if only pistol is
wanted.

"UNIVERSAL" KNIFE AND SCISSORS
SHARPENER is a useful, practical sports
man's tool that will quickly sharpen all kinds
of fishing knives such as pocket knives, fillet
knives, and similar types. Sharpener can also
be used on dull points of fish-hooks. Small
enough to fit any tackle box or vest pocket.
Enables hunters to sharpen their knives to a
keen cutting edge. An ideal tool for all out·
doorsmen, offered by mail only for $l.00 post
paid, with money-back guarantee. From Out·
door Sports Products, Box 35, Vanderveer
Sta., Brooklyn 10, N. Y.

DERINGER MODEL KIT. Ultimate in reo
alistic gun model kits, this antique genuine
metal and wood Deringer pocket pistol sells
at only $9.95 on po.it.yoursel£ basis. Easily
assembled, pre-inletted walnut stock requires
only slight fitting. Pistol is a handsome dec
orator, ideal for collectors, or as an eye
catching desk weight, at a fraction of the
value of a real Deringer. Similar to gun used
to assassinate President Lincoln in 1865, fa
mous Deringer is part of America's history.
Overall just five inches; barrel two inches
long. From J & E Models, 1683 Stewart Ave.,
Dept. G··5, New Hyde Park, N. Y.

COLT AUTOMATIC REPLICA in miniature
of world-famous model, finished in gleaming
chrome with realistic knurled black butts,
introduced by The Hubley Mfg. Co., Lan
caster, Pa. Most recent addition to author
ized line of toy Colt cap pistols manufactlUed
by the firm. Cap pistol shoots single caps and
has a removable bullet clip and six play bul
lets. Detailed die casting shows authentic
Colt markings. Measures five inches in length,
retails for $l.00.

SPORTS 'IAN'S ELECTRIC SOCKS all wool
with reinforced nylon heel and toe with the
warming wires sewn into toe portion of sock.
Socks operate on two standard six volt lan
tern battery, collaborated to provide no de
grees of heat. Batteries carried in case on
hunter's belt. Available in men's sizes 10, n,
12, and 13 only. Retail for $14.95 postpaid.
A popular item with hunters, ice fishermen
and all outdoors people. Electric Socks manu
factured by Taylor Sales Company, 226 W.
Wa~ne Ave., Wayne, Penn.

"WITH
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the quick movements from bush to bush,
bent double, have you puffing. I can't help
you; the oryx are feeding along, and we
must hurry or they will be gone. I lead you
on one last quick dash of some thirty yards,
knees bumping against our chests.

As you sink thankfully to your knees at
the last bush, you're winded. A swarm of
small native bees seeking the salt from your
perspiration will not get away from your
eyes. There is no hole through which you
can poke your rifle; you will have to move
out past the skimpy edge of the thorn bush,
to get your shot. When you do, the oryx will
see you. There won't be much time.

You edge over as carefully as you can,
trying to get set in a firing position. A thorn
sinks into your hand. Up jerk the heads of
the oryx-they see you! That bull third
from the left is a beauty. Those blasted
bees! . , . Damm that thorn! . . . The rifle
swings up into line ... The cow next to the
bull turns away. The bull moves his head, his
ears flick, he twitches Ris tail, he is about
to go. You shoot. . .. The herd stampedes,
and the bull with them....

You had a lot to contend with: the heat,
your racing pulse, the bees, the thorn, the
knowledge that the feeding oryx would run
-a lot of pressure; pressure that you never
dreamt about back home when you were
coolly plunking shots into the target.

Excitement when about to get a shot is
nearly always there. It varies with the indi
vidual. The physical exertion of the stalk is
often inevitable-one can easily lose a good
trophy by stalking too slowly. Pressure
mounts when the shooter finds the only
available cover is anything but ideal-an
awkward slope of the ground, grass a little
too high, brush a little thick-it's never
perfect. The point is, something has been
done by the hunter to prepare for this pres
sure. He must practice under pressure-back
home-long before his hunt starts.

Excitement-"buck fever"-is common to
most of us. The boys who show up best in
controlling it are those with plenty of hunt
ing experience behind them. There are a
few, very few, who do not get this fever. I
knew one visitor, a white-haired ramrod of
72 years, who, as he coolly dropped trophy
after trophy, said, "I don't see why hunters
have trouble getting this game. Most of it
just sets there and looks at you." To offset
him, a Continental gentleman who went on
safari with a friend of mine, fired 87 shots
and managed to hit two animals. The first,
a Grevy zebra standing broadside, was hit
in the offside rear hoof. The second, an
impala, was killed instantly with a perfect
neck shot at 328 paces, off-hand, with every
rear-sight leaf lying flat along the barrel!
The man then had the cheek to say, "There!
That's what I've been telling you all along
I can do."

As a safari progresses, most hunters steady
down and turn in reasonable-some, excel
lent-shooting. But I feel that all hunters
could shoot better if they gave more thought
to their practice. The only fellow out hunting
who holds his rifle practically rock steady
is one who is hunting game at which he
shoots from great distances-varmints for
instance-and has time to organize a rest
as good as a bench rest. At those distances,
buck fever does not bother much.

A good white hunter will try to help the
shooter. A start can be made when stalking
if, but only if, conditions allow a slow stalk

WHITCO
P. O. DRAWER 1712

BROWNSVILLE 18, TEXAS

Beautifully made, hand-plaited, gen
uine leather riding crop, with 18 inch
dagger hidden inside. Practical col
lector's item. $5.00 PP.

BB PRACTICE FOR ELEPHANT
(Continued from page 28)

giant head swings sideways. He's suspicious;
he's heard us. We freeze. There is no room
for a clear shot; two trees cover his fore
quarters. Funny; the forest seemed so open.

The big head swings forward and the mas
sive bulk is set in motion again. He doesn't
see us. What a difference between the awe
some frontal appearance as he turned, and
the enormous, wrinkled pair of baggy trou
sers sagging along ahead of us now! We
follow. The distance lessens, but he still
manages to put trees between him and us.
But there's a clear patch ahead which the
elephant must cross. I hurry, and beckon
you up beside me. Then, deliberately, I kick
some dry leaves underfoot. The big bull halts
and swings broadside, head high, listening.

"Now!" I whisper. The bull catches the
movement' as you raise your rifle. The piggy
eye dilates and a small upward movement of
the massive head presages f1igh t. "Shoot!"
I tell you. Fighting your madly racing hea'rt,
you are doing your utmost to hold your weav
ing rifle steady. The elephant's head is
swinging, and I think, "This might be a
wounded elephant." Your shot crashes out.
The bull's head jerks with the impact of the
heavy slug, but he stays on his feet. It is a
wounded elephant! You shoot again. The
dust puffs off the big head, but the bull is
still on his feet and on the move •.• I've got
a chore to do.

Imagine another hunt, this time after
smaller quarry. The country is dry and fairly
open with low, scattered thorn bush giving
the only cover. A herd of oryx is up ahead.
The gunbearers have been left behind-the
fewer people to show themselves in this sort
of country the better. As we get closer, the
stalking becomes more difficult. The bushes
are too low to allow an upright stance, and

1127 - SPECIAL: SWORD-CANE, RIDING-CROP

1144. BLACK BEAUTY GUN BELT

Fast draw type holster with soft glove leather white lin
ing. Belt and holster in black cowhide only. $8.99 PP.
Send waist size, caliber, model and barrel length of gun
when ordering. Double gun set available @J $13,95 PP.

All details on Ready-Cut Kits,
Plans and Hardware are listed
in big, fully illustrated . •
'~Handbook"-Catalol

Only $1.00 ppd.
Your 11.00 is refundable in
credit with your first order!

Get Your Copy NOW!
COLA DONATO BROS.
Dept. G4D, Hazleton, Po.

EL PASO SADDLERY

Box 7274.C, £1 Paso, Texas

Superior Value. Finest
Saddle Leather. Guaran
teed to fit. Send For Free
Folder.

"1
The Hide-a-Way

Holster
Handcrafted for
YOU; fits inside
trousers band;
concealed but
available; pro
tects against
grease, rust. Wt.
2',;, oz. top grain
soft cowhide, riv
eted nickel clip.
$2.95 P.P.

NEW IDEAS IN TOP
QUALITY HOLSTERS

AUTHENTIC
BUSCADERO
OUTFIT

51585

HOLSTERS, CASES, CABINETS
(See also pages 59, 44, 61, 62)

1120. BORDADO GUN
HOLSTER AND BELT

Beautifully designed with white
plastic lacing, on deep cordovan
leather, edged in white leather
lacing. Rich looking. Made for all
firearms and calibers. Revolver

, type set includes belt, fully looped,
holster, with leather buckle. Automatic set in
cludes belt, holster and two clip holders for four
clips. Send waist size, caliber, model and barrel
length of gun when ordering. Automatic set
$15.95. Revolver set $10.95 PP.

.~..~~.........
(iun Holsters
(iUN BELTS
Tandy's Got' em

Ma~e your own Gun Belt and HoI.
ster. Tllndy has patterns to fit almost every
gun made. "Easy.to-follow" patterns de
signed by experts. Sllve money on "ready
cut" leather Kits - the very best heavy
liveoak tooling cowhide reddy for easy
assembly. dnd tooling. Our FREE catalog
illustrates 6 complete Kits of Holsters and
Gun Belts.

ORDER a set of 6 Holster patterns and 3 lelt
patterns and instructions •••• aU for only
MONEY.BACK GUARANTEE $1.00 ppd.

TANDY LEATHER CO. IS;nce 1919)
P. O. BOX 791·VL FORT WORTH, TEXAS

~

It's EASY! With
Cunberth* Plans &Kits
Finished cabinets in 82
different styles a'nd fin-

ishes also available.

«,
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Match Shooters Throughout The Country Acclaim The Smart
Appearance, Economy and' Sturdy Design of Reiver Kits •••

Postage paid onywhere in the U. S. A.
(Specify wood. size, gun 'or tool kit)

postpaid

Sells as hi as' 534.95
elsewhere!

BUSCADERO OUTFITS
"RAPID FIRE" HOLSTERS
SHOOTERS' ACCESSORIES

DALE MYRES CO.
BOX 7292-L, EL PASO, TEXAS

Designed by Frank A.
. Pachmayr. these handsome gun cases
keep your side arms safe and secure all
in one place. Have rack for guns. spaceI
for accessories and speeial mounts for
spotting scope. Made of rugged light-
weight construction and finished in simu-
lated black or brown alligator outside and
fully lined inside. Choice of 4 or 5 gun I

models with or without back door in ;
brown or black colors. Prices start as low -
as $29.50. Guaranteed by the West's oldest
gun house.
See your dealer or write for FREE 16-page brochure.

PACHMAYR GUN WORKS. INC•• Dept. G-S
1220 S. Grand Ave., los Angeles 15, California

State belt size, make of gun and
caliber on your order. California

residents add 4 0/0 sales tax.

• Select grade gum for easy finishing
to any effect.

• Luxurious, deep grained
Philippine mahogany.

• All parts and quality
hardware supplied.

• Maximum protection for handguns
•.. space for ammo, accessories
and mounting of scope.

• New positive locking gun rock,
adjusts for any size gun.

• Do-it-Yourself ossembly from
precision pre-cut panels of
select grade plywood,

NOW-kits ayailab/e in choice of woods

Lightning fast draw action and spinning thrills! A
handsome black saddle leather holster that fits and
feels just right; expertly stitched and reinforced. 38,
45 or 22 loops. Fits Colt S.A. or Scout; Ruger 357,
44 Mag., Single 6; and Hi-Standard. Others available

on special order.

Send your order today to:

JACK DIX - LAMCO ENTERPRISES
Dept. G-5, P.O. Box 1988 San Diego 12, Calif.

Model 1016

$16.45 ~~~ kif

Model 1018

$ Gum
17.45 18" kif

Steel Lined
FAST DRAW

HOLSTER
For Your Colt, Ruger or Hi-Standard

practice make one tense and you must con·
centrate really hard to steady the waving
rifle and quickly ease off accurate shots.

While the off-hand position is most im·
portant and should be practiced most, the
sitting and kneeling positions should also
be practiced-but always with the accent
on speed: speed in getting into position, and
speed in letting the shot off accurately. Prone
shooting is not used a great deal in Africa,
or in most other big game hunting either.
Anyway, it is the position most people need
to practice least.

This type of practice has helped me, and
my friends, to shoot accurately quickly. To
my mind, this kind of practice is of more
practical use in Africa and in all big game
hunting than the normal, slow, target-range
practice.

Most hunters can find in or around their
own homes at least 30 feet of clear space at
one end of which a target can be placed
maybe in the basement or backyard-and
where it is safe to use a pellet gun. Yes, a
pellet gun. Buy plenty of pellets, and get a
really keen friend to compete with you. For
targets, use 50 foot small bore cards. These
will keep a record of your improvement.

First, find out how accurate your pell-gun
is, so there will be no excuses. Start off with
a few walking steps, safety on, and at the
friend's call of "shoot," whirl and fire. Try
a group of three within ten seconds with

(Continued on page 63)

QUALITY I .4104 Market Street
JULIUS REIVER CO. SINCE 1915 Dept. G. Wilmington 99, Delaware

,', to cut the physical exertion to a nlllllmum.
But ideal slow stalking conditions for the
species hunted may not turn up. Again,
when the shooting spot has been reached,
the white hunter, with a few careful slashes
of his hunting knife, will cut away the twig
which is casting a blur across the scope, or
the thorn that pricks the sportsman. The
white hunter may try to do something about
his client's excessive supply of adrenalin,
too; but there is really little he can do. To
keep the sportsman calm he may be told the
game they are tracking "appears" to be a
long way off yet. Some men seem to handle
themselves better with such short notice.
Others, if the quarry allows, do better taking
matters slowly. Most successful is to have
the game come to the hunter when he has
been made comfortable and has a rest from
which to shoot. This can sometimes be done,
as when hunting leopard-but not always.

However, the help a 'white hunter can give
is limited and is a negative approach to the
problem. The start has to be made back
home, by the sportsman by practicing when
"under pressure."

To sharpen up my own shooting, I always
take a .22 small bore repeater on safari with
me. After a practice session with it, I fin
ished, off dry firing with my heavy rifle. (In
a hunting camp, it is often unwise to make
much noise with heavier rifles and some
people, by practicing a lot with a heavy
rifle, find later they have had practice at
flinching-not at hitting the target.)

I used the .22 initially to practice shots
where I would pretend I was being charged
by some animal coming at me from an awk
ward angle. A quick but accurate shot was
desired. A small roark on a convenient tree
would be noted; then I would walk past at
varying angles and distances and, on giving
myself a signal, would whirl and fire, turning
either right or left. Practicing alone had the
disadvantage of knowing when to turn. With
a companion to call the signal, trying to catch
you on the wrong foot, and trying to better
your score or group, the practice becomes
much more interesting. "Pressures" are being
applied.

To prevent too slow a shot, which would
enable the shooter to beat the other's group,
a time limit between signal and shot can be
imposed. This adds more pressure. Accuracy
is counted before speed, so the shooter with
the smallest group is the winner. An accu
rate shot made too late does not count.
When the groups become small and all shots
are fired within the time limit, a smaller
target can be selected. Hits only are counted.
It is much harder to make a hit with each
shot, within the time limit, with your friend's
loud voice calling off the seconds to add an
extra bit of pressure. Two or three consecu
tive hits by the opponent makes you try
harder and adds more pressure.

Variations were used. One of the best is
to set up three small stones or pegs of wood
some twenty-odd paces away, which the
shooter has to hit within ten seconds. The
shooter must walk broadside, at an angle,
away 'from, or toward the targets, and must
shoot on call. He knows where the targets
are, but does not know when the call will
come. Knowing his "friend" will try to upset
him by calling at the worst possible instant,
he is already under "pressure." The com·
mand of "shoot," the loud counting voice,
the 'working of the bolt and realigning of
the sights, and the competitive spirit of the
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yours

tree!

A gold mine of information at your fingertips ...
here's what this fact-filled 84-page book tells you:

~----------------------.

• How to get the most for your money when you trade
in your fireams

• How to be an expert bargain hunter in the used gun
market

• "What to look for in used firearms

• Lists the up-to-date value of over 1,500 famous make
rifles, shotguns, revolvers, machine guns-foreign and

domestic",~:.;:~:";:::,'~.'\
'G ,
"'-0 \

MAIL COUPON BEFORE MAY 1

• Shows list prices of weapons plus three price values
according to excellent, good and fair condition

• Every weapon described in detail as to type, make
and model. Gun stocks, inlay designs, barrel, size of
bore, year of make and other unique features are
listed for quick identification

• Referred to by gun dealers all across the coun try for
establishing a fair price value in buying and selling
used firearms

If you trade-in or purchase one used gun or a hundred,
you're bound to save more money when you have the
Red Book at your side. With just a flip of the pages
you can quickly tell the price values of leading firearms.
The Red Book puts you "in the know" ... on a com
mon bargaining ground with gun dealers in your
community. Over 10,000 copies were snapped up by
shooters and dealers at $2 per copy, but it's yours free
with your l4-issues-for-the-price-of-10 subscription to
GUNS Magazine. We guarantee you'll like GUNS; if
you don't, just let us know and we'll refund the un
used portion of your subscription. You can lose nothing.
Fill in the coupon below and we'll send the current
issue of GUNS and your FREE Red Book immediately.

GUNS Magazine
8150 N. Central Park Ave.
Skokie, Illinois G-5
Send me my free copies of the Red Book and the Buyer's Guide,"
and start my subsniption to GUNS immediately. 0$5 enclosed to
be refunded if I'm not completely satisfied.

Name _

Address _

City Zone State _
*If received within time limit above

.----------------------~

The Complete Gun Buyer's
Guide & Directory

Mail coupon for your GUNS subscription
before deadline date and, in addition to
the FREE Red Book, we'll also send you
absolutely free this brand new, up-to·
date Gun Buyer's Guide & Directory.
Lists 300 product categories, cross·in
dexed for easy reference, and hundreds
of manufacturers of hunting and shooting
equipment. Tells you who makes it and
where to buy it. Yours free if you act fast!
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Dealer
Inquiries
Invited
Ask for folder!

PARTS & OTHER ITEMS
advertised by us in prior
issues of this magazine arc
still available. Send self
addressed envelope for List.

Pre - War German. - made Model 1909
good or better condition, caliber 7.b5MM.
Ideal for building fine sporter.

SELECTED GRADE $32.50

GUNSMITH SPECIAL
Small Pads Grab Bag $5.00, postpaid
Large Grab Bag $1 0.00, postpaid
Hard to find parts assortment. I or 2

sales pays for fhe lot.
.30-40 Krag (incomplete rifles-no bolts)

. 3 for $15.00

LAST OF DEWATS
Chauchat, Good $19.95
Chauchat, V Good $24.95
* Accessory Kit FREE with each Dewat

Manufactured and fin·
ished according to
the famous HAMMERLI
tradition! The accurate,
precision - made and well· balanced
INDOOR TRAINING PISTOL with
click-adjustable rcar·sight and check
ered thumb-rest grips. MODEL "R"
for Jlound lead balls $43.00; MODEL
"RD" for round balls and waistcd
pellets only $49.00! For details see
"Dope Bag''' (pag'es 56 & 57) Mal'ch
1959 RIFLEMAN.

lEW HAMMERLI.177 MATCH* GAS-POWERED PISTOL *

H
-- W· HEINRICH F. GRIEDER

P. O. Box 487,ilmmer Knoxville, Illinois

BASS FISHERMEN WILL
SAY I'M CRAZY-:::i~::::~~
JUST ONE TRIAL WILL PROVE THAT I MAKE
EVERY FISHERMAN'S DREAM COME TRUE!
I have no fishing tackle to sell, I makea good livingout
ofmy profession. But fishing ismy hobby. And because
ofthis hobby, I discovered a way to get those gisnt bass
-even in waters most fishermen say are "fished out.n

I don't spin, troll, cast or use any other method you
ever heard of. Yet, without live or prepared bait, I can
come home with a string of 5 and 6 pound beauties
while a man twenty feet away won't even get a strike.
You can learn my method in a few minutes. It is legal
in every state. All the equipment you need costs less
than a dollar and you can get it in any local store.
The chances are no man who fishes your waters has
ever used my method-or even heard of it. When you
have tried it-just once-you'll realize what terrific
bass fishing you've been missing.
Let me tell you about this method-and explain why
I'm willing to let you try it for the whole fishing season
without risking a single penny of your money. There
is no charge for this information-now or any other
time. But I guarantee that the facts I send you can
get you started toward the greatest bass fishing you
have ever known. Send me your name today-letter
or postcard. ¥ou've got a real fishing thrill ahead of
YOU. Eric D. Fare, Hil~hland Park 29, Illinois.

POTOMAC ARMS CO.
P. O. Box 550 - 329 S. Union St.

Alexandria 2, Virginia

(M'auser 98) barreled-a.clions. ~RA
Mauser Crest removed trom receiver.

REGULAR GRADE $28.50

1898 MAUSER BARRELED·ACTION-NRA GOOD CONDITION

CLOSE OUT SALE OF 7.92 KURTZ AMMO
lor German machine pistol, Model MP44. Packed
in c1ips-20 rounds to the box. Only $7.50 per 100.
Close Ouf of French Chauchat 8MM Machine Rifle
-Used in two World Wars. Price includes maga
zine, aircraft sights and accessory kit, while limited
supply lasts.

ALL ITEMS SHIPPED
EXPRESS CHARGES COL·
LECT. unless otherwise in
dicated. Send $5.00 mini
mum for COD EXPRESS
COLI.ECT Shipment.

HUNTERS SPECIAL
Field Repair Kit in Canvas Ditty Bag.

SPRINGFIELD .30-06 TERNI 7.35
Firing Pin $1.50 Firing Pin $1.75
Extraclor $1.50 Follower $1.50
Eiect~r $2.25 Follower Spring $1.00

Oiler........ .35c
Specify "Springfield" or "Terni" Repair Kit.

COMPLETE KIT Prepaid-Each $3.50

RECONDITIONED REMINGTON

ROLLING BLOCKS Cal. llmm~~.4:3~)_IfII__"'-
NEW SHIPMENT JUST RECEIVED
NOW ONLY

Don't miss out on this rare oppor-

$1495 tunity to add one of these oldtimers
to your collection at low, low cost. Made

by Remington nearly a century ago and gun
smith-reconditioned to look almost new. A mas

terpiece ·mantlepiece or den decorator, in superb
shooting condition, complete with cleaning rod. Shipping

weight 12 Ibs. Overall length 50 inches. AMMO FOR THIS
RIFLE: 100 rounds (5 boxes), $7.50-100 rounds (loose), $6.00

(Misfires naturally to be expected.)

Marksmanship Unit. Twenty-five potential
competitors will be selected for tryouts which
will create a six man Olympic team.

Shooters accustomed to the American clay
target games will find that "something new
has been added" when they try the Olympic
type of shooting. Where American traps are
required to send the clay birds out for a
minimum of 52 yards, international rules call
for slimmer discs thrown at higher speed to
carry a minimum of 72 yards.

Major Stalcup also reports formation of
a Ft. Benning Trap and Skeet Club, to be
come active in the near future.

Major Stalcup won the Georgia State 12
gauge championship in 1950, the .410 gauge
crown in 1951; has since added the All
Service 12 gauge championship, to ~
his list of honors. ~

conditions will seem much easier.
Practice too with a rig simulating inter·

vening tree branches and you shooting from
an awkward position. The accent should be
on speed with best possible accuracy for
here, at practice, speed is necessary to teach
you to fire as best you can with a rifle that
is not behaving the way you would like it
·to. On safari, the accent will be on accuracy
with what speed you can apply; and where
conditions are easy, you will be able to show
what really good shooting is like.

It is all up to you how great that improve
ment will .be. It depends on how conscien·
tiously you practice. When you tire, ask
yourself how much you want that trophy.
You will be tired then, too. Now, tired costs
you a missed target. Then, tired may cost
you a wasted trip and a lifetime's ~
disappointment. ~

(Continued from page 61)
your friend calling off the second count.
Then let the friend have a try, and put the
pressure on him. Now try this: Remember
my mention of palpitations and madly wav·
ing rifle barrels? The closest one can get to
that at home is by violent physical exercise.
If your target is in the basement, on your
friend'.s command of "Go," run, taking the
pell-gun with you, up the stairs, out the back
door, around the house, and down to the base
ment again. As you come gasping through'
the door, he calls "shoot!" and follows with
a loud count of three seconds. How did you
do then? Don't break your neck! And don't
worry about what your neighbors think.

Think up another way to get your chest
heaving, other ways to apply "pres·sure." Go
back to whirling and shooting, shooting
quickly, and always under "pressure." Once
you do well under these conditions, hunting

The Northwest Skeet Association, with
headquarters in Minneapolis, has reached
out for Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin, and South
Dakota territory, and added Jay Schatz for
Illinois, Duward Staples for Iowa, Ed Scherer
for Wisconsin, and Lester Rienertson for
South Dakota to the association's directorate.
The Northwest Skeet Association's cham
pionships will be decided at the St. Paul
Rod & Gun Club, July 9-10.

PULL!
(Continued from page 6)

of government, including Coast Guard arms
training schools. The trap and skeet ranges
will be humming during the Colt-Indiana
University Second Annual International Com·
bat Pistol Match to be held at Bloomington
June 10·12. Many law enforcement officers
from three or more nations will be sharpen·
ing .their skeet and trap eyes while not
squadded on the PPC pistol range near·by.
Last year, police pistol teams from Canada
and Puerto Rico sampled skeet for the first
time, and found the game much to their
liking.

The Gary Country Club, home base for
such perenially tough skeet gunners as John
Tuchek, has added a second skeet field to
accommodate increased skeet interest at the
Steel City club. The Gary club is the
adopted base of operations for such comers
in the skeet game as Jim Foster and Paul
Brown of near·by Crown Point. Gary C.C.
hosted the Lake County Skeet Shoot in 1959,
co-promoted by the Gary "Post·Tribune,"
which drew 87 entries.

Ft. Benning, Ga. Preparations are nearing
completion at Ft. Benning for Army's entry
into the field of competitive trap shooting,
says Major Gene S. Stalcup, former Georgia
shotgun champion. The U. S. Continental
Army Command's call for skilled shotgun
ners has resulted in a number of applications
for tryouts for the newly organized Olympic
clay target squad of the Army's Advanced

To our earlier announcement heralding
the Micro Trap Range of Dirks·Beath, Inc.,
at Las Cruces, New Mexico, we add the
word that skeet will join the trap lay·out
soon, for a fully rounded shooting program.
.•. Pardner Tellyer's Micro Trap Range
monthly newsletter is a welcome and chatty
addition to our mail, and one worthy of
copying by other gun clubs. It's full of
names, dates, places, times and tidbits.

::' ::' :;,
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" THE GUN MARKET
Classifled ads 20c per word per insertion including name and address. Pay
able in advance. Minimum ad 10 words. Closing date July, 1960 issue (on

sale June 1) is April 16. Print ad carefully and mail to GUNS Magazine,
8150 North Central Park Blvd., Skokie, Illinois.

PUBLIC SPORTS SHOPS. 11 S. 16th St.. Phila. 2, Pa.

••••••••••••••••••

For police or civilion
defense against robbers,
mashers, etc. Causes no
permanent injury. Highly
polished heavy nickel
case with 5pring.steel
pocket clip.

SEND CHECK OR
MONEY ORDER. NO COD's
Registered Colt Distributors

Suppliers for
Official. Police Equipment

"Loosens 'frozen' parts of
RODS. REELS. GUNS.

OUTBOARD MOTOJl,S. "',"

Al IARDWARE STDRES. CAlliES.
flLLlU STIlIUS EVERTWIERE

RADIATOR SPECIALTY CO.
Charlotte, H. C•

POCKET CLEANER
:;~~t. ~~~~ 'rii~~, tri~~g~ 0':
hand·driven chuck. Or can be
manually operated. Fine steel
wire brush, with metal sleeve.
Only $1.00 Ppd. Specify whether
for large or small primers.

KUHARSKY BROS.
2425 W. 12th St., Erie, Penna.

EVERY GUN BOOK IN PRINT
"The Baker's Dozen Plan"

Send SOc for year 'round mailings
including out·of·prlnt listings.

~.. CLOIIS WITH
~ /""'L1GHTNING SPEEDI
~1MPORTED UJRECT FRO~( ITALY,/1' this is the ORIGINAL Italian Stiletto

• Y made famous world O\'er for iOl .star.
d tlinjt speed in life or death hunting or

fishing emergencies. Blade is of durable
high Lest carbon steel, guaranteed to !Slay

razor sharp. Has genuine bone handle. Not
a switch blade knife, but a precillion-engi •

neered STILETTO. No buttons Lo fool with,
no more broken springs. LOCKS IN OPEN

POSITION FASTER THAN THE EYE CAN SEE.
:Easy to handle. easy to carry. One Idaho cus

tomer .actually claims it saved him from possible'
Injury when a wolf attacked him. Order while they

lut. IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT GUARANTEED. Send
cash. check or M.O. Calif. res. add 49"0 aalu tax.

lO-da)' money back guarantee.

MERCHANTEERS. Inc.
s. Gran.d Ave., Dept. G-5. Los Angeles 15, Calif.

Nickel Plated
Peerless Type

HANDCUFFS
$15.00 v.lue; SPECIAL

$.795 pro

DEVICE ••• SIS VALUE
38 Special Cal.

TEAR GAS

PRIMER
Only'1-e:....
Pat Res. Add

• 40/0 Sales Tax
DEALERS &

JOBBERS
INQUIRIES

INVITED

THE ORIGINAL PLASTIC STOCK INLAYS

~
:H'e my business and I make
the finest. BI'UlIant COIOI'S.
beautiful desi~ns. lland cuL
by precision machinery. Send
for latest list.

C. D. CAHOON • DEPT. 2, BOXFORD, MASS.

• "ROTEeT YOURSELF•• with this Fountain Pen-Type POCKET

•••••••••••••••

)l.AZI ITE:\IS hought & sold. orig. only, 1 piece or col·
lection: "lists 25c"; Lenkel, 8] 2 Anderson. Palisade, N. J.

"'VINE:'oIAKING: BEER, Ale nrewin~." Illustrated.
$2.20. Eaton Books, Box 1242-N, Santa Rosa, California.

FINEST REVOLVER, Pistol Grips; Frec catalogue, Free
Hchs, 396 Broome Street, New York 13, N. Y.

ELECTRO-SCRIBE I F;ngraves an Metals. $2.00. Beyer
~(f~. 103lJ -~ Springfleld. Chlca"o 43.

"BUSCADERO" BELTS, holsters, whips. mounted "Long·
horns," hunting horns. \Vestern Products Co., Box 762,
Laredo 2, Texas.

PRODUCTIOX TYPE Pistol bullet swaging dies for
R.C.B.S. <fA" Press onb'. $45.00 up. 92 \Vinchesters
converted 44 ).Iagnum Stamp. Robert Pomeroy, 45 \V~'oming
WaterburY 6, Conn.

"GU)r.T BORE I ...ite" with cuned Lucite Head . . . still
only $1.00 postpaid. Dealers: lots of 25 ... 68c each
($17.00) postpaid. All complete with hatteries. 'Vestchester
'rrading, G-2478 Arthur Annue, Bronx 58, New York.

"COLT FIREA.Rl\1S" faithfully describes. beautifully
illustrates dramatic Colt story-540 pictures! Available
hooksellers and gunshops. Free descripti'fe brochure.
Ser\-en Books (publisher). Santa Ana, Calif.

~n~IATtJRE KOLIBRI revoh'er, 2mm rlmtire, $10.00,
Ammunition $2.00 per 100; Chromed snake chain Bolo
Ties $2.00; Illustrat.ed list other miniatures. R. \V.
Knight. Seneca Falls. Kew York.

I'J<:Enl~ESS HANDCUFFS, $1:L95. Iron Claw, $9.95.
Leg Irons. $12.95. 'twisters, Guide Chains, $1.50. Trans
llort Chains. Fetters, Lenther Restraints, Collector's Spe
cialties. Catalog 25c. Thomas Ferrick, Box 12G,
');ewburyport, Mass.

'!'HOMPSON S.:U.G. VERTICAL Fore Grips; These will
fit all Thompsons. 1921-1922-H)~7~19~8-:Ml-~nA1 :Models.
Made of hard Maple with smoot.h finish. These are the
exact hard to get "VerUcle Fore Grips you have been look·
ing for. Make )'our Thompson have that complcte "Untouch·
able" original loolc Satisfaction or motley refunded. 1-$4.00
$4.35 with bolt to tit 50c bolt alon~ N.Il.A. Life :Member.
Tom 'V. Gibe, 263D Indiana Avc., Chicago 16, Ill., Phone
Vi. 2-2211.

MISCELLAN EOUS

FOX S'l'ERLIKG"ORTH or Ithaca 16 or 20 Ga. double in
fair to good condition; Lefever 16 gao wood immaterial;
Abe's Gunshop, I~erh()nkson, N. Y.

WAJ.~T US ).1ARKED Following Arms: Detective Special,
.25 ACP. High Standard .32 and .380 Hemington 1903-A4
stamped A4, U3 Carbine or recehcr milled to accept
Sniperscope. ).lIAS carbine or hca\'~' wire stock Johnson 4-!
dewat. Sedgley Dewat, S&W Light HiOe Model 1940,
Bazooka, 4,2 mortar, TIOOE3 l.'rce )'Iount. Britt Brown.
Eagle, Wichita, Kansas.

WANTED

FREE "Do-It-Yourself" Leathercraft Catalog. Tandy
Leather Company, Box 791·1:33, Fort \Vorth, 'l'exas.

LEATHER CRAFT

INDIAN RELICS

CUSTOM GUNS~fI1'HI!(,G since 1930; Re-biulng a
specialty; free price list. Abe's Gunshop, Kerhonkson, N.Y.

GENERAL GUNSl\H'l'HING-Repairing, rebluing, con~
\'ersion work, parts macle. In{lUiries invited. Bald Rock
Gun Shop, Berry Creek, CaUf.

SHOTGUN SPECIALISTS: COUlplcte Refinishing from
$20:00 up. Restocking, Rebluing, nepair all makes. Re
bOrIng, change chokes, lengthen chambers, New Parker
~arrels. Frank Le FeYer &; Sons, Inc., Custom Gunsmiths.
li'rankfort, New York.

DRILLINGS (TffiloEE Barreled Guns) relined to Ameri
(·an calibers, a sJ}eeJalty. \\"e can handle allY praetical re
hore. reline. or harrelIng job. All work 100% guaranteed.
\\Trite for prices. Snapp's GllllShop, 214 X. \Vashington,
Iloyal Oak. .:\fichigan.

CUNSMITHINC

HO).fE)[ADE ITALIAN 'VincI Complete instructions
$1.00. Bill Holesworth, Salida, Colo.

COLLECTOR \VAXTS Guns. Swords skulls, Tomahawks
stuffed animals. Have Guns-watfhes-toins, Paintings,
human Bone Necklace others! Grog-aIlS, \Vhaleyville, Md.

CROSSBOWS! HUNTING Bows! FactorY-Direct·Prices 1
.Jay Co., Box ]355, 'Vichita, Kansas.

SHOOTERS: IF you are interested in learning Gunsmith
ing and are willing to spcnd a few hours in your home
shop for a handsome, accurate .22 target pistol, send 4
cent stamp for complete information. P. O. Box 362, Terre
Haute, Indiana.

3 IKDIA~ \VAR arrowheads. Flint Scalping Knife. Flint
Thunderbird $4.00. Catalog 10c. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Arrowhead. Glenwood. Arkansas.

LEAlloN GUXSMI'l'HI?\G. America's oldest, most complete,
2-yr. course. Earn AAS Degree. Recommended by leading
Firearms Companies. Modern Equipment. Competent In
structors. VA appro\'al. 'l'riuidad State Jr. College, Dept.
G-4, Trinidad, Colorado.

GUN SCREWS, 6/48 or 8/40 assorted lengths 50c per
dozen. Professional 2 flute Taps $1.20 Special hard steel
drills 45c. All pQ.stpaid. Send for Catalog 15 on all
Buehler mounts (including ?\ew :Micro-Dial). Low Safet~'s
etc. Maynard Buehler Inc., Orinda. Calif.

COLT li'nO~TTERS, Colt and Reminf'ton percussion re
voh·crs. \Vin. Leyer actions plus many other :l\.lodcrn and
Antique Guns. \Vill Trade, Stamp for list, Chet Fulmer
fGuns), Detroit I ...akes, :Minnesota.

FARULOUS 40 PAGE Fully Illustrated Catalog Eve,,·
)fonth Hundreds Antique Guns. Swords. Military Items.
All Different In Each Issue. prder \Vith Confidence From
America's Finest Antique Service. ~Ilbscriotion just $1.00
For 12 Catalogs. Nann Flayderman (0)'0, 44 'Vest Putnam
Avenue, Greenwich, Connecticut.

ARGENTINE 'MOD. 190n 7.65mm Mauser ri.tles. Pcrfect
$39.95. Jap 7.7mm Arisaka ritles. Very good-$14.95. Ex
cellent-$18.00. AI's Gunroom, 1 Beekman St., New York.
~. Y.

KLEL",,'S BIG 128 Page New and Used Gun, Ammunition.
all sports bargain eataloJ!: is hot off the presscs! Nohody
undersells Klein's! Send 25c to Kleill's-227 \V. 'Vashing·
ton, Chicago 6.

DEATH MASKS of famous western outlaw.s. Casts ma?e
from 17 masks fashioned for side show exhibit in lS!lO s.
$3.50 each. Send for list. Betty Zane Antiques, 7031 Stony
Island, Chicago.

HAVE GUNS ... Will Sell! Miniature Pistols, Rittes
and Accessories. G & S :Mfg. Co., Nashville 3. Tennessee.

20mm NAVY CANNON Cartridges deactivated $1.00.
Postpaid, Joe Putrert, 1808 Baltimore, Cincinnati 25, Ohio.

MI GARAND RIFLES. Very Good Condition $69.95.
Garmik Enterprize Div., Box 24, Brady Lake, Ohio.

M-I RIFLES, PERFECT. $125. ~f-J Carbines, $100.
Sloper, Camp Yerde, Arizona.

MODEn~ A?\D Antique Guns Large List Dime 12 Lists
$1.00. Isle Quist (Guns), Crookston. Minn.

I~An.GE IT...r...US'l'llATED Catalog Antique and modern
~uns, swords. war relics. armor, military gear. Excellent
reference book-$l.OO. Brick House Shop, New Paltz 4,
C'I. Y.

~E'V FIREAR)JS-Scopes-Reloading Supplies-Acccs·
sories. Quick Service-Lowest Prices. Largc Catalog Free.
'Valter Oliver, Box 55, Auburn, Indiana.

BOOKS

" ANTIQUE GUN Depot": Guns Galore!!! Flintlocks; Per
cussions; Springflelds; 'Vinchcsters; Kentllckies: Swords;
Daggers; Parts: AmmunitJon; Loads :'oiore. 1960 Illustrated
Catalogue 50c. 'Vestchester Trading, G-2478 Arthur Avenue,
Bronx 58, New York.

U.S. ~n 30-06 GARAKD RIFLES. Very good-Si9.95.
Perfect-$89.95. Immediate delivery, Freedland Arms Co.•
34 Park Row, Kew York, K. Y.

~~~S~~U':;:SI~ii>~~me;:;f'~~~~.s~~W~sr~.t¥~iaJs5 $1.00.

.. A'KTJQlJE & MODERN Arms, Accessories at 'Rece_ssl0l!:
prices. Sample list. 25c. Ladd Arms, Catskill, !\. Y.

GUNS - SWORDS - Knives - Daggers - Flasks. Big list
25c coin. Ed Howe. Cooper 1\fills 10. Maine.

$1 000 MONTHLY DISTRIBUTL.'1G advertised automoth'e
product; millions sold. Sales Guaranteed; part or full
time; no experience necessary; territory open. FrccrSalcs
Kit. National Dynamics, 220 East 23 St.. Dept. 16, .Y.C.

COLLECTORS

REi\:IING'rON. 1877. CATALOG-Reproduction Limited
Edition, Rare. $1.00. P.P. Karl Moldenhauer, Cedarburg
I, Wisconsin.

FOR SALE

CUNS IT AMMUNITION

GUN ENGRAVING of unsurpassed Quality. Folder $1.00.
E. C. Prudhomme, 302 Ward Bldg., Shreveport. La.

10,000 GUNS!! I-ANTIQUES. Moderns. Swords, Armour
-e'fCu description. Giant Catalog $1.00. Agramontc's,
Yonkers 2K, N. Y.

U.S. MI 30~06 CAL. GARA1~D rifles .. Verr ~Ot?d $'jfl.~5.
Perfect-$89.95. U.S. 30-06 cal. Spungfleld nfles. ~::rlgh
numbers. Excellent-$49.50. U.S. 30-06 cal. Entlcld nfles.
Excellent-$34.50. U.S. 30-40 cal. !(rag rifles. Goo<1
$37.50. U.S. 45-70 eal. Springfield rifies. Good-;-:$30;n5.
German Mod. 98 8mm Mauser rifles. Good-$34.Da. "'\ ery
J!;ood-$39.!)5. Argentine Mod. 1909 7.65mm Mauser rifles.
.Perfeet-$39.95. Argentine Mod. 91 !.65mm Mauser r~fles.
flerfect-$24.50. Swedish Mod. 94 (i.ilIllm Mauser carblllcs.
Vcrr good-$2n.95. Excellent-~34.50. Perfect-$39.S0.
Swt'ss )fod. 1911 7.5mm Schmidt-Ruhin rifles. Very good-
$16.95. Excellent-$19.95. British Mk: G ':303. cal. I..ee·
J<;nfleld jungle carbines. Very ~ood-$~4.9;).·Excellent
$29.95. Argentine piod. 1879 43 cal. Itcmlngte~l rolling
block rifles. Excellent $19.95. Argentine Mod. 18/9 43 cal.
Remington rolling block carbines. Excellent-$22.!lS. Rem
ington :'olod. 1901 7mrn rolling block ritles. Good-$15.!l5.
.Tap 7.1mm Arisaka rides. Pre-'Var issue. Very good
$18.00. 30-06, 303 British. 8mm Mauser, 7.62mm Russian
& 6 5mm Swedish military ammunition at $7.S0 per 100
fds .. Money back guarantee. Free gun list. Fredland Arms
Co.. 34 Park Row, New York, N.Y.

ENCRAVINC

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

COIN COLLECTORS Largest most respected newsp8ner,
semi-monthlY. Sample 2Sc. $2 yearly. Numismatic News,
133 \Vater St., lola. "Tisconsin.

"VERY RARE" first Bannerman Catalogue dated "1889".
Loaded with early American Guns & Accoutrements. Illust
rations great for a reprinted reference. $2.00 per copy
postpaid. \Vestchester Trading, G-2478 Arthur Avenue.
Bronx 58, New York.
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FREE LITERATURE •••
please write for information on
how the BALscope can give you
more shooting pleasure. Ask for
Booklet G-1l2. Bausch & Lomb
Optical Co., Rochester 2, New
York.

BAUSCH & LOMB

"<c'V",

OWN BERETTA WORLD'S FINEST POCKET PISTOL
Sensational Hew low PrIce Minx 22 Short $32.00

,_",",pIT Shot %'1.- bbl. A...
- ---'

Now Ills possible fot anyone to
handlo an automatic pistol without,
difficulty. Amozing od'lanced gun
~esign permits loadil:'ig without pulling bacle 'he
slide. Hinged barrel may bo loaded as single shot.

fUff Genu'ne Leath.r Hol".r... . MInJ: 4;i:t~ f35.00
Onl.r tty Mall Today •• S9f1d $S.oo down, lal. C.O.D.
GODIllEY IMJ'ORT CORP., GM-5 261 .........,. N. T. 1,....__~

u. S. SNIPER SCOPES

SHOOTERS-COLLECTORS here's a tOI> Quallty orlg.
G.I. SXIPER SCOPE for sptg. or military rifle. 2lhX
coated optics. 5*· eye reJief post & cross-hairs. hydrogen
filled. ;SO tube $18.50 I>pd.

SANTA ANA CUNROOM
P. O. Box 1777 Santa Ana, Calif.

SIIS cash price; includes
choice of )5X, 20X, 30X
or 60X interchangeable
eyepieces.

FasterI Easier Spotting

The BALscope Spotting Scope eliminates guesswork and· error •.
helps you spot your target quickly and accurately without changing
position. The choice of champions for quarter of a century,
BALscope provides optical performance and comfort not found in other
scopes of this class. There's no eyestrain to cause fatigue even
after hours of steady use day after day on the line ... clarity and brilliance
of image are unsurpassed. Try this rugged spotting scope, specially
designed for the target shooter ••. see how it can help improve your scores.

r--:-;2

with a [38~®®[p0~

60mm Spotting Scope

~Micro-Dial
Universal
Scope Maunl

SEND FOR NEW COMPLETE CATALOG 14-G
ON ALL BUEHLER EQUIPMENT.

MAYN~,~o~ ~'~RY..EHLER_

Modern and antique shackling devices,
criminology books. Send 25¢ for larg
est selection of restraints in the world.

PA'l'TERSON SMITH
2G9-Q, Sllel,ar,l Ave., East Orange. N. J.

Colt's First AR-15s Come Off Line
Sam Colt's life·long search for firepower

was answered for sure with the recent accept
ance testing of the new Colt Armalite AR·15.
1anufactured within the Colt plant at Hart

ford, the new rifle is improved over prototype
No.1, written up in '"Gun Rack" a year ago.
The cocking handle is ·now on the back of
the receiver, and the gun is even more dust
and dirt proof than before.

The Armalite Fairchild symbol of a flying
horse seems an age-old allegory come true
and with this "airage" light .223" rifle, the
rampant colt takes wings. New caliber desig
nation is a happy medium between .224"
Winchester Military and .222 Remington
Special, both experimental cartridges preced
ing the Colt regular production run guns. A
lot of 5,500,000 cartridges was recently made
up on a friendly power foreign order, along
with a test bolt action rifle. The friendly for
eign power has ordered some thousands of
AR-15 rifles_ The ammunition was available
and shipped first, along with one commercial
sporter to test the stuff. The country involved
has strict gun-import laws, and the police
nearly flipped when they saw the import
license {or five and one half million rounds
of cartridges and only one rifle!

Colt's AR-15 weighs 5 pounds 11 ounces,
fires semi and full auto, takes 20-shot de·
tachable magazines, is quite accurate in spite
of its light barrel, and can be obtained with
grenade-launching adaptations. Cooper-Mac
donald, Inc, of Baltimore, :J>Id, are agents for
international sales. As a police rifle, espe
cially when fitted with a scope, it would be
ideal. A semi-auto version will also be avail
able for open sale in the U.S.

HANDCUFFS.
LEG-IRONS

" GUN RACK
(Continued from page 12)

shot as well as ball to be fired: "a smooth
bore rifle_" These arms appeared in Ohio,
and myoId friend Howard Barlow's grand
father, Jesse Barlow, used to make them. In
the lake an;a of Pennsylvania and upstate
New York, either as singles, side-by-sides,
or over-unders, the "smoothbore rifles" had
their turn in history. Ithaca's slim, carbine·
like pump shotgun is the modern deer- and
bear-busting counterpart of a less known but
quite traditional American sporting arm. And
as I looked at the proportions of the 20
gauge repeater, built on the M37 Feather·
light lines, I wondered how much more it
would cost to put a .45 bored 20-gauge blank
on that action to get a _45-70 or (not impos·
sible with redesign) a .458 pump repeater.

Ithaca, by the way, has a new set-up in
which they deliver direct to dealers. Ithaca
is the latest (H & R, Colt) to break away
from the jobber distribution plan. Described
by President Shelly Smith as "the most dy·
namic package in Ithaca's 80 years of gun
smithing," the new sales set-up involves
franchised dealers in all areas, assuring you
of top service.

There are rumors of more "new·s" coming
out of Ithaca soon. GUNS will keep you
informed.
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Heavy .270 Bullet
Speer Products Co. of Lewiston, Idaho,

have a heavy 170 grain round nose soft point
for the .270 Winchester. We use 48 to a
maximum of 49 grains of 4350 with this
bullet for around 2700 feet velocity. It is a
beautifully made and proportioned slug, and
should give much better penetration than
anything lighter. Fred N.' Barnes, Grand
Junction, Colo., also makes a 180 grain 270
bullet to be used with 48 grains of 4350
powder.

These heavy bullets are much better in
the .270 Winchester cartridge than anything
lighter for brush and timber shooting where
some raking shots are apt to be all that is
available, and also for any shooting with,
this small bore on heavier game. I have
never used nor recommended ,a .270 for elk,
moose, or big bear, although others do. In
30 years of big-game guiding, I have seen
the little cartridge fail many times even on
mule deer, black bear, and goat, and I have
never recommended any bullet lighter than
250 grains nor a caliber under .33 for ~
the larger American species. ~
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ELMER KEITH SAYS
(Continued from page 9)

its killing range out as far as the full choke
barrel, it is a far more uniform and even
killer up to 50 yards, for most gunners, than
is the full choke gun. A good full choke
should go 70 to 85 per cent, and usually, in
these days of folded crimp and hard shot,
most of them will do 75 to 80 per cent. With
a good full choke there is a very dense cen
ter, and usually most of the shot will be in
a 24" pattern, with a thin fringe of shot
around this center. The expert will kill with
t/.,e full choke to far longer range than he
would with a modified pattern, but by the
same token the average shot will hit and
kill more regularly under 50 yards with a
modified pattern. That even 30" spread with'
no dense center and no holes is one of the
most killing patterns possible for the aver
age gunner, and birds are not shot up as
badly as when centered with a full choke
pattern. For decoyed ducks as well as close
range jump shooting on creeks and much
upland work, the modified choke is the best
bet for the average gunner.
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208 page Catalog-Reference
book with more than 1600
items photo-illustrated, de
scribed and priced. Ameri
can, European Firearms and
Edged Weapons - all for
sale. Send $1 - refunded
with first purchase.

~,!_u¢f

ARMs COllECTOR

BOB HUNTER GUNS HOP, Wall St. at 7th, Cordele, Ga.

YOU FROM DIXIE?

The best Q.D. Swivel you'll
ever own! Strong 1-piece
machined from solid Alcoa
75-T6. Natural color, satin
finish. 1" size only.

Master gunsmiths, best in the South, offer COMPLETE
gunsmithing for shooters, attractive repair rates for
dealers. Approved by all makers. Stoeger distributor;
Browning, Colt etc. agency. Guns, reloading supplies.
Satisfaction guaranteed. We trade.

GUN & FLASK
Door Knocker

Cast in Sol id Yellow Brass,
Beautifully Polished and

Heavily Lacquered.
For Exterior Use

Ideal gift, conversation piece
7112" High by 3112" Wide

Only $7.50 - NO C.O.D.~s

From:

HELL MOUNTAIN GUN SHOP
R.D. tt2, LEBANON, N.J. Dealers Inquiries Invited

ST IT H MO UNTS 2676 E COMMERCE
SAN ANTONIO. TEXAS

The skllled hand of the German gunsmith Is re
sponsible for this .22 caliber. 6-shot repeater
automatic with self-ejecting clip. Just 4:' long,
fits easily into pocket or purse. Ideal for sporting
events, stage use, (not available to Calif. resi
dents!. Not a lethal weapon. Sold on money back
guarantee. Comes for $6.95 PPd. from Best Values,
Dept. A-282, 403 Market, Newark, New Jersey.



IDEAL RIFLE OR PISTOL DIE SET $8.50
Shell holder $1.75 Primer punch $1.50

You save up to 80% of what
you've been paying and
you make better, more
accurate cartridges

.than any you can buy!

ALL·AMERICAN SHOTSHELL DIE SETS
in 12. 16 and 20 gauge $24.50 COMPLETE

AKE YOUR OWN CUSTOM....--_.•.

AMMUNITION
THE LYMAN WAY!
~

I
c •
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MATCH TARGET AND TARGETSMAN pictured here are just two of the great line of Colt .22 automatics for field shooting or target shooting. Colt has the accuracy,
power and dependability to send your scores skyrocketing. And, the walnut stocks with thumb rest at no extra cost make Colt .22 target automatics the
most economical hand guns in America. Woodsman Match Target with 4y, or 6" barrel-$84.50. Woodsman Target with 6" barrel or Sport Model with 4y,"
barrel-$74.75. The ColtTargetsman with adjustable sights, only-$56.50. The low-cost Huntsman-$46.75. SEE THEM ALL AT YOUR COLT REGISTERED DEALER TODAY.
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